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General Background

Chalmers’ Center of Excellence in internal combustion engines, called
the Combustion Engine Research Center (CERC), was formally established on November 1, 1995 and inaugurated on March 26, 1996. At
that time, the Center was based on an agreement between the Swedish
Board for Technical and Industrial Development (NUTEK), Chalmers,
and a group of five Swedish companies. The agreement defined each
party’s responsibilities with respect to financial commitments, scientific goals and use of research results. In 1997 the governmental coordination responsibilities were transferred to the Swedish National Energy
Administration, which later changed its name to the Swedish Energy
Agency (Energimyndigheten). The initial 10-year commitment ended
at the close of 2005.
The Swedish Energy Agency and the industrial partners made early
commitments to continue supporting CERC beyond the initial 10-year
period. The formal application for continuation was thus approved for
a new four-year phase (2006 - 2009), which could be extended for
another four years subject to satisfactory international evaluation in
2009. CERC received a very positive review and a decision to continue
to support the center was made (4+4 years). A new international evaluation was carried out in the spring of 2013. CERC again received a
very positive review. A proposal for continuation was submitted to the
Swedish Energy Agency which was approved. After a new evaluation
in 2016, once again with very positive reviews, a new four-year period
was granted on September 22, 2017 starting January 1, 2018 and extending until December 31, 2021, the financial framework is increased from
earlier 96 million SEK to 120 million SEK
During 2020, the following companies were members of the Center:
• Scania CV AB
• Volvo Car Corporation AB
• Volvo Powertrain AB
• Winterthur Gas and Diesel
• Loge
• Delphi
• Convergent Science GmbH
• Neste Oyj
• Johnson Matthey
• Wärtsilä
The program board consists of the chairman (a voting member), two voting members from the academic community, six voting members from
participating companies (Scania, Volvo Car, and Volvo Powertrain),
and two voting members from the Swedish Energy Agency. The board
chairmanship has been held by Sören Udd, who serves as a common
board chair for the three engine-related centers of competence in Sweden
(CERC, CCGEx at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, and
KCFP at the University of Lund). The three centers together are called
the Swedish Internal Combustion Engine Consortium (SICEC).
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Preface
CERC has completed 3 years of a 4-year program between 2018 and 2021.
During 2020, five working groups were engaged in 18 projects in total. There was one PhD
defense during 2020 (Reto Balz), but much more is expected the last year of the program, 2021.
The annual CERC Seminar was held on May 27 via Zoom due to the Covid-19. The meeting was attened by CERC’s International Scientific Advisory Board (ISAB). CERC’s ISAB
includes Prof. André Boehman from the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the
University of Michigan Department of Mechanical Engineering and Director of the W.E.
Lay Automotive Laboratory, and Prof. Christian Hasse from the University of Darmstadt’s
Department of Simulation of Reactive Thermo-Fluid Systems. The ISAB members gave their
opinions and suggestions for improvement to the program board, based on contributions in
the seminar, published papers, the 2019 annual report and responses to their previous year’s
suggestions.

Bengt Johansson, Director,
Combustion Engine Research Center

CERC continued to collaborate fruitfully with its partners in the Swedish Internal Combustion
Engine Consortium (SICEC): the other two Swedish competence centers engaged in research
on combustion engines (CCGEx, based at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, and
KCFP, based at the University of Lund) and industrial associates. A strategy and coordination
group (SoS, based on the Swedish name) with representatives of these organizations meets 3-4
times per year in face-to-face meetings, and via the web at other times, to coordinate the three
centers’ research and organize efforts to secure new funding and new industrial members.
The three centers had a nearly common program board, with a common chair (Sören Udd).
In 2020 the CERC board included the following voting members:
Sören Udd						SICEC Chair
Carolin Wang-Hansen Volvo Car Corporation
Håkan Persson				 Volvo Car Corporation
Eva Iverfeldt					 Scania CV (until June 30, 2019)
Per Stålhammar				Scania CV
Malin Ehleskog				 AB Volvo
Johan Engström				 AB Volvo
Sofia Andersson			 The Swedish Energy Agency
Anders Johansson			 The Swedish Energy Agency
Maria Grahn					 Chalmers (with Karin Munch Chalmers deputizing)
Tomas McKelvey			 Chalmers
The board’s industrial members represent companies that provide substantial support (at least
500 000 SEK per year in cash plus in-kind contributions up to a total of 1 700 000 SEK). The
program manager from the Swedish Energy Agency is Anders Johansson.
In 2020, 15 PhD students and 12 senior researchers were involved in the 18 projects (including Waste Heat Recovery and Future Fuels for Transport).
We thank our industrial partners and the Swedish Energy Agency, who were highly supportive and actively engaged in the Center’s activities throughout 2020.
Bengt Johansson
Director, Combustion Engine Research Center
bengt.johansson@chalmers.se
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CERC Strategy and Organization
Vision and Mission
CERC’s Vision

CERC’s vision is to generate knowledge and methods required by the combustion enginerelated industry to develop highly efficient, ultra-clean internal combustion engines and
exhaust aftertreatment systems that utilize renewable/fossil-free fuels and meet requirements
of modern electrified powertrains, thereby contributing to sustainable propulsion technology,
through high-quality research and education.
CERC’s Mission

• To conduct groundbreaking engine and fuel-related research with a focus on turbulent
combustion, engine efficiency and emissions.
• To couple experiments and simulations with the goal of developing successively more predictive engine models.
• To educate top-level engineers and scientists capable of securing rapid technological development for the engine industry.
• To serve as a forum where industrialists and academics can meet to exchange knowledge
and information productively.

Internal Combustion Engine-Powered Mobility in the Future

Transportation plays crucial roles in society because it is essential for mobility, food production and distribution, as well as the manufacture and delivery of goods. Transport accounts for
27 % (2017) of total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the European Union (EU), including
aviation and shipping. Road transport was responsible for 71.7 % of total transport greenhouse
gas emissions, of which 44 % came from passenger cars, 19 % from heavy-duty vehicles and
9 % from light commercial vehicles. Aviation and maritime transport accounted for the other
13.9 and 13.3 % of total GHG emissions, respectively. Currently, the energy needed for road
transport comes almost exclusively from crude oil, and renewable energy accounted for just
8.1 % in 2018, still well below the 10 % target for 2020. Globally, 14 % of the GHG emissions
come from transportation.
The growing demand for transport, the finite nature of fossil energy resources, and the climate
change driven by GHG emissions are widely recognized as major, tightly linked challenges
facing modern societies. Thus, there is an urgent need for more efficient propulsion systems
and a transition to renewable fuels to power them.
The Paris Agreement of December 2015 states, briefly, that:
• The long-term objective is to limit the increase in global average temperatures to no more
than 2°C above pre-industrial levels.
• We should strive to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C as this would significantly reduce the risks and consequences of climate change.
• Global emissions should be limited so that the peak is reached as soon as possible (this
will take more time for developing countries).
• Rapid reductions need to be implemented thereafter in accordance with the best available
scientific evidence.
The UN Climate Change Conference in Katowice in December 2018 (COP24) resulted in a
long-term framework for regulating member countries’ planning, communication, implementation, reporting and follow-up of efforts to meet commitments under the Paris Agreement.
Unfortunately, the climate summit in Madrid in December 2019 broke down without setting
rules to meet goals enshrined in the Paris Agreement, including protocols for the global
carbon market.
On November 28, 2018, the European Commission published a strategic long-term vision and
pathways for the EU intended to lead to net-zero GHG emissions by 2050. In addition to previous policies that were projected to deliver reductions in emissions of around 45% by 2030, and
around 60% by 2050, eight additional “pathways for the transition to a net-zero greenhouse
gas emissions economy and strategic priorities” were assessed. These include actions such
as strong transition to renewable energy sources and strong increases in energy efficiency.
In November 2018, the European Parliament also approved an agreement reached with the
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European Council to increase overall energy efficiency in the EU by 32.5% by 2030. For the
transportation sector, the EU decided in April 2019 that new cars’ average distance-specific
CO2 emissions should be reduced by 37.5 % by 2030, compared with 2021 levels, which were
set at 95 grams per km, with an intermediate step of a 15 % reduction by 2025 (Regulation
2019/631). There will also be a shift in driving cycle from NEDC to WLTP. The CO2 reduction effort will be distributed among manufacturers based on the average mass of their vehicle
fleet. The regulation will be revised in 2023. From 2020 there will be ‘super-credits’ for low
and zero-emitting cars (<50 g CO2/km) up to 2022 and from 2025 a ZLEV factor, based on
the sales and specific CO2 emissions of zero- and low-emission vehicles (≤ 50 g CO2/km)
in each manufacturer’s fleet. If a manufacturer exceeds its specific emissions target, the
Commission will issue a penalty of 95 EURO per g CO2/km of exceedance for each newly
registered vehicle it produces that year.
In 2018, the average CO2 emissions from passenger cars in EU were 120.4 g CO2/km. Thus, in
the absence of massive increases in the efficiency of internal combustion engines, or downsizing, massive increases in sales of battery electric vehicles (BEVs), to ca. 50 % of total sales,
would be required. Such a shift seems highly unlikely: present forecasts indicate that they
will account for at most 20-30 % of total sales. However, more than 90 % of the passenger
cars are expected to be electrified – BEVs, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) or hybrid
electric vehicles (HEVs) – by 2030.
In the shorter term, increases in average CO2 emissions from new passenger cars since 2016
indicate that most European manufacturers will miss the targets, and already face significant
fines in 2021. The main reasons for this are increases in sales of sports utility vehicles (SUVs)
and heavy vehicles and falls in sales of Diesel vehicles. For some manufacturers a solution
may be to pool the vehicle fleet with that of another manufacturer. For instance, Fiat Chrysler
Automobiles (FCA) will offset CO2 emissions from its cars against Tesla’s emissions. The
USA, Japan and China have set targets of 125, 122 and 117g/km by 2020, respectively.
For Heavy Duty vehicles, on 13 June 2019 Regulation 2019/1242 was adopted by the European
Parliament and the European Council. From 2025 onwards, manufacturers will have to meet
targets set for fleet-wide average CO2 emissions of new trucks. The targets are expressed as
percentage reductions of emissions compared to the EU average in a reference period from
July 1 2019 to June 30 2020, of 15 % from 2025 and 30 % from 2030. The Regulation also
includes incentives for ZLEVs. Initially the CO2 emission standards will cover large trucks,
but in a planned review in 2022 the Commission will assess an extension of the regulations
to other vehicle types, such as smaller trucks, buses, coaches and trailers. The 2030 target
and possible targets for 2035 and 2040 will also be subject to revision. The standards will be
based on a simulation tool, VECTO, which can model CO2 emissions from a wide variety of
complete truck and trailer configurations in g CO2/tkm (tonne-kilometer). As for passenger
cars, there will be a penalty for exceeding the manufacturer-specific CO2 target, this so-called
“excess emission premium” is currently set at €6,800 per g CO2/tkm.
Exhaust emissions from vehicles cause major problems, especially in larger cities, and new
legislation in this area is expected to impact future development. Notably, environmental
zones in which use of vehicles with Diesel-powered internal combustion engines are restricted
have been established in some cities, and they will probably be introduced elsewhere.
Emissions legislation in Europe was introduced just 27 years ago (Euro 1/I, in 1992). Since
then it has become progressively stricter and more elaborate. Following the implementation of
‘Real Driving Emissions’ (RDE) requirements, which include urban, extra urban and highway
driving segments (each covering at least 16 km), legislation now also includes new ‘compliance factors’ (CFs), stipulating that NOx levels must not exceed 2.1 times t hose recorded in
the Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP, which involves testing at
higher loads) from 2017 and 1.5 times from 2020 (for new vehicles) and should reach 1.0 by
2023 at the latest. A similar CF, of 1.5, has also been set for Particle Number.
In the future, more stringent emission requirements (Euro 7/VII) are anticipated. There is
not yet a confirmed date for their introduction, but Euro 7/VII is expected to come into force
around 2025. The legislation will probably be fuel-neutral (applying to both gasoline and
Diesel vehicles), and set low NOx and PN limits, including particles in the sub-23 nm range
(down to 10 nm). Limits for N2O, HCHO, NH3, HNCO, NO2, CH4, PAHs and aldehydes are
also being considered. Low temperature testing down to -7 °C is being considered, at least
5
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for HC and CO, but will be very difficult for PN. RDE requirements for traffic congestion
conditions have also been discussed.
In the USA, for light duty vehicles, federal Tier 3 standards are being phased in between 2017
and 2025 (by the US Environmental Protection Agency, EPA) and in California LEV III standards are being phased in between 2015 and 2025 (by the California Air Resources Board,
CARB). Fourteen other American states have also adopted Californian emissions standards.
Moreover, federal and Californian standards are tending to converge, and the federal Tier 3 regulations are now closely aligned with the California LEV III standards. The GHG standards for
passenger cars, model years 2017-2025, are based on vehicles’ ‘CO2 emission-footprints’. Fleetwide CO2 emission and fuel economy limits for 2025 are 143 g CO2/mile (89 g/km) or 52.5
mpg (miles per gallon) corporate average fuel economy (CAFÉ). After mid-term evaluation,
the US National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and EPA have proposed
to amend the CAFE and GHG emissions standards for passenger cars and light trucks, and
establish new standards for model years 2021 through 2026, holding fuel economy standards
at 2020 levels, which would set average fuel economy at 40 miles per gallon. Interestingly,
during 2019 Ford, Volkswagen, Honda and BMW reached agreement with CARB to improve
their fleets’ vehicle fuel economy by 3.7 % annually between model year 2022 and model year
2026, which will require the car companies’ fleets to average 51 miles per gallon by 2026.
For Heavy Duty Vehicles, Euro VI standards set a NOx limit of 0.4 g/kWh for the WHSC
steady-state cycle, and 0.46 g/kWh for the WHTC transient cycle. In the USA, the federal
EPA 2010 limit is 0.2 g/bhp-hr (~0.27 g/kWh) for both the transient FTP and steady-state
SET cycles. The EPA is also considering new emissions standards, but they will probably not
be written and announced until later.
In California, the CARB is planning new and significantly lower NOx limits, to be implemented from 2024-2026, of 0.05 g/bhp-hr (0.07 g/kWh). A low-load cycle will be added with
a 0.2 g/bhp-hr limit. In a second phase, from 2027 the CARB will reduce the NOx limit to
between 0.015 and 0.03 g/bhp-hr for the FTP cycle.
Complying with these limits is expected to require both engine hardware modifications and
significant improvements of the aftertreatment system (still involving use of selective catalytic reduction, SCR).
In addition, Phase 2 of the CO2 standard should be implemented between 2018 and 2027,
which should give a 4 % reduction in fuel consumption from 2010 baseline engines (a 9-12%
reduction together with phase 1). Phase 2 also includes requirements for 11 to 24% reductions
of CO2 emissions per ton-mile of freight.
China now has the most stringent emission standards for light duty vehicles in the world,
China 6b. They include a more stringent NOx limit than Euro 6 (NOx=0.035 g/km compared
to 0.06 g/km in EU 6 for gasoline vehicles, and 0.08 g/km for Diesel vehicles) and a PN
limit of 6x1011 #/km, for both gasoline and Diesel vehicles. For heavy duty vehicles, Chinese
standards China VI-a and VI-b apply, China VI-a has the same emission limits as Euro VI
and is being implemented between 2019 and 2021. China VI-b, which will be implemented
between 2021 and 2023, also includes requirements for portable emissions measurement
systems (PEMS) testing of complete vehicles.
IMO, the International Maritime Organization, is an agency of the United Nations that was
formed in 1948 to promote maritime safety, and secure, efficient, pollution-free shipping.
IMO ship emission rules, contained in MARPOL Annex VI, sets limits for NOx and SOx
emissions from ships. The present limits, Tier II and Tier III, depend on engine type: lowspeed, medium-speed or high-speed engines (more NOx emissions are allowed for engines
with lower speeds). Tier 3 standards only apply in so-called Emission Control Areas (ECAs),
such as the Baltic Sea and North Sea. To limit SOx emissions, there are limits on sulfur contents of the fuel: 0.1 % in ECA areas and 0.5 % globally (from 2020). MARPOL Annex VI
also includes two mandatory regulations intended to ensure energy efficiency for ships: one
for ships’ design and one for their operation.
The IMO has recently developed a strategy (published in April 2018) to reduce average CO2
emissions associated with international shipping by at least 40 % by 2030, and total annual
GHG emissions by at least 50% by 2050, compared to 2008 levels. The proposed measures
include development and usage of zero-carbon or fossil-free fuels, new/innovative emission
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reduction mechanisms and innovative technologies to further enhance energy efficiency.
On 14 June 2018, the European Commission, Parliament and Council reached an agreement
setting a binding target of 32 % for the contribution of renewable sources to the energy consumed in the EU (up from 20% in 2020), with a possible upwards revision in 2023. In addition, at least 14% of the fuel for transport purposes must come from renewable sources by
2030 (up from 10% in 2020). The agreement also agreed proposals regarding the renewable
fuels that should be included:
• first-generation bio-fuels, based on food crops, must be held at 2020 levels (with an extra
1%) and in no case exceed 7% of final consumption of road and rail transport.
• the share of advanced bio-fuels and bio-gas must be at least 1% by 2025 and 3.5% by 2030.
Alternative fuels must reduce GHG emissions by at least 70% to qualify. These regulations
were approved by the European Parliament in November 2018 (EU Directive 2018/2001).
The transport and energy industry has long desired implementation of a so-called Carbon
Correction Factor (CCF), i.e. well-to-wheel analysis of GHG emissions rather than measurement of tailpipe emissions, to account for the net reductions obtained when using renewable
fuels. However, the EU has been indifferent to this proposal so far, for several reasons.

CERC Research – 2020

To fulfill the Paris 2050 climate agreement, the transport sector will have to provide novel
ways to reduce CO2 emissions. It is important to remember that there are still no real alternatives that can compete with Internal Combustion Engines over their entire range of applications, and they are still being continuously improved. All predictions indicate that combustion
engines will remain major elements in the powertrain mix until at least 2030, powering 70 to
90 % of new passenger cars, most heavy-duty trucks and nearly all ships. Electrification, optimization of combustion engines, and increases in use of renewable/carbon-free fuels appear to
be the principal sources of reductions in GHG emissions by 2030. Electrification is expected
to become increasingly important over time. The future of road and off-road transport will
be characterized by a mix of solutions involving battery and hybrid electric vehicles, as well
as conventional vehicles powered by internal combustion engines.
There is large potential to reduce the fuel consumption of vehicles with internal combustion
engines using relatively cost-effective technological approaches. Examples include reduction
or modification of swept volumes, variable compression, cylinder-deactivation, electro-assisted
turbocharging and combustion modes designed to work in conjunction with electrification and
waste heat recovery. Rapid adoption of renewable fuels is especially critical for reduction of
GHG emissions. However, the supply and availability of various biofuels will vary from region
to region, and in the short term it is important to ensure that renewable fuels are compatible
with existing engines and can be reliably mixed with fossil fuels to enable gradual transition
to 100% renewables. The importance of biogas as a fuel is likely to increase in the future.
Combining low exhaust emissions (‘zero emissions’) and high efficiency is a considerable challenge, particularly for Diesel engines powering small vehicles. Otto cycle (spark-ignited, SI)
engines have higher potential for improvement than Diesel engines and Toyota have already
demonstrated that they can provide up to 45% efficiency in homogeneous lean combustion
mode, with a long stroke and high compression. Mazda started to produce its Skyactiv-X
(Spark Plug Controlled Compression Ignition) engine in 2019, which should reduce fuel consumption by 20-30 % compared to a conventional engine (Mazda 3, 96 g CO2/km for WLTP).
Potential to increase thermal efficiency to more than 50% has also been shown in the Japanese
‘Innovative Combustion Technology’ (lean burn) program. However, not all vehicle manufacturers are convinced that Diesel engines will be replaced by SI-engines in light duty vehicles.
For heavy-duty applications and ships, there are currently no viable alternatives to the Diesel
engine.Internal combustion engines used in combination with electrification (in HEVs,
PHEVs and BEVs with a range extender) need to be optimized for each specific application.
There can be significant differences in requirements for existing internal combustion engines
and those suitable in an electrified powertrain. Finding ways to couple internal combustion
engines to other parts of the powertrain and optimize the systems, in terms of efficiency and
costs, is a major challenge. Regardless of the energy converter, it is important to ensure that
targets are consistent with both technological feasibility and financial viability.
7
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CERC’s long-term goals are to:
• strongly contribute to the development of a sustainable transport system.
• maintain its position as an internationally recognized competence center in combustion
with leading research groups in spray diagnostics, combustion in SI and compressionignited (CI) engines, and other applications.
• be a leader of research on alternative and renewable fuels for internal combustion engines.
• develop control and powertrain concepts for hybrid and electrified vehicles (HEVs and
PHEVs), often in collaboration with others, e.g., the National Fossil Free Fuels (f3) center,
Swedish Electro-mobility Centre (SEC) and Centre for Catalysis (KCK).

Figure 1. CERC’s technology and
research areas.

An overview of how CERC’s overall targets on energy efficiency, fossil-free combustion, and
zero emissions relate to the Center’s technology and research areas is presented in Figure 1.
Work is being conducted both at a system level and through more detailed analysis, including development of required research tools and experimental methods. The dashed boxes
in the figure indicate technologies that lie outside of CERC’s focus areas but are crucial for
system studies.

Goals

Technical systems
Energy Recovery

Energy Efficiency

Combustion System/
Engine

Fossil Independence

Electrified drivetrain

Low/Zero Emissions

Aftertreatment Syst.

Sub-systems
Fuel Injection/
Sprays

Enabling Competences
Optical diagnostics
Numerical Methods

Combustion
Heat Transfer
Gas exchange
Drivetrain Control

Renewable Fuels
Systems optimization
and integration

El. motors, batteries
and fuel cells
Catalysts and filters

Generally, CERC’s activities cover technology readiness levels (TRLs) 2 to 5.
The key objective of CERC is to conduct high-quality research on new fuels and ways to
reduce fuel consumption and minimize exhaust emissions, thereby contributing to efforts to
meet the national and international goals outlined above. This requires application of several
strategies. Increasing engine efficiency is clearly essential, but developing alternative and
renewable fuels, and efficient combustion systems for them, is also increasingly important.
As hybrid vehicles are also expected to become increasingly important, CERC will continue
to engage in research on hybrid powertrains in collaboration with the KCK and SEC, exploiting the hybrid test facilities at Chalmers.
Internal combustion engine research requires high levels of expertise in a range of disciplines,
including advanced experimental methods, modeling of mechanical and thermodynamic
systems, feedback and control engineering, catalysis and chemistry. Hence, an integrated
approach that promotes synergistic engagement of multidisciplinary expertise is essential.
CERC has high competence in six main fields (combustion, sprays, fuels, modeling, electric
powertrains and control), which are harnessed in various combinations of research efforts in
the following six areas (Figure 2):
1. SI engines (spark-ignited combustion applications).
2. CI engines (compression-ignited combustion applications).
3. Hybrid powertrains, control and vehicle system modeling (1D and 0D).
4. Development of models for spray breakup and dynamics, and combustion modeling (detailed 3D).
5. Spray characterization, visualization and optical diagnostics.
6. Renewable and alternative fuel research.
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Several ongoing projects are supported within each research area. For each of these six
research areas, a working group has been formed consisting of representatives from the
interested CERC partners. These groups meet three times per year for in-depth discussions
about research results and plans for the next phase. The working groups play a key role in
developing CERC’s project portfolio by initiating, discussing and recommending projects
before they are finally submitted to the Program Board for approval.
Current CERC projects are listed in Figure 2. The left side of the figure shows the six competences that provide foundations for CERC’s research efforts. This expertise is harnessed
to drive innovation within the five working groups, represented by the colored blocks at the
right of the figure. Individual projects are listed in the table, with coloring in the second column indicating the main working groups associated with work in each project. CI Engines
and Sprays form a common working group with Modelling.
CERC’s research in the areas covered by each working group is summarized below to give
a short introduction and orientate the reader.
Figure 2. Organisation of CERC’s
research efforts.

Projects organized in
working groups

Board, working groups
and management
negotiate projects

Project

Comb.

Control

Sprays

CORE SCIENTIFIC
COMPETENCES
Electric
powertrains

E2

Fuels

Model

M2

Working group

Particle Formation in Homogeneous GDI
2-stroke REX
Modelling sGDI
Reduction of Heat Transfer and Heat Load
Transient Spray Models
Spray Formation Dynamics
Marine Engine Fuel Injection
Heavy Duty Fuel Injection
Adv. Laser Methods
Spray Turbulence Interaction
RILEM II
Prediction of Heat Transfer
Energy Management of Hybrid Vehicles
Supervisory Control of Complex Electrified
Propulsion Subsystems
EATS Modelling towards Zero Emissions
Modeling of Particulate Filter Systems

SI Engines

CI Eng./Spray

Modelling

Hybrids/EATS

WHR–LT
Future Fuels for Transportation

Ren. Fuels

CI engines/Sprays have a common working group together with Modelling

SI Engines
Particle Formation in Homogeneous Gasoline Direct Injection Engines

Aim: The aim of this project is to elucidate mechanisms responsible for soot formation in
direct injection SI engines, using not only with gasoline but also renewable fuels (mainly
ethanol and ETBE). With detailed knowledge of the underlying processes, strategies can be
developed to minimize particulate emissions.
The project focuses on homogeneous operation.

Two-stroke Range Extender

Aim: To study the basic requirements for a Range Extender in vehicle applications and
potential available candidates. The focus is on turbocharged two-stroke SI-engines with a
new combination of exhaust aftertreatment and hyperbar charging system.

Modeling of Lean Turbulent Burning in Spark Ignition Engines

Aim: To improve the predictive capabilities of unsteady multi-dimensional numerical simulations of lean turbulent burning of fossil and renewable fuels in SI engines.
9
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CI Engines and Sprays
Reduction of Heat Transfer and Heat Load

Aim: To reduce CO2 emissions by reducing heat losses from a light duty Diesel combustion
process, improve engine durability and enable increases in specific performance by reducing
heat loads on pistons, cylinder heads, fuel injector tips and valves.

Transient Spray Modes

Aim: The purpose of this project is to investigate the primary breakup and spray development
in pilot fuel injectors, which are often run using non-optimal partially opening configurations
in ignition applications to reduce injected fuel masses and minimize emissions. By measuring trends and anomalous behavior in transitional spray modes, these pilot injections can be
optimized for robust ignition and reduced emissions.

Spray Formation Dynamics

Aim: The challenge in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling of Diesel engines is
to improve predictability. A major requirement is detailed understanding of the flows in the
interior of nozzles and their effects on fuel spray formation (primary breakup). The overall
goal of this project is to contribute to such understanding by providing experimental observations of internal flow and spray formation in a high-pressure injector.

Marine Engine Fuel Injector

Aim: Lack of detailed understanding of the flows in the interior of nozzles and their effects
on fuel spray formation has been a weak link in CFD simulations of fuel sprays. It is becoming clear that cavitation plays a major role in such sprays’ development. The project focuses
on interior flows and very near field breakup in a two-stroke large bore marine Diesel engine.

Heavy Duty Fuel Injection

Aim: Recent research has shown that flame-flame interactions are very important for effective
late soot oxidation. The flame flow patterns are coupled to the fuel injection equipment by
the momentum and behavior of the spray. The aim of the project is to study the downstream
flame-flame interactions after wall impingement.

Advanced Laser Based Methods

Aim: The overall goal is to develop and maintain a portfolio of optical techniques that will
be applied and further developed for spray and combustion research, usually in collaboration
with other CERC projects.

Waste Heat Recovery – Low Temperature

Aim: This project concentrates on recovery of heat from heat sources with a lower temperature using different variants of the Rankine cycle, combined with increased coolant
temperature. Different types of expanders are also being studied. This is a national project
coordinated by CERC and divided into four work packages. CERC’s part of the project is to
study different thermodynamic cycles and working fluids in simulations and experiments.

Modelling
Multi-component Spray–Turbulence Interaction

Aim: The goal of this project is to improve the VSB2 spray model to include evaporation of
fuel blends (differential evaporation) and pressure-dependent thermodynamic properties for
investigations of possible supercritical phase transition.

The Representative Interactive Linear-Eddy Model (RILEM)

Aim: To extend the previously developed RILEM model (Lackmann, 2017) for non-premixed
combustion to a mode- and regime-independent combustion model by introducing a progress
variable approach with a presumed PDF and to evaluate the model with engine experiments

Prediction of Heat Transfer

Aim: This project focused on developing an efficient process for coupling the turbulent modeling of fluids to the diffusive propagation of heat in solid parts of engines. Complications
CERC – Annual Report 2020
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such as insulating layers and surfaces with different surface finish were analyzed. The project
was finished in early 2019.

Hybrids and Exhaust Aftertreatment Systems
Energy Management of Hybrid Vehicles

Aim: The aim of this project is to assess the potential of an energy management controller
that is aware of the (full) state of the combustion and aftertreatment systems and to design
an energy management control architecture that can utilize state- information from the combustion engine, including aftertreatment, and provide near-optimal control of the involved
subsystems.

Supervisory Control of Complex Electrified Propulsion Subsystems

Aim: This project focuses on development of a systematic methodology for creating supervisory controls of the subsystems to minimize overall fuel consumption while keeping tailpipe emissions within acceptable bounds. The control/coordination of the subsystems can be
improved if predictive information on future power requirements within relevant timeframes
is available. The project has just started and is not further reported here.

EATS Modelling towards Zero Emissions

Aim: To experimentally study requirements for high catalyst performance during cold-start
and other transient conditions. The approach involves characterizing the conditions in terms
of spatially resolved temperatures, residence times and concentrations of targeted emissions,
and developing an engineering model that can couple high spatial resolution with standard
1D-catalytic models.

Modelling Support for High-performance Modelling of Particulate
Filters

Aim: The goal of this project is to develop a sufficiently detailed kinetic reaction scheme
accurately modeling the oxidation of soot from real internal combustion engines.

Renewable Fuels
Future Fuels for Transportation

Aim: The overall goal of this project is to identify fuels that combine excellent combustion
properties with high long-term sustainability, thereby enabling reductions in emissions of
fossil CO2 from combustion engines by using non-fossil fuels with maximal fuel efficiency.
This is a national project coordinated by CERC. The medium term (2025-30) objective of
CERC’s contribution is to identify good renewable replacement fuels/components that are
miscible with fossil Diesel in mixtures that meet (or very nearly meet) EN 590 fuel specifications. The longer term (post-2030) objective is to identify or develop pure renewable fuels
that meet these specifications.
In the following sections each project is described in much more detail, focusing on the most
recent results obtained during 2020. Associated projects, conducted in the Combustion division but not within CERC’s aegis, are also presented.

Future research directions

There are still no realistic alternatives that can compete with internal combustion engines
across their entire range of applications, especially as they are still being improved and developed. There is high potential to reduce fuel consumption in vehicles equipped with internal
combustion engines with relatively cost-effective technical strategies. Electrification, optimization of internal combustion engines and increases in use of renewable fuels appear to
be the most important approaches for reducing GHG emissions by 2030.
Rapid introduction of renewable fuels is especially important for reducing emissions.
CERC will continue to focus on important research issues to meet needs of its member companies and both national and international goals, such as increases in fuel efficiency, reductions
in emissions, and identification or development of optimal renewable fuels.
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CERC Research Projects – 2020
Particle Formation in Homogeneously Charged Spark
Ignition (SI) Engines
Objectives
Project leader
Prof. Petter Dahlander
Researcher
Sreelekha Etikyala (PhD student)

• Obtain a deeper understanding of soot formation mechanisms associated with homogeneously charged SI combustion.
• Develop/assess strategies for minimizing
soot formation under conditions (e.g. high
loads and transient operation) that yield
high particulate densities.
• Investigate the effects of renewable fuels
on soot formation with the aim of clarifying
their potential to suppress soot formation.

Background

Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI) is a technology that is designed to reduce the CO2
emissions of gasoline engines while simultaneously improving their torque and power
output. Direct injection is often used in
downsized turbocharged engines. However,
the Particle Number (PN) emissions of GDI
engines exceed those of conventional Port
Fuel Injection (PFI) engines; a car with a GDI
engine and no particle filters will emit significantly higher densities of harmful particulates
than a diesel engine with a particle filter. This
has resulted in the introduction of legal limits on Particulate Mass (PM) and Particulate
Number (PN) emissions from direct injection
SI engines. To meet these near-term regulatory
requirements, car manufacturers have started
using gasoline particulate filters (GPFs).
The research objectives addressed in 2020
were to:
• Visualize combustion and soot formation
inside the cylinder of a GDI engine using
an endoscope
• Measure PN emissions from a GDI engine
during warm-up
• Investigate soot formation and PN at different SOI during transient operation
• Analyze and correlate endoscope images
with PN emissions to gain further insights
into soot sources during load transients

Results

2020 was an especially productive year for
this project. Lot of data were generated from
experimental campaigns – a few examples
are shown in this report.
Sreelekha Etikyala, PhD Student,
Division of Combustion and
Propulsion Systems,
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences,
Chalmers University of Technology.
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Soot sources in warm-up conditions in a
GDI engine

Over driving cycles, particulate emissions
are largely formed at warm-up and during
12

transient operations. The purpose of this
experimental campaign was therefore to
identify sources of PN formation at warm-up,
a subject that has received limited research
attention. Coolant temperature, oil temperature and fuel injection timing (SOI) were varied for a fixed load and speed. A good deal of
attention was paid to ensuring that the engine
operation was stable and produced repeatable
data. Sizes and numbers of particulates were
recorded, and the combustion was visualized
using an endoscope connected to a highspeed camera. Engine coolant and oil temperatures were varied between 15 and 90oC
to simulate warm-up conditions. In addition,
the effects of delaying the start of ignition
(SOI) on the emissions in these conditions
were also examined, since this greatly influences the amount of spray/wall impingement.
Effects of coolant temperature and
injection timing on PN

Figure 3 shows a summary of PN for different coolant/oil temperature and injection
timings. From previous measurements, it
was found that -310 CAD is a SOI timing that
consistently gives low PN. This timing is a
good trade-off between avoiding spray/wall
impingement and achieving good mixing.
PN in Figure 3 shows a dramatic reduction
with increased coolant temperatures (warmup). A higher coolant temperature leads
to warmer cylinder surfaces that enhance
evaporation of fuel films, so the in-cylinder
mixture becomes less lean, balancing the
reduction in pool fires due to warmer surfaces. This explains the lack of a significant
reduction in PN emissions with increases in
coolant temperature from 60oC to 90oC. If
more fuel films evaporate, the combustion of
liquid fuel films decreases, so the abundance
of large particles reduces. Since a large number of particles sized < 10 nm are produced by
post combustion fuel pyrolysis, later injection
timings are beneficial in avoiding liquid fuel
hitting the top of the piston. Considering that
legislation only applies to particles > 23 nm,
the decrease in PN with coolant temperature
is not as dramatic as with smaller PNs.
Statistical analysis of combustion images

At an injection timing of -310 CAD, there
was generally a good deal of diffusion flame

on the piston top at coolant temperatures
between 15 and 45°C. In the middle of the piston top, diffusion flame can be seen in more
than 40% of the single-shot images. With the
later injection timing of -270 CAD, the distance between the fuel liquid spray front and
piston top was greater, resulting in less liquid
film on the piston top. As can be seen, the diffusion flames almost disappeared. Their relative frequency was very low, and they were
more randomly located in the bulk. There
was no clear correlation with the measured
PN emissions as shown in Figure 3, and their
dependence on the coolant temperature was
much weaker. This confirms that the main
factor contributing to PN in warming conditions is related to the amount of liquid film
remaining on the piston prior to combustion.
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-230
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to the amount of liquid fuel that hits the piston; the lower temperature of the combustion surfaces (excluding the piston top) has
no clear effect.

-230

With a further delay of fuel injection to -230
CAD, the diffusion flames were almost completely gone, there was no longer any clear
temperature dependence and no clear correlation with the measured PN emissions shown
in Figure 3. At -230 CAD, the distance to the
piston top has further increased and little or
no liquid fuel hits the piston. Moreover, if
a thin fuel film is created, the liquid fuel is
vaporized before ignition. At 15°C, all combustion surfaces are substantially colder than
at a coolant temperature of 90°C. Therefore,
it is interesting that, at the injection timing
of -230 CAD, PN emissions at 15°C coolant
temperature were almost identical to those
at 90°C (Figure 3). Thus, the temperature
dependency of PN is almost entirely related

-270

-310

-230

-270

-310

-230

-270

-310

-230

-270

-310

Start of injection (°CAD)

Figure 3. Effects of coolant temperatures and injection timings on
PN. Fuel injection pressure was
200 bar. 1000 rpm/4.5 bar IMEP.

History effect on PN emissions

The next campaign examined the concept
of history effects on particulates. A history
effect is where the measured particulates
depend on the previous engine state. To
demonstrate the concept, experiments were
conducted with customized sequences, where
the start of injection timing was alternated
between two extremes. Preliminary results
are shown in Figure 5 (next page).

Figure 4. Relative frequencies of
diffusion flame occurrence calculated from analyses of images of
20 combustion cycles at 50 CAD
after ignition. Conditions: 1000
rpm, IMEP = 4.5 bar, injection timings and coolant temperatures as
shown in Figure 3.
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Moving Avg
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PN (#/cc)
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• The main source of soot formation during
warm-up is due to pool fires; however, they
can be fairly well controlled by delaying
the start of injection.
• The concept of particulate history effects
has been established. This means that PN
is dependent on the piston deposits from
the previous engine state.
• The high number of yellow flames in the
images was strongly correlated with diffusion flame occurrence and PN emissions.
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Figure 5. Summary of PN emissions at 9 bar IMEP for
20000 cycles and 2000 rpm with discrete step variation
in SOI switching between -310 CAD and -340 CAD with
100 cycles for each timing.

Two-Stroke Range Extender (2S-REX)
Background
Project leader
Prof. Petter Dahlander
Researcher
Lennarth Zander (PhD student)

Lennarth Zander, Industrial PhD
Student,Division of Combustion
and Propulsion Systems,
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences,
Chalmers University of Technology
and Scania CV Powertrain.
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Range Extenders (REX) for heavy duty
battery electric vehicles (BEV) can greatly
reduce the energy storage size when heavy
loads and long driving cycles are combined,
especially when extreme driving cycles occur
only a few times a year. The so-called inuse REX, which assists during operation, is
expensive and occupies a considerable installation space. The 2S-REX is a cost-effective
and installation-effective simplification
where the existing electrical machinery (EM)
in the BEV is utilized as a generator when the
vehicle is standing still. This is referred to as
a back-up range extender. The back-up REX
is intended to be used when external charging
is not available. It can also provide heating for
the electrical system which is important when
batteries need charging during cold weather.
The back-up REX-ICE needs to be very small
and with high power to mass ratio. A twostroke engine can offer this in combination
with an optimized charging system. The first
two articles describe a catalytic-based afterburner in combination with a turbocharger
system as a suitable charging system able to
provide 400 kW/L swept volume. See Figure
6 for the principle layout.
The afterburner system increases the exhaust
temperature substantially, leading to significantly increased available energy for the turbine. Thus, the engine can be supercharged to
a higher inlet pressure combined with a lower
exhaust pressure than without a catalyst.
The gas exchange process in the two-stroke
engine is strongly dependent on the relationship between the charge pressure and the
14

exhaust pressure. This is because of the combined pumping effects from the crank case
and the pressure waves in the exhaust pipe.
Turbine inlet temperature is an important factor affecting the power equilibrium in the turbocharger. The catalyst will convert lost fuel
and air exothermically, using the emissions
to assist the charging system.
Tasks completed 2020

• One conference paper written for SAE
Detroit April 13th 2021. Status: approved
for publishing.
• One article submitted to SAE International
Journal of Engines October 30th 2020.
Status: awaiting the third reviewer.
• Passed licentiate seminar 2020-12-10.

Results

Over the course of 2020, one article and one
conference paper have been written. The
contacts with SAE International Journal of
Engines have been very slow and one reason
seems to be the problem of finding reviewers
with knowledge of two-stroke engines still
alive and kicking. Another challenge has
been that the reviewers wanted me to support the 1D model with more experimental
data which I planned to do for a second article. So, material intended for two articles was
combined into one and this was completed
on 2020-10-29. Some of the material for this
article was refined and used to drill down into
more specific charging system issues. This
was submitted for the SAE Congress 2021,
for inclusion in the Boosting subject area.

As well as scavenging by the crankcase,
exhaust pressure waves are utilized to
improve the emissions and performance of
the engine. Figure 2 indicates how the different pressure waves are utilized. The level
of the steady state pressure ratio over the
engine is very important for maintaining the
balance from the crank case and the exhaust
pipe. This article describes the boundaries
when designing a supercharger or a turbocharger system. I have concentrated on my
courses during 2020 so, with the exception
of one planned for March 2021, I have completed my PhD courses. The pandemic has
made it possible for me to pass the examinations using Zoom from Stockholm.
The third article is an in-depth simulation
study where the specific results from articles one and two will be scaled up to a larger
425cc engine to meet the 150 kW goal for my
project. This will include an electric supercompound turbocharger, able to extract more
work from potentially escaping fuel in the
exhaust gases.
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Figure 6. Schematic of the different gas exchange components. A
catalyst is used after the enginetuned exhaust pipe but upstream
of the turbine.

Figure7. Pressure wave patterns
for residual pressure wave tuning.
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Modeling of Lean Turbulent Burning in Spark Ignition
Engines
Objectives
Project leader
Prof. Andrei Lipatnikov

The main goal of the project is to develop and
validate advanced, predictive, and numerically efficient models of
• flame-turbulence interaction in lean mixtures of bio or/and fossil fuels with air at low
Damköhler and high Karlovitz numbers,
• the influence of complex or reduced combustion chemistry on turbulent burning
and emissions from such lean flames, and
• spark ignition followed by the growth of a
flame kernel subject to diffusive-thermal
effects, which could play a very important
role in, for example, lean hydrogen-air
mixtures.

Background

The burning of lean fuel-air mixtures (or airdiluted combustion) in a SI engine is considered to be a promising technological solution aimed at decreasing fuel consumption,
reducing hydrocarbon and NOx emissions,
and improving combustion efficiency. These
improvements are due to (i) lower pumping
losses at part loads, (ii) reduction of the combustion temperature and, hence, reduction of
the rate of NOx formation and heat losses,
and (iii) an increase in the ratio of specific
heats, which results in a higher ideal thermal
efficiency of the engine [1]. The lean combustion concept is often implemented using the
stratified burning mode [2]. However, such a
technological solution suffers from (i) a high
rate of NOx formation in zones where the local
mixture composition is close to stoichiometric and (ii) soot and unburned hydrocarbon
emissions from zones where the local mixture composition is too rich, with these negative effects being particularly severe at high
loads [3]. Alternatively, the lean combustion
concept can be implemented using the homogeneous burning mode. For these purposes,
several problems need to be resolved, such as
poor ignitability of very lean mixtures, cyclic
variabilities due to slow growth of the initial
lean flame kernel [4], severe knock tendency at
high loads due to slow flame propagation etc.
To realize the potential of the homogeneous
lean combustion concept, the automotive
industry has a significant need for advanced
CFD tools that can be used for numerical
investigation of ignition, initial flame kernel growth, and turbulent burning of the
lean charge, as well as pollutant formation
in the combustion chamber of a SI engine.
For these purposes, not only powerful CFD
CERC – Annual Report 2020
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software, but also predictive numerical models need to be developed. The latter need is
addressed by this project, whose focus is currently on developing and validating advanced
high-fidelity models of various effects associated with ignition and turbulent combustion (including emissions) of a homogeneous
lean mixture of air and a renewable fuel.
Among various renewable fuels, hydrogen
has attracted particular attention, because it
is a carbon-free fuel with wide flammability
limits and a large laminar burning velocity.

Methods

In 2019 and 2020, this research was carried
out based mainly on theoretical work and
analysis of Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS) data produced by five leading groups
worldwide. The present report is restricted
to reporting results obtained by analyzing
(i) the Bangalore DNS database generated
by Dr. Chaudhuri and his co-workers in
Indian Institute of Science in Bangalore e.g.
see [5], and (ii) the KAUST DNS database
compiled by Prof. Im and his co-workers in
Saudi Arabia e.g. see [6]. Both datasets were
obtained from measurements of lean hydrogen-air turbulent flames, allowing for complex combustion chemistry.

Results and Discussion

In 2020, the research focus was turned to
assessment and development of a presumed
Probability Density Function (PDF) approach
to evaluating mean mass fractions of various
species (including radicals) in turbulent premixed flames. Due to strict emissions legislation, the problem of predicting mean species concentrations in a premixed or stratified turbulent flame has been addressed in a
number of recent papers, with the presumed
PDF approach being widely adopted for this
purpose, for example, see Table 4 in [7] or
Tables 5 and 6 in [8]. Nevertheless, the potential of this approach for predicting mean mass
fractions of intermediate species such as H or
O has not yet been documented, as reviewed
elsewhere [9]. Results from this project fill
this knowledge gap.
As discussed in detail elsewhere [10], the
approach consists of first simulating complex
chemistry laminar flames (i) and then averaging the obtained dependencies of mole fractions XL (c) = { X L,1(c), , X L, N (c)} of various species and their production/consumption rates WL (c) = {WL,1 (c), , WL, N (c)} on a
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combustion progress variable c (iii), by presuming a shape of the PDF P(c) on turbulent
flames (iii). Most often, a beta function PDF,
with two input parameters to be determined,
is used for this purpose, because this PDF
shape is very flexible and can vary from
Gaussian-like to almost bimodal PDF. The
two parameters are commonly calibrated
using the first two Favre moments c and c2

In 2019, the above issues were addressed by
analyzing the Bangalore DNS database [5].
As briefly summarized in the CERC Annual
Report 2019 and discussed in detail in [11],
the numerical results obtained quantitatively
validated the use of X L(c) jointly with the
actual PDF P(c), but did not support either the
use of WL(c) or averaging reaction rates, or
the beta PDF. In 2020, there was a similar
analysis of the KAUST DNS data [6] obtained
from three flames characterized by three different Karlovitz numbers and associated with
three different combustion regimes (A - the
flamelet regim B - the thin reaction zone
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It is worth stressing, however, that the mean
radical concentrations have not yet been
quantitatively predicted using the actual
PDF extracted directly from the DNS data,
but using the presumed beta PDF does not
work well. Therefore, the obtained results call
for developing a better model of the PDF P(c).
This challenge was met by developing and
validating a new flamelet-based presumed
PDF approach discussed in detail in [9,13].
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The presented numerical results have important implications for developing advanced
models for fast CFD simulations and predictions of mean concentrations of various species in complex chemistry turbulent flames.
To reach this goal, the laminar flame profiles
of X L(c) should be averaged by applying a
presumed PDF P(c) at a post-processing stage
to the mean field of c (x, t ), calculated during
the main stage of unsteady 3D RANS (or LES
if the filtered field is appropriated averaged)
computations, with the mean field c (x, t )
being obtained using a simple, thoroughly
validated, numerically efficient and robust
single-step chemistry model such as Flame
Speed Closure (FSC) [10].

Within the framework of the project, the
approach was assessed in three independent
steps: (i) assessment of the use of the flamelet library for species concentrations X L(c) by
extracting the PDF P(c) from the DNS data,
(ii) assessment of the use of the rates WL(c)
jointly with the same actual PDF P(c) and (iii)
assessment of the beta PDF. Moreover, the
choice of the most appropriate definition of
c is another issue we addressed, see [11,12].
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regime, and C - the broken reaction zone
regime). Results (i) quantitatively validate the
use of X L(c) jointly with the actual PDF P(c),
cf. solid and dashed lines in Figure 8, and
show that the beta PDF performs significantly
worse, cf. solid and dotted or dotted-dashed
lines, even if it is calibrated with the actual
moments c and c2 extracted from the DNS
data. On the contrary, the use of WL(c) for
averaging reaction rates is not supported for
any PDF, cf. solid and other lines in Figure 9.
Other details can be found in [12].

which are found by solving their transport
equations, with the source terms in these
equations, e.g. the mean mass rate Wc of product creation in the transport equation for c ,
being closed by implementing the aforementioned steps (i)–(iii).
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Figure 8. Mean mole fractions Xk
of radicals specified near relevant
curves vs. mean combustion progress variable cF defined using fuel
mass fraction. Results obtained
from the KAUST flames A, B, and C
are plotted in the left, middle, and
right columns, respectively. Solid
lines show X k (cF ) extracted directly from the DNS data. Dashed lines
show X k (cF ) evaluated using the
laminar-flame profiles of X l , L (cF )
and the actual PDFs extracted from
the DNS data. Dotted and dotteddashed lines show X k (cF ) calculated using the beta function PDFs
built, based on the Reynolds and
Favre-averaged moments, respectively, of the cF ( x, t ) -field extracted
from the DNS data. Adapted from
[12].

Figure 9. Mean rates Wk of production/consumption of various species k noted near each curve vs.
mean combustion progress variable ck defined using the mass fraction of the same species. Solid
lines show Wk (ck ) extracted directly from the DNS data.
Dashed lines show Wk (ck ) evaluated by using the actual PDF to
average the laminar-flame profiles
Wk , L (ck ). Dotted or dotted-dashed
lines show Wk (ck ) calculated using the beta function PDFs built,
based on the Reynolds or Favreaveraged moments, respectively,
of the ck ( x, t )-field, extracted from
the DNS data. Results obtained
from flames A, B, and C are shown
in the left, middle, and right cells,
respectively. Reprinted from [12].
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Figure 10. Mean mole fractions of
intermediate species noted near
relevant curves vs. mean combustion progress variable. Solid lines
show results extracted directly
from the Bangalore DNS data.
Dashed and dotted lines show
results obtained using the newly
developed flamelet-based and conventional beta PDF approaches,
respectively.
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First, the classical flamelet PDF PL  c   c L
is taken as a starting point. Here, the dependence of c L  c  is pre-computed by simulating the unperturbed complex chemistry laminar flame. Second, the flamelet PDF (i) is cut
at ξ1  1 and ξ 2 close to unity and (ii) is combined with Dirac delta function PDF δ (c) at
c=0 in order to allow for unburned reactants
and with a uniform PDF at c   2. The use of
the uniform PDF at c   2 is new and is driven
by (i) the fact that a complex chemistry flame
contains a thick radical recombination zone
at large c [14] and (ii) a hypothesis that states
such a thick zone should be significantly perturbed by small-scale turbulent eddies, thus,
making results obtained from the laminar
flame inappropriate for modeling the zone
structure. Third, the mean rate Wc extracted
from the DNS data (or yielded by another
model, such as FSC, in CFD applications) is
used to calibrate the PDF. This development
aims to calibrate the PDF so that it predicts
the probability of finding reaction zones well.
Indeed, since the rate Wc is low outside the
reaction zones, the mean rate Wc correlates
well with that probability, whereas the second
moment c2 may not correlate with it. The latter claim is obvious in the Bray-Moss-Libby
(BML) limit [15], where this moment is solely
controlled by the probabilities of finding
unburned reactants and products. Fourth, a
tuning-free algorithm for finding the boundary ξ 2 is developed and discussed in detail in
[9, 13].
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The use of the flamelet library X L(c) for averaging concentrations of various species in
turbulent flames was quantitatively validated
against complex chemistry DNS data obtained
from several lean H 2-air turbulent flames
characterized by Karlovitz numbers up to
100. This finding has important implications
for development of advanced models for fast
CFD simulations and predictions of mean
concentrations of various species in complex
chemistry premixed turbulent flames of various (fossil or renewable) fuels. More specifically, the obtained result implies that the
flamelet library X L(c) be averaged by applying a presumed PDF P(c) at a post-processing
stage to the mean field c (x, t ) calculated during the main stage of unsteady 3D simulations carried out using a simple, thoroughly
validated, numerically efficient and robust
single-step chemistry model. Moreover, the
highlighted result calls for development of an
advanced model of the combustion progress
variable PDF P(c).
This challenge was met by building a new
flamelet-based presumed PDF and adapting a
new constraint to calibrate the PDF. Analysis
of the Bangalore and KAUST DNS data has
shown that the newly developed presumed
PDF approach predicts well not only mean
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The validation of the newly developed flamelet-based presumed PDF approach is shown in
Figures 10 and 11, which show that it predicts
mean concentrations of various species in the

0.2

Bangalore flame and the KAUST flames A
and B well. The approach performs worse for
the KAUST flame C, which is associated with
the boundary of the validity of the flamelet
concept but, even in this case, the predictions
of mean radical concentrations are encouraging, especially for O and OH.

mean mole fractions

Figure 11. Mean mole fractions
of various species noted near relevant curves vs. mean fuel-based
combustion progress variable.
Solid lines show results extracted
directly from the DNS data. Dashed
and dotted lines show results obtained by using the actual and
newly developed PDFs. Results
obtained from the KAUST flames A,
B, and C are plotted in left, middle,
and right columns, respectively.
Reprinted from [9].
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concentrations of major reactants and products, but also mean concentrations of radicals
such as H, O, and OH, in all studied flames.
These encouraging results require testing
the approach under a wider range of conditions (higher Karlovitz numbers, elevated

pressures and temperatures, different fuels,
etc.). Moreover, term-by-term analysis of a
transport equation for the PDF, carried out
by processing the same DNS data, appears
to be an interesting and potentially important
subject for future research.

Heat Transfer Reduction in Internal Combustion Engines
Objectives

The overall aim of this project is to improve
the understanding of strategies for regulating the heat transfer between gases and the
walls in an engine combustion chamber. With
this understanding, attempts will be made to
reduce heat losses to, and heat loads on, the
exposed components.
The results of this project may lead to improved engine efficiency by yielding: (i) an
increase in the indicated efficiency, (ii) an
increase in the energy transferred to the turbine and (iii) improved conversion efficiency
of the exhaust gas aftertreatment system due
to an increase in the exhaust temperatures.

Results
Experimental campaign E1

The first experimental campaign of the PhD
project was run in March and April 2016.
Four different state-of-the-art thermal barrier surface coatings were investigated. Two
of the coatings are considered to be classic
and have been studied quite extensively,
whereas the other two coatings were developed for the aftermarket and racing. Some
researchers have reported that thin coatings
(typically with thickness ~0.05 mm) perform
better than thick coatings. However, the thin
coatings tested in this project did not show
any significant effect on engine efficiency or
heat losses.

Method

The evaluated thick coatings of aluminum
oxide and zirconium oxide have a rough surface finish, due to the production process,
which may have a negative effect on their performance. Therefore, experiments were conducted on polished coatings as well. The measured indicated efficiency was significantly
reduced for the coated pistons with a high
surface roughness. With a statistical model
of the experimental results, predictions were
made to investigate what would happen if the
coatings were equally smooth: with the same
surface roughness, there was no significant
difference between uncoated and coated pistons with respect to the indicated efficiency.
The results from this investigation were published in two papers [16] and [17].

The experimental work using a single cylinder LD diesel engine aimed to provide measurement results for the energy balance of the
combustion chamber as well as a fingerprint
of the apparent rate of heat release which contains information on wall heat losses combined with heat released by combustion. The
main tool for the investigation was thermodynamic analysis of the measured cylinder
pressure. The heat loss to the piston cooling
oil was measured as a secondary process to
assess the effect of TBCs on heat losses. The
3D CFD simulations were carried out using
AVL Fire v2018. The 1D simulations were
carried out with Matlab code developed during the project.

Experimental campaign E2

As a first step, engine experiments were carried out (campaign E1) with a number of stateof-the-art thermal barrier coatings (TBCs)
to understand the effects and properties of
currently available TBCs. Investigation of
the effect of surface roughness was also part
of this campaign. A second experimental
campaign (E2) was carried out to test new
material structures, a new coating material and sealing of the porous surface. The
third experimental campaign (E3) included
thicker TBCs and alternative sealing methods
and materials. To support interpretation and
explanation of the experimental results, 3D
modeling and simulations were carried out
for these particular experiments.

The second experimental campaign was carried out during summer 2018 and focused on
the evaluation of new coatings. Two different coating structures were evaluated, shown
in Figure 12 (next page) as cross-sectional
images from an electron microscope. The left
image shows the classical structure created
with an air plasma spraying (APS) process.
Relatively large molten ceramic particles are
deposited on the surface and flattened out
to form a ‘stacked pancake’ structure. The
right image is from a TBC created by a suspension plasma spraying (SPS) process. The
particle sizes are much smaller and deposition occurs in a feather-like structure. SPS
19
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Figure 12. Cross-sections of two
zirconia thermal barrier coatings.
The TBC in the left picture was
applied with air plasma spraying
(SPS), the TBC in the right picture
was applied using the novel suspension plasma spraying (SPS)
method. Pictures were taken with
a scanning electron microscope
(SEM).
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is a newly developed process which gives
improved coating durability and reduced
thermal conductivity.
Two materials were evaluated: zirconia or
YSZ, a widely-used TBC material and gadolinia (GZO), a new material with lower thermal conductivity compared to zirconia. For
each coating type, two variants were created,
one with an untreated open surface and the
other with a sealed surface. The sealing material was Durazane 1800, a polysilazane. In
total, six different coatings were evaluated.
All coatings were polished to reduce the negative effect of high surface roughness on heat
transfer.
The experimental results showed that the
suspension plasma sprayed gadolinia had
the lowest heat losses to the piston, the highest indicated efficiency and most heat to the
exhaust gases. The efficiency gain was 0.6%
compared to the uncoated piston. Sealing of
the thermal barrier coatings increased heat
losses, reduced exhaust enthalpy and gave a
shorter combustion duration. Detailed analysis of the sealed coating surfaces revealed
small cracks, which might be the cause for the
poor results from the experiments with sealed
TBCs. Another reason for the increased heat
losses with sealing could be the higher thermal
conductivity and heat capacity of Durazane.
Figure 13. Images of the uncoated
and coated pistons.YSZ = Yttria
Stabilized Zirconia. YSZ NiAl
and YSZ AlO are sealed with a
Nickel alloy and alumina ceramic
respectively.
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The findings of these experiments were presented at the SAE conference at Capri in
September 2019 [18], and resulted in a joint
journal paper with University West [19].
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Experimental campaign E3 and CFD
simulations

From April 2019, the third and last experimental campaign was carried out. This time,
the focus was on two additional methods to
seal a porous surface. One used a thin dense
ceramic top layer of alumina and the other, a
thin metal top layer of a nickel alloy. The TBC
thickness was about 500 µm, about twice
the thickness of the coatings in the previous
experiments.
After polishing, the surface of the metal
sealed piston had the same surface roughness
as the uncoated reference piston (Ra =1 µm),
while the surface roughness of the zirconia
and alumina surface was about 3 µm.
The results from these experiments were not
as good as those from the previous investigation. The fuel consumption increased by 0.5
to 1.0% for the coated pistons compared to
the reference piston. In the first experimental
campaign, this effect was caused by a high
surface roughness. However, in this case, the
surface roughness of the coatings was close to
that of the uncoated reference piston. Also, the
pistons with a sealing layer showed a significant increase in CO emissions. After engine
tests, the piston coatings were inspected for
integrity. The ceramic sealing layer had many
small cracks, the metal sealing layer showed
fewer but bigger cracks.
To explain the lower indicated efficiency for
the coated pistons in the experiments and
the increased CO emissions, the following

Figure 14. Breathing of the porous
thermal barrier coating as a result
of cylinder pressure increase and
decrease during the high-pressure
cycle.

a)

b)

hypothesis was formulated. The open porosity of the plasma sprayed thermal barrier
allows hot gas to flow in and out of the coating, caused by the rising and falling pressure of the cylinder charge (Figure 14). This
increases heat losses to the coating and makes
part of the fuel temporarily unavailable for
combustion. The imperfect sealing elevates
the engine out CO emissions by retention of
CO in the thermal barrier coating until late
in the expansion stroke. This so-called crevice effect will be more significant for thicker
coatings with a larger porosity volume.
To investigate and support this hypothesis,
3D CFD and 1D simulations were carried out.
The TBC was simulated using a ‘thin wall’
module, available in the simulation software,
allowing for conjugate heat transfer calculations. The CFD model also provided the nearwall temperature field and CO distribution.
From these simulation results, the aRoHR
was calculated from the cylinder pressure
140
120

Experiment

A simple 1D crevice model was made to
quantify the effect of coating porosity on
heat losses and fuel availability. The temperature field and CO/HC distribution from the
CFD results were used as inputs. The basic
assumptions made were an instantaneous
heat transfer from the charge to the crevice
volume (= porous volume in the coating) and
a constant coating temperature. The magnitude of the heat losses agreed well between
the simulation and experiments.
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Figure 15. Effect of YSZ thermal
barrier coating on the apparent
rate of heat release, from engine
experiments and CFD simulations.
Medium engine load.
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with the same method as used for the experimental data. Figure 15 shows the measured
and simulated aRoHR for the coated pistons
and their comparison to the uncoated piston.
The CFD simulation results show a positive
deviation with a coating, as expected when
heat losses are reduced. The experimental
results show the opposite behavior: upon
spray impact, the heat losses are higher, or
the combustion is slower, compared to the
uncoated piston.
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Conclusions

The main conclusions of this project so far are:
• The evaluated state-of-the-art TBCs of zirconia and alumina reduced indicated efficiency. Their high surface roughness
counteracts the low thermal conductivity
of the TBCs. The novel suspension plasma
sprayed gadolinia thermal barrier coating
shows promising results with a 0.6% efficiency improvement. To realize this improvement, the surface roughness must be
reduced to that of the uncoated piston.
• Sealing of the TBCs with Durazane increased heat losses compared to the TBCs
with open porosity. However, the sealing
layer showed small cracks upon inspection
after the experiments, and the sealing layer
might increase thermal conductivity and
heat capacity of the TBC. Sealing of the
TBCs with thin layers of dense alumina or

a nickel alloy was not successful either.
These sealing layers also showed multiple
cracks after testing.
• Crevice losses were identified as a probable cause of the poor performance of the
thicker thermal barrier coatings evaluated
in the third experimental investigation.
The open porosity of the applied TBCs enables hot gas and fuel to enter the coatings
during compression and combustion,
which could be the reason for increased
heat losses and slower combustion.

Outlook

This PhD project is in its final phase. The
remaining work consists of writing a journal
paper about the last experimental results and
the 1D and 3D simulations. The PhD defense
is planned for November 2021.

Transient Spray Mode Fuel Injection
Objectives
Project leader
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Pilot injections play a pivotal role in flexible
and highly efficient large-scale combustion
applications. Phenomenological development
of these spray systems has led to extremely
short injection times and contracted spray
events which can be dominated by transitional injector performance. Detailed measurements of these transient mode effects will
be used to improve the understanding of pollutant formation in combustion performance
of large-scale 4-stroke engines.

Experiments

• Detailed measurements and imaging of
sprays generated by W20 series injectors.
• Engine testing at Wärtsilä facilities to correlate combustion performance and injection strategies.
• High-speed imaging of relevant events in
Chalmer’s HP/HT spray vessel and
Wärtsilä’s pre-burn chamber
• Ultrafast shadowgraphy and ballistic imaging of liquid structures for velocity field
characterization (correlation of resolved,
time-correlated images).

Background

Lokesh Mopuri, PhD Student,
Division of Combustion and
Propulsion Systems,
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences,
Chalmers University of Technology.
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Increasing demands to reduce engine emissions in recent years has sparked interest in
engines fueled with natural gas (compressed
natural gas (CNG)), which significantly
reduces nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides, particulate matter and carbon dioxide. This has
led to the use of natural gas-powered marine
engines to reduce environmental problems.
22

The Wärtsilä Dual-Fuel (W20DF) engine is
a diesel engine that can operate in both gas
mode or liquid fuel diesel mode; the intention
is that dual fuel operation should not require
major engine changes. The gas is fed into
the cylinder in the air inlet channel during
the intake stroke. Before the piston reaches
the TDC from the BDC, a pilot fuel (a small
amount of diesel fuel) is injected into the cylinder, which ignites and burns due to the high
pressure and temperature in the cylinder. The
combusting diesel flame ignites the air-natural gas mixture. To obtain low emissions, it is
advantageous for the amount of injected diesel fuel to be very low. Thus, the Wärtsilä DF
engines use a pilot injection, with a duration
around 250 µs. Both the quantity and timing of the injected pilot fuel must be adjusted
within the air-fuel ratio limits (~2 < ~2.4) to
keep each cylinder at the correct operating
point, between the knock and misfire limits
[20]. Therefore, it is important to study effects
of varying the fuel injection time, injector opening pressure, pilot fuel volume and
intake temperature of pilot injections by W20
injectors to optimize the performance and
minimize the emissions of dual-fuel engines.

Methods

The initial experiments tested and evaluated
the spray characteristics of a W20 injector
with different orifice ratios (shown in Figure
16). The parameters to be compared included
the spray penetration and spray cone angle,
Sauter mean diameter (SMD), droplet size

distribution, and cycle-to-cycle variations
with different input parameters (Figure 17).
In the preliminary tests, the W20 injectors
were supplied with test fluid from a pump,
energized by cylinder control modules
(CCM-20) and controlled by TTL pulses.
In this study, Mie scattering and back-light
imaging techniques were used for obtaining
spray images for multi-hole and single hole
nozzles (thimble and welded versions) respectively. For such measurements, the injection
and light sources must be placed in appropriate positions. The camera, light source and
injection rate are synchronized, enabling
tracking of the spray’s development over
time from the start of the electronic injection pulse. Image processing algorithms were
adapted to determine the spray parameters
from the acquired digital images. Particle/
droplet direct imaging PDIA [21] were used
to size the droplets and determine their size
distribution and SMD of the pilot spray.

Results

Experiments were carried out at four different chamber pressures (from 12.3 bar to 23.3
bar), various injection pressures (from 1700
to 2100 bar in steps of 200 bar) and different pulse durations, as shown in Figure 17.
Experiments for each set of conditions were
repeated a minimum of 15 times, and the fluid
used was a Light Fuel Oil (LFO). The Mie
scattering technique was used to visualize the
multi-hole nozzle and a high-speed shadowgraphy technique was used for single plume
characterization. Spray from a multi-hole
injector was characterized with all holes open
using the Mie scattering method under various operating conditions. The spray images
helped us to reach the following conclusions.

We used a thimble approach to achieve a single plume, that is, a nozzle fitted with a thimble (blocking unneeded nozzle holes). Spray
behavior was studied at 298K in a high-pressure, constant volume chamber (CVC) with
different injection pressures and ambient densities. The spray’s penetration and cone angle
from a single hole (using the thimble) was
measured and flow disturbances studied under
varying conditions. This approach allowed for
comparisons of plume deviations and highlighted disturbances (as shown in Figure 20,
next page) due to the plume isolation method
under various pressure conditions.

Figure 16. Nozzle parameters.

Conclusions

• Plume-to-plume variation exists at the early stage of injection for injectors A1 and A2
(Figure 18, next page) due to uneven pressure distribution around the needle. These
variations eventually reduce with time.
• Not many variations were observed among
the plumes in injectors B and C A2 (Figure
19, next page).
• At various chamber pressures, while keeping the injection pressure and injection duration constant, the maximum variation
(plume to plume) occurred at the lowest
chamber pressures (12.3 bar and 14.3 bar).

Figure 17. Test conditions.
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• At various injection pressures, while keeping the chamber pressure and injection duration constant, there was little variation
among plumes.
• As the chamber pressure was constant, the
injection pressure had less effect on plume
variation.

Ongoing work

• Conducting experiments to study single
plume sprays using high speed shadowgrapy.
• Building the experimental setup for
Schlieren imaging.
• Upgrading the constant volume chamber
to use for hot phase experiments.

Figure 18. Spray images at different time intervals after the start
of injection (ASOI) at 1900 bar
(injection pressure) and 16.9 bar
(chamber pressure) for injectors
A1 and A2.

Figure 19. Spray images at different time intervals after the start of
injection (ASOI) at 1900 bar (injection pressure) and 16.9 bar (chamber pressure) for injectors B and C.

Injector B:
Injection duration
= 650 μs

Injector C:
Injection duration
= 704 μs

Figure 20. Back-light imaging
of single plume at different time
intervals after the start of injection (ASOI) at 2300 bar (injection
pressure) and 12.3 bar (chamber
pressure).

Injector A2:
Injection duration
= 350 μs
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The main goal of this project is to investigate
the near-nozzle kinematics of sprays generated by test injector geometries relevant to
Scania XPI fuel injectors.

Background

The physical characteristics of a diesel spray
can be influenced by many internal and external factors. Numerous studies have investigated the effects of various fuel injection
parameters on combustion quality and mixing. However, obtaining a detailed understanding of the spray behavior is challenging
24

due to the presence of dense clouds of fuel
droplets, which obscure interactions in the
near-field. An approach known as Ballistic
Imaging (BI) can be used to study this dense
spray region, by suppressing scattered light to
facilitate high-resolution imaging of droplets
and ligaments. Applying this method with a
dual-pulse imaging system can provide sufficient temporal resolution to correlate fluid
structure motions and calculate spray velocity profiles under different conditions. In this
research, different inlet geometries are being
studied under a range of pressures to track

spray development and distinguish the mechanisms that govern spray behavior.
Flow in the nozzle sac volume and near-field
dominates the formation of fuel sprays in
terms of both fuel distribution and temporal evolution of the in-cylinder conditions.
Nozzle geometry strongly affects velocity
and turbulence levels, especially when cavitation is induced in the flow [22]. Therefore,
observations of effects of cavitation on the
near-field spray, which can be controlled to
some degree through nozzle design, can provide valuable insights. Identification of the
effects of parameters such as injection and
ambient pressure on spray characteristics
under given internal flow conditions is also
valuable. Thus, in this project, we will explore
these effects and spray interactions with simple two-hole and off-axis nozzle geometries.
In addition to providing detailed visualizations of primary breakup, the results of this
work should provide quantitative data on
the velocity profiles associated with specific
nozzle geometries. These data will be used
as a reference to validate spray models and
internal nozzle flow simulations.

Nozzle

Outlet diameter [mm]

k-factor

Orifice length [mm]

Angle

Baseline

0.18

2

1

90

Off-axis

0.20

2

1

90

Double-hole

0.20

2

1

17

Methods

Table 1.Nozzle specifications.

The project will focus on the effect of the nozzle geometry on spray behavior. For this purpose, three types of nozzles are being investigated, as illustrated in Figure 21. These are
a ‘baseline’ single-hole nozzle with on-axis
orifice, a single-hole nozzle with off-axis
orifice and a double-hole nozzle with deviated orifices to provide the opportunity to
investigate spray interactions and hole-tohole variations. Nozzles specifications and
dimensions are shown in Table 1.
Near-field spray measurements will be
carried out using a dense-media imaging
approach, known as time-gated ballistic
imaging, to visualize the liquid structures
buried in the dense cloud of droplets surrounding a diesel spray. The optical setup is
similar to two-color collinear ballistic imaging, which has been discussed in detail previously [23]. Figure 22 shows a schematic overview of the optical setup and main elements.
Figure 21. Nozzle geometries: a)
single hole, on-axis. b) single hole,
off-axis. c) double hole, deviated
orifice axes.

b)

a)

c)
M1

M1

Figure 22. Layout and configuration of imaging system.
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The combination of two polarizers and the
CS2 cell form a light-controlled switch for
the optical signal (Kerr effect time-gate) and
is used as an ultrafast shutter to capture high
resolution images.

Mohammad Nikouei, industrial
PhD student, Scania CV AB,
Division of Combustion and
Propulsion Systems,
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences,
Chalmers University of Technology.

The fuel is injected in a constant volume
chamber with optical access, operating at
room temperature and up to 30 bar pressure.
The camera used in this setup has a doubleframe function, enabling the acquisition of
two images of the same injection event with
a minimum temporal spacing of ~500 ns.
After image acquisition, we subtract average background from all images to eliminate
non-uniform illumination noise. Then particle detection and correlation with the second image are used to distinguish position
differences on a 2D plane over the specified
dwell time. For this purpose, several target
points are created across the spray periphery
for use as reference points for template windows (Figure 23).
The template is a window to obtain a sample
of pixels in the vicinity of each target point.
The information for pixels inside the template, such as intensity and relative position,
is recorded and matched with the most similar pattern inside a search area. The search

field is a sub-grid region that is positioned
around the template with a larger area than
the template window. Figure 24 shows a template window (green) in the middle of the
search field (red). By obtaining the displacement vector of each point over the time interval between two images, we can compute the
velocity field in the object plane.

Results

Ballistic imaging measurements with the
baseline injector are ongoing. Initial imaging results of near-field sprays confirm that
increasing the injection pressure reduces the
nozzle opening delay. Figure 25 shows average velocity profiles across the spray periphery at five time-steps under three different
pressures. The points on each plot represent
an average profile of the spray boundary in
specific time-frames and their colors indicate average velocity magnitude in nearby
regions. Each of these plots is based on an
analysis of over 200 pairs of images and provides information about the physical characteristics of the spray, as well as spray development and velocity variations.
In Figure 25, one can see that, with higher
pressure, spray development is slightly faster
and the spray profile widens. In addition, the

Figure 23. a) Image taken at t,
b) image taken at t+Dt, c) target
points on the spray periphery.

a)
Figure 24. An example of tracking spray components. On the left
side, the green square shows the
position of the template on the first
image and the blue square is the
matched template from the second image.
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b)

c)

velocity magnitude is low at the beginning of
the injection and grows as the spray penetrates
further. However, we have noticed that in the
region very close to the nozzle tip, the velocity
is much lower compared to the spray’s leading
edge; this is evident in all the plots.
Although there are variations in the overall
shape of every single spray image, it is noteworthy that in some plots, the spray shows
a slight tendency to deviate from the nozzle
axis and the velocity profile indicates that its
speed is higher in that area compared to the
opposite side.

Conclusions and ongoing work

Near-field imaging and correlation of structure velocity have been carried out on the single-hole XPI injector. These measurements
establish a baseline morphology and spray
behavior which can be compared to future
work on the multi-hole and offset nozzle
geometries. The next experimental campaign will focus on studying the effects of
asymmetrical inlet geometries and hole-tohole interactions on near-field spray velocity
profiles. In addition, the experimental results
will be compared with CFD simulations that
include internal flow and the emerging spray.

Figure 25. Average spray velocity
profiles for five time-steps after
start of injection under three different pressures.

Marine Engine Fuel Injection
Objectives

This project aims to correlate the fuel flow
and cavitation conditions inside a marine
injector with spray formation, droplet mixing, vaporization and combustion.

Background

Much of the ongoing marine engine development is focused on meeting the requirements
of the IMO Tier III legislation which came
into effect in 2016. Tier III dictates an 80%

reduction in NOx engine out levels. Engine
manufacturers are investigating engine internal NOx reduction methods such as Miller/
Atkinson timing, water-in-fuel emulsion,
and EGR. The development of these methods
requires that engine manufacturers have a
good understanding of all the internal engine
processes, including fuel injection. The challenge for computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
modeling of such engines is to achieve better
27
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predictability. One weakness is the understanding of the flows in the interior of the
nozzle and their effect on fuel spray formation. It is clear that cavitation plays a large
role in primary breakup and development of
such a spray [24]. It can occur as “geometric
cavitation” (located at the corner and wall
of the nozzle hole and caused by the sudden
reduction of static pressure as the flow enters
the passages) or as “string cavitation” (sometimes called “vortex cavitation”, appearing
transiently within the core of strong vortices
that can build up in these geometries (see,
for example, Andriotis et al. [25])). It appears
that both types of cavitation are prevalent in
the non-symmetric off-axis fuel injector and
are the focus of this work.
Winterthur Gas & Diesel Ltd. (Win G&D)
is a Swiss company providing advanced
two-stroke marine engine designs that are
then constructed by various contractors and
installed in ships at various locations in Asia.
Their main products are the designs that are
produced by intellectual capacity within the
company, much of it driven by CFD. One
of the greatest obstacles to next generation
designs is the ability to predict coupled spray
formation, mixing, and combustion. The
goals of this project are therefore to generate the experimental observations required to
formulate and test CFD models for marine
fuel injection.
The interior flows of a selection of optically
transmissive nozzles developed in collaboration with Win G&D have been investigated
and correlated with spray formation in the
spray near-field using a combination of diagnostics including high-speed shadowgraphy,
refractive index matching, and ballistic imaging. In the final phase of the study, visualization of the far-field spray and combustion in
the spray chamber at Win G&D were carried
out using metal versions of the same injector tips.

Methods

Reto Balz, industrial PhD student,
Winterthur Gas and Diesel,
Division of Combustion and
Propulsion Systems,
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences,
Chalmers University of Technology.
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The Chalmers team has developed optically
transmissive injector tips that can withstand
higher fuel pressures than former designs (see
Falgout [26]). The tips have been modified to
match Win G&D geometries and used for the
in-nozzle flow investigations. The spray formation in the near-field was observed using
ballistic imaging. The rebounding fuel jets
inside the chamber produced clouds of droplets that filled the space between the jet and
the window. Ballistic imaging can minimize
image corruption caused by small drops
that scatter light off-axis. Large drops in the
28

geometric regime refract light without scattering and so, when present in high number
density and when out of focus, they simply
attenuate light. Moreover, the same jets then
coat windows and cause further attenuation.
In this work, we developed a room temperature, pressurized chamber designed specifically for marine injectors. The chamber minimizes the fuel jet rebound problem to allow
higher quality visualization of the near-field
spray behavior. Room temperature conditions are necessary here so that transparent
tips can be used in coordination with ballistic
imaging. In the near-field, the density ratio
and cavitation number matter much more
than temperature, which makes it possible to
match relevant density ratios and cavitation
numbers at room temperature to track spray
development.
The far-field of the spray under combusting
and non-combusting conditions was investigated using the high pressure and temperature spray chamber at Winterthur [27]. This
chamber has the same inner bore as a small
Win G&D marine two-stroke engine. The
swirl number of the engine is also emulated
by the jet of hot gas that enters the chamber
from the heater section. In this device, the
gas pressure can peak at 200 bar with peak
temperatures around 900°C. This device has
windows that can be placed at various locations allowing investigators to view different regions of the spray. High-speed planar
laser diagnostics were applied to image Mie
scattering from drops, and selected laserinduced fluorescence. The injector geometries that were investigated in optical layouts
at Chalmers were subsequently investigated
using matched metal injectors at Win G&D
for a full analysis of spray performance from
inside the injector all the way out to a burning tip.

Results

Evaluation of all the relative in-nozzle flow
data for the main nozzle types investigated,
for both hydro-erosive ground and sharpedged nozzles, yielded the qualitative images
as shown in Figure 26. Note that both single-shot and quasi-steady-state averaged
images are shown. To link these qualitative
data with quantitative information, the latest
experimental campaign has focused on combustion behavior linked to the observations
of in-nozzle flow, and to quantitative results
obtained from processing spray and combustion images.
The combustion experiments were carried
out in the SCC at WinGD. The metal nozzles

Sharp-edged
Sharp-edged(no
(noHG)
HG)
N104
N104

N105
N105

N101
N101

N104
N104

Figure 26. Experimental in-nozzle
ﬂow images of the six nozzles
investigated running with identical fuel and a rail pressure of 50
MPa. The images are averaged
over the quasi-steady-state fuel
injection period. Dark areas within
the borders of the oriﬁce and main
bore represent gaseous ﬂow e.g.
cavitation while bright areas within
the oriﬁce borders represent liquid
ﬂow. The angled nozzle type N105
has been rotated for visualization
purposes. The fuel enters the main
bore from the left side, ﬂows vertically through the oriﬁce and leaves
the oriﬁce at the bottom of the image [33].

N105

Averaged
Averaged

Single-shot
Single-shot

N101
N101

Hydro-erosive
Hydro-erosive ground
ground (HG)

1 mm
1 mm
were iteratively hydro-erosively ground and
characterized using mass flow measurements
until the transparent PMMA nozzles and the
metal nozzles had identical mass flow properties. Using three high-speed cameras, spray
images and flame luminosity at a 20 kHz
frame rate, and spray images at a 100 kHz
frame rate, were acquired using shadowgraphy. Images were also obtained using reduced
field of view and OH* chemiluminescence at
a frame rate of 40 kHz using a lens-coupled
intensifier. The four image sets were used to
evaluate the combustion behavior of the six

different nozzles. The ignition spot locations
were evaluated using the OH* signals. The
spray images using the 100 kHz frame rate
were used to evaluate the spray morphology
before ignition as well as the effective start
of injection (SOI). The larger spray images
acquired at a 20 kHz frame rate were used
for spray and flame morphology evaluations
and the flame luminosity images were used
to evaluate the flame shape and flame lift-off
length. In addition to the high-speed cameras, the use of an optical light probe (OLP)
prototype from Kistler with an ultraviolet

Figure 27. Start of ignition, ﬂame
lift-off, spray angle and injected
mass for the three different nozzles N101, N104 and N105, sharpedged (no HG) and hydro-erosive
ground (HG) [33].
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bandpass filter for OH* in front of the photomultiplier allowed the acquisition of the start
of ignition (SOI) with a very high temporal
resolution of 1 MHz. The in-nozzle pressure
of the metal nozzles was also measured for
comparison, however, those measurements
were carried out under ambient conditions to
prevent the destruction of the pressure sensor.
Figure 27 (previous page)shows the typical
combustion and spray properties of the six
nozzle types investigated.
The data show how the hydro-erosive ground
eccentrical nozzle type N104 exhibited the
most significant variation in combustion and
spray properties. This behavior can clearly be
linked to the strong cavitation swirl motion
that occurs within the orifice (see Figure 26
for reference). The acquired and evaluated
data help to improve further the nozzle design
of WinGD’s fuel injector nozzle tips.

Conclusions and ongoing work

The efforts to date have resulted in the successful use of an array of imaging approaches
to visualize the in-nozzle flow of large marine
two-stroke diesel engine fuel injector nozzles. The application of transparent nozzles

and index matching allows qualitative visualization of the in-nozzle flow conditions
under realistic geometrical and fuel pressure
conditions. This approach enables the generation of quantitative characterization of cavitation flow in the nozzle bores used to inform
CFD models applied in marine combustion
regimes. The experimental data gathered
in this project highlight the influence of the
nozzle geometries, and especially the level
of inlet radii, on the spray morphology and
subsequent combustion. The results of this
work provide information about the injected
mass, the static and dynamic pressure behavior during fuel injection and correlated ignition and combustion behavior [28-32]. The
observed cavitation trends lend qualitative
support to the idea that closer understanding of cavitation conditions can be used to
optimize marine fuel injection and improve
combustion [33, 34]. Use of the knowledge
and methods developed in this project will
help to enhance further WinGD’s fuel injection process and thus optimize the company’s
engines. Going forward, the data gathered in
this project will be used to test CFD modelling of cavitation and spray performance at
WinGD.

Heavy Duty Fuel Injection
Objectives
Project leader
Assoc. Prof. Mats Andersson
Co-supervisor
Dr. Jan Eismark, Volvo GTT
Researcher
Hannes Wästberg (industrial PhD
student)

There are a number of approaches to reducing the emissions of soot particles and nitrous
oxides from internal combustion engines.
They can be reduced by using an exhaust
aftertreatment system or by reducing the
engine-out emissions directly, the latter of
which can be accomplished in a number of
ways. Formation of nitrous oxides within the
cylinder is exacerbated by high flame temperatures and can be limited by recirculation
of cooled inert exhaust gases (EGR) together
with the intake of fresh air. As discussed in
further detail below, this reduces the concentration of oxygen in the cylinder which favors
soot formation and complicates the in-cylinder oxidation of soot.
The purpose of this project is to understand
and find ways to manipulate the conditions
within the cylinder in order to reduce the
engine-out emissions from heavy-duty diesel engines using EGR and spray-controlled
ignition. To a large extent, these conditions
are determined by the efficiency of controlling the local flame temperature and utilization of available oxygen. In more concrete
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terms, this includes aspects such as (i) injection system design and its mode of operation,
and (ii) the influence of different spray and
flame collision events on combustion efficiency and kinetics of the reactions involving the emission species.

Background

The formation and destruction of emissions
inside the cylinder are complex processes
affected by several aspects of the combustion
system design. Although spray-controlled
combustion has a number of advantages
compared to homogeneous charge combustion, one being a greater potential for higher
efficiency, it suffers from local variations in
air-fuel mixture when it comes to emissions
of soot and nitrous oxides. The conditions
in which individual emissions species are
formed and destroyed are, to a large extent,
known. Figure 28 shows the approximate
regions in which these reactions are most
prominent under typical engine operating
conditions. Spray-controlled combustion has
a large degree of variation in the air-fuel mixture within the cylinder, with regions of both

high and low concentrations existing over
one combustion cycle, resulting in formation of soot and nitrous oxide. Typically, the
soot is formed inside the fuel spray during
injection, where the highest concentration of
fuel is found, while nitrous oxides form at
the edges of the spray with rapid combustion
due to stoichiometric conditions. Due to this
large area of operation, attempts to reduce the
emissions by moving this area often only lead
to increases of one or other emission species.
Previous research by Eismark [41] was carried out with the aim of reducing the engineout emissions. The results suggest that a significant reduction in such emissions can be
achieved using a combination of EGR and
promoting conservation of momentum during the later parts of the combustion cycle
using modifications to the piston bowl shape.
The basic principle is to avoid the formation
region of nitrous oxides by restricting the
maximum temperatures found in the stoichiometric zones, by restricting the local
reaction rates and thereby limiting the temperature development using cooled EGR.
This moves the area of operation towards one
with lower oxygen content and higher soot
formation. As the combustion process proceeds and injection of fuel comes to an end,
the fuel concentration decreases as a result
of gas mixing. What happens to the formed
soot is dependent on the development of the
mixing process. Mixing too slowly results in
a larger cylinder volume and lower temperatures when the soot mixes with the remaining
oxygen, leaving the soot in a non-oxidized
state. Mixing too fast early in the combustion cycle can counteract the effect of EGR
and increase the formation of nitrous oxides.
Mixing and conservation of momentum up
to the late stage of the combustion cycle promotes fuel and soot oxidation. In this project,
further studies of late cycle mixing and oxidation are described.
Turbulence

Considering the objective of the project and
the current knowledge of spray-controlled
combustion, it is apparent that the main
obstacle for further reduction in engine-out
emissions is highly dependent on the ability
to evaluate and control the level of turbulence
in both critical areas of the spray and during the different stages of the combustion.
Unfortunately, the turbulence in spray-controlled combustion is, in many ways, extreme
with small temporal and special scales, chemical reactions and a challenging geometry
which combined make practical measurements difficult to carry out. The simplest

method is to investigate a parameter that does
not directly describe the turbulence, but that
is greatly affected by the level of turbulence
and easier to measure. This could, for example, be spray cone angle, which increases with
turbulence as more ambient air is transported
into the spray, or liquid penetration, which
decreases as turbulence-induced break-up
of droplets helps evaporate the liquid fuel.
The drawback of using these indicators is
that a large part of the information is filtered
out. Spatial and temporal variations are, to a
large extent, lost and the turbulence data are
scrambled with, and become indistinguishable from, data not necessarily connected to
the level of turbulence within the spray.

Figure 28. Conditions for formation and destruction of emissions
[41].

A possible method of evaluating the lost information regarding variations in turbulence is
CFD, which can reconstruct it numerically.
However, the understanding of the physical
processes on which the model is based needs
further calibration to be carried out using
experimental data of the same type the model
is supposed to reproduce.
Particle Image Velocimetry

An attractive method for acquiring more
detailed data regarding turbulence and velocity distribution is Particle Image Velocimetry,
which treats the data in a similar fashion to
CFD models, and yields a comparable dataset. In PIV, consecutive image pairs are analyzed to identify the displacement of particles
which have been seeded into the flow field.
From the displacement, the velocity can be
obtained. PIV has the potential to identify
turbulent structures directly, as opposed to
the spray characteristics already mentioned,
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and has reached an indisputable level of
maturity for more general fluid flow systems, especially external flows with moderate
velocities. The level of maturity for combustion system applications is significantly lower
due to the reasons stated above, most notably
because of the extreme thermodynamic and
dynamic conditions together with much more
complex geometries.
The seeding of the flow field is one of the
challenges of implementing the method, but
also one of the most critical since the method
requires a visible structure to track that is both
evenly distributed and chemically stable in
the harsh environment. Recent investigations
on liquid fuel sprays using different seeding
techniques have measured local velocities
with good agreement. This includes work,
undertaken by Payri et al. [46] and Zama et
al. [50], that used the fuel droplets as seeding
particles. Payri et al. were, for example, able
to show self-similarity of the radial velocity
distribution, profiles which were also compared and agreed with results from work by
Meijer et al. [44], who used solid particle
seeding. Others have made adaptations to
the PIV algorithm for using natural luminescence from glowing soot particles as seeding
particles [38].
All of these techniques have their own drawbacks. When using the liquid droplets from
the fuel as seeding particles, measurements
are only possible in regions close enough
to the nozzle such that the spray is still in a
non-evaporated state but far enough to allow
for good optical access, not distorted by the
dense core region of the spray. Using the
luminescence from soot particles, it is possible to acquire measurements further down
from the nozzle when and where the conditions allow soot to form and remain in a
luminescent state. Further challenges using
these kinds of line-of-sight techniques are
that optical observations acquire light from
all particles in the frame, irrespective of the
source’s location in the direction orthogonal
to the imaging plane, making it impossible
to determine the velocity in different regions
with any kind of accuracy. Seeding of solid
particles can overcome many of these drawbacks. Solid particles are more chemically
stable and allow measurements to be made
from just outside the spray core region and
well after the end of combustion. However,
the practical challenges to achieving an even
distribution of particles are great, especially
in the initial stages of spray development.
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A recent review of the current state of the
application of PIV to combustion systems by
Chen & Liu [36] listed some of its capabilities
and inadequacies. Apart from difficulties of a
more practical nature, such as optical access,
particle seeding or seeding particle stability
at elevated temperatures, the temporal and
spatial scales found in combustion systems
are some of the biggest obstacles to a successful implementation of PIV. The reason is
the great variation of momentum in the cylinder. Some regions consist of almost stagnant
gas mixtures, while the velocity in the core
region can reach well above 500 m/s for a liquid fuel spray, or even supersonic for gaseous
fuels. The viscous forces dampening the turbulent vortices become small in comparison
to the high momentum, which means that the
vortices can be sustained even at extremely
small sizes.
Scarano & Riethmuller [47] described a number of features of conventional cross-correlation based PIV algorithms that are generally
agreed to be the challenges related to measurements of high levels of turbulence and
variation in momentum.
(a) High displacements i.e. high velocities or
separation between frames, increase the risk
of particles exiting the interrogation windows
between frames. A larger number of particles
exiting the interrogation window reduces the
number of particle pairs to identify between
frames. This results in a conflict between spatial resolution i.e. interrogation window size
and the velocity dynamic range.
(b) Fractional pixel displacements shift the
ratio of light absorbed by a row of pixels even
if the particle structure remains the same i.e.
the pixels do not represent the exact same
points in the structure in the two frames. A
correlation between two different pixels from
two frames will therefore never be perfect,
which reduces the accuracy of displacement
predictions and creates a bias towards integer
value displacements.
(c) In general, the displacement field is, unlike
most PIV algorithms, non-linear. The simplest procedure is to compute the cross-correlation for a static or, alternatively, a purely
translated, non-deformed and irrotational,
interrogation window. Deformations of an
order higher than the algorithm is designed to
capture will be an additional source of error
and result in a reduced signal-to-noise ratio.
This is most prominent in regions with large
gradients, turbulence or non-homogeneous
particle seeding, the last of which creates a
bias towards the region with the highest particle concentration.

The previously mentioned study by Payri
et al. [46] tried to quantify the turbulence
using the standard deviations of the velocity components obtained from PIV measurements. Chen & Liu [36] referred to a study
by Sandia National Laboratories that used
a High Energy Pulse Burst Laser System
(HEPBLS), recently developed at Ohio State
University [42, 35], as an example of the current state-of-the-art of high resolution PIV
for combustion systems. The researchers at
Sandia managed to resolve large-scale turbulence development, both spatially and over
time. The application of PIV to combustion
systems has seen significant improvements,
and Chen & Liu stated that the method is sufficiently robust and accurate for large-scale
combustion systems.

Research approach

Recent advances in engine-out emission
reduction techniques show that significant
improvements can be accomplished using
relatively simple changes to the combustion
and injection systems [41]. The aim of these
changes has been to increase the mixing of
gases during the later part of the combustion process and, from current results, it is
clear that these changes have been successful.
However, it is also clear that there is a lack of
experimental methods for detailed evaluation
of the local variations in the flow field needed
for a systematic and scientific investigation
into the cause and effect of the implemented
changes. This lack of detailed experimental data and methods to acquire such data
reduces the pace of technological progress
in an area in which significant improvement
has proven possible.
The current image correlation techniques
for combustion systems face challenges, as
indicated by some of the references already
cited. However, it is also apparent that they
have the potential to provide the detailed
information regarding the flow field that is
needed. Image correlation also treats data in
a similar way to CFD, especially LES which
provides a spatially filtered velocity field in
a grid of cells very similar to the interrogation windows within PIV. This property of
image correlation techniques can promote a
more interconnected use and development of
numerical and experimental methods for the
use in combustion systems. Considering the
presented interpretation of the experimental
methods and the task at hand, the majority of
the work carried out within this project so far
has been to find and advance the most suitable
methods for quantifying the in-cylinder flow

field and preparation of experiments aimed
at evaluating their performance. The planned
experiments consist of an investigation of the
non-impinging fuel sprays from single hole
nozzles within the high pressure and high
temperature spray chamber in the department
of Combustion and Propulsion Systems at
Chalmers University of Technology. The use
of non-impinging fuel sprays for evaluation
of late cycle in-cylinder flows is questionable
but for a more fundamental evaluation of the
methodology, it has significant advantages
such as reduced technical complexity, optical access and results comparable to those
described in the literature.
Instead of using solid particle seeding, fuel
droplet or soot luminescence as traceable
structures, laser-induced fluorescence of a
chemical substance added to the fuel will be
used. This technique allows excitation of the
tracer fluid in a cross-section of the spray,
avoiding the ambiguity in spatial location
of the structure introduced by line-of-sight
techniques.
Although challenging and limited to noncombusted regions of the spray, the technique also provides a means of determining
both local temperature and fuel concentration. The temperature can be used to determine local Gibbs free energy which permits
further estimation of many fluid properties
such as viscosity, surface tension and phase
composition, which are of great importance
in the development of the turbulence. With a
solid methodology in place, the complexity
of the combustion and injection system can
be increased and the influence from system
parameters investigated in further detail.

Methods

The planned experiments utilize a high temperature, high pressure continuous flow spray
chamber capable of pressures up to 10 MPa
and continuous temperatures of 900 K. It
does not provide conditions as extreme as
those found in a heavy-duty engine but does
have optical access. A number of non-conical axisymmetric single hole nozzles, further described in Table 1 (next page), will be
used together with a non-pumping Delphi F2
injector and n-dodecane as fuel. n-dodecane
is a single component model fuel, made up
of hydrocarbon chains of a similar length to
those found in conventional diesel, giving it
similar properties but with the advantage of
being more easily modeled, since the complexity of phase equilibrium calculations are
significantly reduced when the number of
components is decreased.
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Table 1. Axisymmetric single hole
nozzles to be evaluated.

Diameter [mm]

Conicity

[l/min]@10MPa

0.14

0

0.12

0.22

0

0.30

0.34

0

0.63

fuel concentration. The technique is based
on laser-induced excitation of a tracer fluid
that has been mixed with the injected fuel,
using two lasers of different wavelength. The
absorption of energy from the lasers is a function of a number of parameters, where the
wavelength of the laser is one of these parameters as shown in Figure 30. Studies carried
out by Großmann et al. [43] and Ossler et al.
[45] investigated the influence from additional parameters such as temperature, pressure and atmospheric composition with acetone or 3-pentanone as tracer fluid. Shifts in
the absorption spectra were observed, similar
to the temperature dependence described by
Einecke et al. [40] and shown in Figure 30.

Optical measurement techniques

In order to monitor the spray development
and emission formation, a number of more
conventional optical measurement techniques will be used. The optical set-up for
all of these methods is shown in Figure 29.
Soot distribution can be measured using several techniques. Here, two line-of-sight techniques will be used. The two techniques are
soot extinction, in which the shadows from
soot particles are captured, and the naturally
occurring luminescence from glowing soot
particles. These observations are captured
with a Phantom v1212 using a split image setup. This set-up has been used by Chengjun
Du et al. [39] and described in a previous
CERC project.

Later studies by Thurberg et al. [48] and
Einecke et al. [40] applied these findings
to temperature measurements. The temperatures were determined by comparing
the fluorescence intensity, which is proportional to the absorption, after excitation by
two laser pulses with different wavelengths.
As the absorption spectrum shifts, the ratios
between the two fluorescence responses
changes as shown in Figure 30. For excitation
of 3-pentanone, wavelengths of 248 nm or
266 nm, and 308 nm have proved successful
and possible to produce with available lasers.

In order to monitor chemical reactions within
the spray, the concentration of OH radicals,
an intermittent combustion species present
in regions where combustion has been initiated but not yet terminated, is measured.
This is achieved by collecting light with a
wavelength of 308 nm emitted by the spray
using a dichroic mirror. This wavelength of
light is emitted as chemiluminescence, as OH
radicals formed with an excited energy state
decay to a lower one. As with techniques used
for soot measurements, this is also a line-ofsight technique. The luminescence is captured with a Phantom v7, with a set-up again
similar to that used by Du et al. [39].

The accuracy of the temperature measurements is highly dependent on the intensity
ratio of the fluorescence response. Einecke
et al. [40] investigated the intensity ratio
dependencies, as given by equation (1), and
described how to calibrate the measurements.
S   , p, c, T   cI   VN   , p, x, T     , p, x, T  (1)
S1  1 , p, T 

Temperature measurement techniques

S2  2 , p, T 

Figure 29. Experimental setup for
optical measurements.

OH luminescence

Accurate measurement of the local temperatures within the spray is not easily achieved
due to the small temporal and spatial scales
involved. A technique developed at the end
of the 1990s, often referred to as tracer Laser
Induced Fluorescence (tracer-LIF), allows for
measurements of both local temperature and

Spray chamber
Halogen lamp

Windows
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Phantom v7 with
an image intensifier

Cylindrical concave lense
for generating laser sheet

Laser beam

I1  1  1  1 , p, x, T  1  1 , p, x, T 

I2  2   2  2 , p, x, T   2  2 , p, x, T 

where S is the intensity of the resulting
fluorescence, I is the local laser energy in
the observation volume, σ is the molecular
absorption and Φ is the fluorescence quantum
yield. These parameters are, in turn, functions of the laser wavelength λ, pressure p,

Dichroic mirrors

Diffuse screen



Filters

Soot
shadowgraphy
Natural soot
luminescence

Phantom v1212 with
a split image setup

chemical composition of the sampled fluid x
and temperature T. c represents distortions
due to the optical hardware, V is the sample
volume and N the number density of tracer
fluid molecules.
Calibration measurements are carried out at
known pressure and with known wavelengths
of the light. This reduces equation (1) to
S1  1 , p, T  / I1  1   2

be based on a cross-correlation methodology
as shown in equation (4):
max   I 0  x  I1   d 2 x , ξ = x + D (4)
 A


where I0 and I1 are the two images, A is the
correlation area, x the spatial dimension and
D the unknown displacement.
Many of the challenges associated with cross-

   , T  1  1 , T 
correlation based algorithms, summarized
 1 1
 fT T  (2)
S2  2 , p, T  / I2  2  1  2  2 , T   2  2 , T 
by Scarano & Riethmuller [47] as previously

with π1/π2 describing the effects of pressure
and chemical composition determined in the
more fundamental studies by Großmann et
al. [43] and Ossler et al. [45].
The aim of the calibration is to determine fT(T)
in equation (2). This function can then be used
to measure temperature. The calibrations
should therefore be carried out at a known
and homogeneous temperature, preferably in
an environment where the conditions can be
accurately controlled. If the calibration conditions are extended to include controllable
number density, then the calibrations can be
used to determine fuel concentration as:
N

Si  i , p, T 

Ii  i  i  i , p, x, T  i  i , p, x, T Vc

mentioned, arise from the fact that the analysis in equation (4) is applied to a discrete
dataset. Since only one data point exists for
every pixel, only integer value displacements
can be considered. A function is often fitted
to the data points around the maximum of the
cross-correlation function to increase the prediction capability to sub-pixel displacements.
In this way, sub-pixel displacements can be
considered, but unfortunately it introduces a
periodically varying error and a tendency for
peak locking where the predicted displacements are biased toward integer values. For
small displacements, this is a problem since
the error due to the bias becomes larger in

λ2=276 nm
λ3=308 nm

λ1=248 nm

Absorption

For the purpose of calibrating the tracer- 1
LIF measurements, a reference cell has been
placed inside a vacuum chamber with an
additional optical set-up. The set-up has been
designed and manufactured for this study and
is shown in Figure 31. The vacuum chamber
provides thermally stable conditions for the
heated high-pressure chamber and the concentration of tracer fluid. The concentration
can be controlled using the chamber pressure
and temperature, which indirectly affects the
concentration of tracer fluid in the gas phase
obtained at saturated conditions.
Velocity measurement techniques

Figure 30. Temperature dependence of the absorption spectrum
of 3-pentanone [40].

(3)

There are a number of algorithms for evaluating displacement fields in fluids using images
of structures being convected by the fluid.
Many of these methods are based on crosscorrelation techniques where two images,
captured in quick succession, are analyzed.
The cross-correlation gives the displacement
between the two images that maximizes the
correlation between the two structures’ topologies. This cross-correlation is, from a computational cost perspective, most effectively
carried out using the correlation theorem
which states that complex conjugate multiplication of two Fourier-transformed functions equals the cross-correlation. However,
for simplicity, the following discussion will

373 K
473 K
523 K

300
250
Wavelength [nm]

Figure 31 (below). Experimental
setup for tracer-LIF calibration.
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Figure 32. Example of a synthetic
image generated using Perlin noise
and displayed by a prescribed displacement field. The largest wavelengths of the Perlin noise have
been kept below 1/3 of the image
size. The image size is (64×64) pixels and the displacement is [Dx, Dy]
= [0.1, 0] of the image size. The
deformation is [∂Dx/∂y, ∂Dy/∂x] =
[0.1, 0.1] pixels/pixel. The dashed
line highlights the deformation of
a hypothetical fluid element transporting the imaged structure.

comparison to the displacement. Estimation
of displacement between frames captured
with too high a frame rate in relation to the
velocity will be associated with large errors.
A related challenge is the loss of correlation
due to out-of-frame displacements or high
degrees of deformation. The cross-correlation technique, as described above, only considers displacements of zero order i.e pure

Displacement RMS error [pixels]

Figure 33 (below). Results from Scarano & Riethmuller [47] for zero order displacements.
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Figure 34 (below). Results from Scarano & Riethmuller [47] for first order displacements.
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translations of the structure without shearing, rotations or stretching. All kinds of displacements that are not zero order mean that
a smaller part of the imaged structure will
look the same in the two frames, resulting in
a smaller correlation. The out-of-frame displacement can be compensated for by adjusting the frame rate to reduce the displacement
between frames. The same strategy can be
used to limit deformation between frames.
However, a flow field with high degrees of
deformation would result in such a small
displacement between frames that the error
due to peak locking becomes significant. For
these high deformation flows, the use of an
algorithm will be limited by what is called
its dynamic range i.e its ability to predict displacements of different magnitude accurately.
The dynamic range of image correlation
methods is one of the most significant limitations for their implementation to combustion
systems, especially to spray-controlled combustion which, as already stated, is associated
with extreme variations of velocities.
Even though cross-correlation techniques
have become something of a standard for
image velocimetry, methods that are based
on other statistical tools do exist but do not
seem to have gained much attention in recent
years. An example is the work by Tokumaru
& Dimotakis [49] on Image Correlation
Velocimetry. This algorithm uses a Taylors
series expansion of the Lagrangian displacement field and correlates the images locally,
after which a global minimization is carried
out to ensure a consistent displacement and
deformation of all interrogation windows.
Therefore, the method has the ability to
detect higher order displacement which could
increase the dynamic range.
Evaluation of velocity measurement
techniques

Alternative image correlation techniques
have been considered, with the aim of finding ways to include a consideration of out-offrame motion and higher order displacements
to increase the dynamic range. This analysis
has been carried out on synthetic images created using Perlin noise, which is an algorithm
commonly used within the field of computer
animation to create realistic textures. The
advantage of this algorithm for analysis of
image correlation techniques is that realistic
images with both a high degree of random
noise and local identifiable features are created. This is a result of random noise with
gradually increasing frequency and decreasing amplitude being added to the images.
These images have then been distorted using

Displacement
DisplacementRMS
RMSerror
error[pixels]
[pixels]

During this evaluation, a new algorithm
has been developed that takes both out-offrame and higher order displacements into
account. This algorithm is in need of further
refinement and still remains unpublished.
However, preliminary results have been
compared to results presented by Scarano &
Riethmuller [47] and these indicate a similar
performance of the new algorithm, even in
its non-refined state for zero order displacements and even better results for first order
displacements. The results presented by
Scarano & Riethmuller were obtained using
a cross-correlation based iterative multigrid
PIV algorithm with the ability to adjust the
interrogation areas in order to reduce the
effects of local displacements. The results
presented by Scarano & Riethmuller, and the
preliminary results are shown in Figures 33
and 34, and 35 and 36, respectively.

Figure 35. Results obtained using the algorithm under development for zero
order displacements.
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a prescribed displacement field, which results
in image pairs that can be used to analyze
different algorithms’ abilities to predict different types of displacements. An example
of an image pair created in this way is shown
in Figure 32.
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Figure 36. Results obtained using the algorithm under development for first
order displacements.
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Optical Methods for Spray and Combustion Diagnostics
Objectives

This project seeks to develop optical measurement techniques for spray, gas jet and
combustion diagnostics. The work on spray
and jet diagnostics focuses on methods for
measuring the distribution and concentration
of liquid and vapor phase fuel, air-fuel mixing, and temperatures. The work on combustion diagnostics focuses on detecting ignition,
visualizing flame propagation, and measuring levels of combustion intermediates and
products. A key goal is to develop methods
that can be used in other CERC projects and
collaborative studies.

Background

Optical measurement techniques have many
applications in combustion engine research,
and are widely used in both academic and
industrial labs [51-54]. They have several
advantages that make them suitable for
measuring various properties that are difficult or impossible to study by other means.
While they are non-intrusive, they require the
ability for light to enter and/or be collected
from engines or spray chambers. The use
of advanced optical systems, cameras, and

lasers enables measurement with high temporal, spatial, and spectral resolution.

Project leader
Assoc. Prof. Mats Andersson

A particularly powerful approach is planar
laser-sheet imaging, in which a cross-section of an object (e.g. a spray, jet, or flame)
is illuminated with a thin sheet of laser light
generated by expanding a laser beam in one
dimension and focusing it in another. A camera oriented perpendicular to the laser sheet
then captures an image of scattered light,
fluorescence, or other induced emission.
The technique typically relies on pulsed
lasers with a high peak power together with
intensified CCD cameras that provide signal amplification and short exposure times.
This enables imaging of low-concentration
species in luminescent environments such
as flames. Various species can be selectively
probed by proper choice of laser wavelength
and detected light. Elastically scattered light
from fuel droplets (Mie scattering) can be
imaged to visualize the distribution of liquid
fuel in sprays. Additionally, the distribution
of vapor-phase fuel can be studied using laserinduced fluorescence (LIF) imaging, in which
37
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the fluorescence of fuel molecules in the liquid and vapor phases is imaged at a wavelength longer than that used for excitation.
The accuracy and selectivity of this method
are maximized by using a fuel that has wellcontrolled properties and contains a specific
fluorescent tracer molecule, but the fluorescence of certain molecules present in commercial fuels can also be exploited. LIF can
also be used for temperature measurement
by exploiting the temperature dependence of
many molecules’ absorption and fluorescence
properties. Another laser-sheet technique is
laser-induced incandescence (LII) analysis,
which is used to characterize soot particles.
The soot particles absorb the laser light, their
temperature rapidly rises, so their thermal
(Planck) radiation increases significantly, and
the enhanced light emission is recorded by
an intensified CCD camera. For quantitative
interpretation, the temperature evolution during the heating and cooling event, lasting tens
or hundreds of nanoseconds, must be modelled including the light absorption, evaporation, heat conduction and radiation.
High-speed video imaging is another powerful optical technique in spray and combustion research. This involves use of video
sequences recorded at high frame rates to
monitor phenomena such as the development in time of an individual spray or combustion event in great detail. Light emitted
by the flame can be imaged directly to study
flame propagation and intensity over time,
and spectral information can be recorded to
monitor distributions of species with characteristic emission spectra such as OH, CH, and
soot. This can be done by placing a suitable
filter in front of the camera to obtain twodimensional images of the selected species
[56], or by using a spectrograph connected
to the camera. In the latter case, the camera
is used to record spectral information in one
dimension and capture spatial information
in the other, enabling recordings of complete
emission spectra as a function of time along
a line crossing the flame [57]. Spray imaging requires an external light source, either to
illuminate sprays from behind to generate a
shadow image (with collimated light creating
a shadowgraph or Schlieren images showing
variations in refractive index) or with diffuse
back-illumination, which is more suitable for
extinction measurements. Alternatively, illumination from the side can be used to generate a bright image on a dark background. Both
approaches can be used to monitor changes in
sprays’ length and width over time. In contrast to sprays, where extinction by the fuel
CERC – Annual Report 2020
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drops creates a shadow, gas jet imaging relies
on an imaging technique sensitive to changes
in refractive index such as Schlieren imaging.
The techniques described above are wellestablished and used in many labs, but that
does not mean that there is no need for further
development. On the contrary, there is ongoing work to improve existing techniques,
invent new ones, combine techniques in innovative ways, and exploit new instrumental
technology. Furthermore, different measurement objects and situations may require modification or improvement of existing practices
and methods to enable their application or
maximize the amount of extracted information. Hence, the role of this project is to
enable and assist CERC researchers to apply
advanced optical measurement techniques
that optimize use of the available instrumentation and other resources for advanced spray
and combustion engine experiments.

Methods

The project’s purpose is to maintain competence in various optical methods for spray and
combustion diagnostics, and to modify, refine,
and adjust particular set-ups to suit specific
applications. We have recently introduced and
applied some new concepts for line-of-sight
extinction measurement using high-speed
video cameras for liquid and vapor spray visualization [58, 59] and soot measurement [60].
Shadow imaging of strongly luminescent
sprays such as reacting diesel sprays is challenging, but has been achieved using monochromatic light sources and narrow-band
detection [61-63]. When a laser or powerful
narrowband LED is used for background illumination and a bandpass filter is placed in
front of the camera, most of the broadband
flame luminescence can be rejected while
transmitting most of the illuminating light to
the camera, enabling acquisition of shadow
images of soot particles’ distribution in the
flame. In our set-up for soot shadow measurements [60] the green light beam from a
cw Nd:YAG laser was expanded and directed
onto a diffuser for background illumination,
and an image-splitting device was placed in
front of the high-speed video camera. A narrowband filter that transmits the laser light
was placed in one branch of the image splitter, and a color filter transmitting red light
in the other. This enabled simultaneous capture of soot luminescence and soot shadow
images. Alternatively, two cameras may be
used, one recording the soot shadow image
and the other the soot luminescence.

Soot concentration can also be probed by
the LII technique, and if combined with the
detection of elastic light scattering (ELS)
and extinction measurement of the laserlight passing through the flame, the soot volume fraction and average soot particle size
can be estimated [64]. In this combination
the flame is illuminated by two light pulses
from a Nd:YAG laser with a short time interval. The first pulse is used for the elastic light
scattering and extinction measurement. The
second, more powerful pulse, provides sufficient heating to generate a LII signal, but
may induce evaporation of the particles and
is, thus, not suitable for ELS measurement.
The LII response is highly non-linearly
related to the laser light intensity, so the LII
signal’s dependence on factors such as gas
temperature and pressure, primary particle
size and degree of aggregation is modelled
for quantitative interpretations of the experimental data. Light extinction measurements
provide estimates of total line-of-sight soot
volume fractions, which are combined with
data from the scattered light image to calculate local soot volume fractions and laser
fluence. The ratio between the intensities of
the LII and scattered light intensity is used to
estimate particle size.

Results

In collaboration with coworkers involved in
the previous CERC project ‘Nanoparticles’
some unpublished data were reanalyzed and
published [64]. These data were acquired in
an investigation of soot particle size and distribution in a Diesel spray flame in a highpressure/high-temperature spray chamber,
using a combination of laser-induced incandescence, elastic light scattering and light
extinction measurements. Application of
these measurement techniques in analysis

Figure 37. a) Detected ELS image
of a Diesel spray flame in a highpressure / high-temperature chamber, b) Detected LII image, c) Calculated laser fluence for the ELS
pulse, d) Calculated laser fluence
for the LII pulse, e) Compensation
matrix parallel to the laser plane
(kp), f) Line of sight compensation
matrix (ks), g) Compensated ELS
image, h) Corrected LII image.

Several combustion species can be probed
by planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF),
including OH and NO. These small molecules
require a tunable laser system, such as a dye
laser for excitation since they have narrow
absorption lines, although they broaden significantly with pressure. OH (a key intermediate in hydrogen and most hydrocarbon
flames) can be excited to the first vibrationally
excited state of the electronically excited A
state with UV light at a wavelength around
286 nm and the fluorescence detected around
307 nm [65]. NO is one of the toxic, legislatively restricted emission species formed in
flames at high temperatures, and thus must
normally be removed by the exhaust aftertreatment system. Therefore, it is important
to investigate NO formation, distributions
and reactions in flames, spray chambers and
engines, and aftertreatment systems. NO can
also be used as a tracer to follow gas-gas mixing. Typically, NO is excited from the ground
state, X, to the vibrational ground state of
the electronically excited state, A, at a wavelength of around 226 nm, and fluorescent
light is detected from molecules relaxing to
the first or second vibrationally excited state
of the electronic ground state corresponding to wavelengths around 237 or 248 nm, to
avoid interference from the excitation light.
Radial position

Radial position
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of a Diesel flame in engine-like conditions is
challenging due to the high soot abundance
in the flame, which results in strong attenuation of the laser light across the flame as well
as the induced emission light. An image processing algorithm was developed to compensate for the various effects, with results illustrated in Figure 37 (previous page). The original ELS and LII images are shown in panels
a and b, and the calculated laser fluence in
the images are shown in panels c and d. From
these images data compensation matrices
(panels e and f) are determined to correct for
the light extinction effects and compensated
images (panels g and h) are calculated for

Figure 38. Apparent particle size,
particle concentration and volume
fraction statistically calculated
from 50 consecutive sprays at
three height sections. Pinj = 1200
bar, Pgas = 70 bar, Tg = 560°C.
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use in further evaluation of the soot properties. Results of the soot characterization in
a Diesel flame under gas conditions P = 70
bar and T = 560°C, are shown in Figure 38.
Averaged properties calculated from 50 injection events were determined and used to display soot volume fractions and particle sizes,
together with estimates of the particle number density based on the volume fractions and
average particle sizes. It can be seen that in
the upstream part of the flame the soot density
is highest a few mm outside of the symmetry
axis of the jet flame, whereas the soot particle
size is largest in the center. In the downstream
part, both soot volume fraction and soot density are more evenly distributed.

A set-up is under construction for optical investigations of flows and reactions in
a model aftertreatment system. This will
enable application of various optical diagnostics at the outlet of a monolith. Planar LIF
imaging enables determination of the local
NO concentration and inhomogeneities in the
distribution. Furthermore, changes in the NO
distribution can be followed with sub-second
temporal resolution. This work is being done
in collaboration with participants in the EATS
modelling towards zero emissions project.
In addition, a calibration cell for measuring
absorption and fluorescence properties of
fuels and fuel tracers at elevated pressures
and temperatures has been modified and
improved in collaboration with participants
in the Heavy-duty fuel injection project.
The purpose is to obtain data on absorption
cross-sections, for vapor-phase fuel extinction measurements, and acquisition of fluorescence characteristics for PLIF imaging. In
the latter case it is of interest to measure both
fluorescence yield and emission spectra, for
fuel concentration imaging and temperature

measurements. The first calibration measurements with the cell have been performed.

Conclusions and ongoing work

For the characterization of evaporating and
reacting sprays we already have a good set
of tools, which will be further improved, and
applied in analyses of sprays in the high-pressure/high-temperature spray chamber. The
video imaging, based on extinction and luminescence, provides a good description of the
overall spray and flame development, while
laser-sheet techniques such as PLIF analysis can provide more detailed insights into
local conditions. Experimental setups are
being designed for imaging gas jets, which
is a new activity in CERC. The primary
tools for gas jet imaging will be high-speed
Schlieren imaging and tracer PLIF analysis.
The new calibration cell built in-house will
help improve the accuracy of concentration
and temperature measurements. The application of optical diagnostics in aftertreatment
systems will support the modelling activities
and increase understanding of the flow structures in the EATS systems.

Waste Heat Recovery – Phase II
Objectives

The overall objective of this project is to
reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
from heavy-duty trucks by increasing their
engine efficiency through waste heat recovery (WHR). In this second waste heat recovery project (WHR-II), we are investigating
the potential for waste heat recovery from
both the high-temperature heat sources in
the engine (EGR cooler and exhaust gas)
and the low-temperature heat sources (charge
air cooler and engine coolant). Including the
low-temperature heat sources allows up to
10 % potential reductions in fuel consumption. The performance of the WHR-system
is being evaluated using simulations of different thermodynamic cycles, as well as two
experimental setups of systems coupled to a
heavy-duty Diesel engine, one for high-temperature waste heat recovery (HT-WHR) and
one for low-temperature waste heat recovery
(LT-WHR). The specific goals include:
• Identification of the heat source(s) with the
highest potential for waste heat recovery,
considering both low- and high-temperature sources.
• Use of simulations to identify the combination(s) of heat source, working fluid
and thermodynamic cycle delivering maximum thermodynamic performance.

• Use of experiments to evaluate the performance of the combination of a heavy-duty
Diesel engine and a waste heat recovery
system, for both low- and high-temperature sources.

Background

Global concerns about rising CO2 (and other
GHG) emissions from human sources and
their effect on climate change have led to
increasingly strict regulatory requirements
to reduce emissions in all relevant sectors.
With the heavy-duty road transport sector
responsible for around 5 % of total global
GHG emissions, improving engine efficiency can significantly contribute to their
reduction. WHR is one approach for improving engine efficiency, and thus is receiving
substantial research and development attention. The WHR-II project is a collaborative
initiative involving all three Swedish academic competence centers in internal combustion engines (CERC at Chalmers, KCFP
in Lund and CCGEx at KTH) and Volvo Car
Corporation. Chalmers has overall responsibility for the project.
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Methods

Figure 39. Visualization of potential heat sources, thermodynamic cycles, working fluids, and
components.

In the initial phase of the project, literature
was searched and thermodynamic cycles
were simulated in Modelica coupled to the
CoolProp fluid database, to assess performance effects of variation in type of cycle,
working fluids, boundary conditions, and
components. To establish the heat input for
each thermodynamic cycle, operating conditions from an actual heavy-duty Diesel
engine were used as boundary conditions for
the cycle heat source. The engine input data
were taken from experimentally obtained
values based on the operational points of the
European Stationary Cycle (ESC). Inside the
engine four potential waste heat sources were
identified: the charge air cooler, the exhaust
gas recirculation cooler, the exhaust gas flow
and the engine coolant. The results from this

Figure 40. Experimental setup of
the heavy-duty engine and hightemperature waste heat recovery
system.
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model serve as a basis for energy and exergy
analysis at each selected operating point. This
process is visualized in Figure 39.
In the final phase of the project two experimental setups were developed and constructed. The first, shown in Figure 40, consists of a heavy-duty Diesel engine connected
to the HT-WHR system through a plate heat
exchanger in the exhaust with water as the
working fluid. The heat exchanger is used to
evaporate and superheat water which then
enters the reciprocating piston expander.
The expander converts the energy from
the high pressure and temperature steam to
power using the attached electric generator.
The expander outlet connects to the buffer
tank, from which the working fluid is sucked
through a filter to the inlet of the pump, before
it enters the evaporator again.

The second experimental setup, shown in
Figure 41, was used to recover heat from
the engine coolant with R1233zd(E) as the
working fluid. From the expansion tank the
working fluid enters the pump, from which it
leaves at an elevated pressure. The working
fluid subsequently enters the evaporator in
which the engine coolant heat is transferred
to the fluid. Before entering the slide vane
expander, the fluid needs to be sufficiently
superheated to ensure vapor conditions at the
inlet of the expander. The expander speed is
set using the connected electric motor. At the
expander outlet, the working fluid is still in a
vapor state, but at a low pressure. From there
it enters the condenser where the fluid is condensed and subcooled using the process water
from the test cell.

Simulations of the four thermodynamic
cycles were performed, with selected permutations of engine operating points, conditions,
constraints and more than 50 working fluids
for each of these four heat sources. Acetone,
cyclopentane and methanol performed especially well and, to lesser extents, benzene
and ethanol. Taking into consideration toxicity and flammability, MM, Novec649,
R1233zd(E), R1234ze(Z) and water were the
preferred fluids. For each heat source, the
ORC and TRC outperformed the TFC and
OFC, with the OFC giving the lowest performance. At a 100 kW engine operating point
– typical for highway driving conditions –
the ORC enabled recovery of 5 kW from the
exhaust, 2.5 kW from the EGRC, and 2 kW
from the engine coolant.

Based on the experimental results more
detailed component models were developed
in MATLAB. The detailed models provide
more detailed insights into the performance
of the components, allow predictions of performance outside the experimental range, and
provide opportunities to evaluate the performance of different working fluids.

To increase the recovered power, a recuperator was added to the cycle and the heat
sources were connected in series for two
configurations, one with and one without the
coolant. In these simulations the best performing fluids were acetone and cyclopentane in both configurations, ammonia and
R1234zd in the configuration with coolant,
and ethanol and methanol in the configuration without coolant. Again, the ORC showed
the best performance, especially if the lower
pressure in comparison to the TRC was taken
into account, with maximum power output
of 7 kW in both configurations at a 100 kW
engine operating point.

Results

An energy analysis of cycles at a range of
engine operating points showed that the waste
heat recovery potential was highest from the
following heat sources: charge air cooler
(CAC), engine coolant, EGR cooler (EGRC)
and the exhaust gas leaving the engine. Based
on a literature review four thermodynamic
cycle were selected for further investigation:
the organic Rankine cycle (ORC), transcritical Rankine cycle (TRC), organic flash cycle
(OFC) and trilateral flash cycle (TFC).

HT-WHR experiments were performed using
the exhaust gases of the heavy-duty Diesel
engine to evaporate water in a Rankine cycle.
The engine was operated at three points of
the ECS (A25, A50, B25, where the letters
Figure 41. Experimental setup of
the heavy-duty engine and lowtemperature waste heat recovery
system.
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Figure 42 (left). HT-WHR experimental results. Expander shaft
power at indicated pressure ratios.

are speeds and the numbers load percentages) and HW (100 kW point in highway
conditions). The power measured at the shaft
of the expander ranged between 0.05 and
3.1 kW, depending on the engine operating
point and cycle conditions, shown as a function of the expander pressure ratio in Figure
42. LT-WHR experiments were performed in
which the engine coolant was used as a heat
source for an ORC with R1233zd(E) as the
working fluid. The operating point was varied
between A25 and C75, giving expander shaft

powers between 0.5 and 1.2 kW, as shown in
Figure 43. The LT-WHR results show lower
expander shaft power than the HT-WHR
results due to the lower pressures and temperatures in the system. However, although it
recovers less power than the HT-WHR set-up,
the LT-WHR set-up advantageously operates
at lower pressures and temperatures, thereby
reducing costs and complexity. Moreover,
it does not add cooling load to the system,
although the heat must be rejected at a lower
temperature.
Figure 43. LT-WHR experimental results.
Expander shaft power at indicated pressure
ratios.

Multi-Component Spray-Turbulence Interaction
Objectives
Project leader
Adj. Prof. Anders Karlsson
Project co-leader
Prof. Michael Oevermann
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Vignesh Pandian
Muthuramalingam (PhD Student)

This project is focused on modelling and
CFD simulations of multicomponent fuel
sprays to acquire deeper insights into injection, breakup of droplets, evaporation and
fuel-air mixing. These insights can then be
useful to design more efficient engines with
lower emissions. The spray model used in
this project is the stochastic blob and bubble
(VSB2) model, developed by Karlsson [66].
The main objectives are to:
• Extend the existing fuel spray model to
handle multicomponent fuels.
• Extend the spray model to include non-ideal vapor liquid equilibrium when calculating the saturated fuel mass fraction.
• Elucidate the influence of resolving the injector orifice on spray formation for diesel
engine pre-combustion conditions.
• Elucidate the influence of resolving the
counterbore of a gasoline direct engine
(GDI) injector on spray formation in gasoline engine pre-combustion conditions.

Vignesh Muthuramalingam, PhD
Student, Division of Combustion
and Propulsion Systems,
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences,
Chalmers University of Technology.

Studies focused on the first three objectives have been accomplished and published
in previous reports A study addressing the
third objective have also been published in
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Atomization and Sprays [67]. This report
focuses on efforts to meet the fourth objective: elucidation of the influence of resolving the counterbore of a GDI injector. It also
describes validation of the multicomponent
spray model for a three-component fuel.

Methods

OpenFOAM-2.2.x has been used for all the
simulations reported here, with meshing by
blockMesh (an OpenFOAM meshing tool
using hexahedral blocks) . The VSB2 spray
model solves the mass, momentum and
energy transfer from the liquid to the gas
phase. The liquid fuel in VSB2 simulations is
represented by computational blobs. In each
blob, the droplets are divided into a number of
bins based on their size distribution governed
by a distribution function. The mass transfer
(based on thermodynamic equilibrium), heat
and momentum transfer calculations have
been published [67].
Influence of resolving the counterbore of a
gasoline direct injection (GDI) injector

To date, few studies have investigated the
influence of resolving the counterbore on

spray formation. Thus, the aim of this work
was to use the multicomponent spray model,
VSB2, to simulate sprays of a three-component (iso-octane, n-pentane and n-undecane)
gasoline surrogate fuel (G1, E00 Spray G).
Computational mesh

A constant volume combustion chamber was
meshed using blockMesh, an OpenFOAM
tool that decomposes the geometry into hexahedral blocks. It should be noted that the volume of the mesh simulated was an 8th of the
total cylinder volume as a single spray was
studied in this work instead of eight sprays.
Two meshes were used in the simulations:
with and without counterbore resolution.
The constant volume chamber and top view
of the resolved counterbore mesh are shown
in Figure 44.
The counterbore can be seen to be resolved
both axially and radially. In both meshes, the
injector orifice itself was resolved into nine
cells. The importance of resolving the injector orifice is highlighted in the cited publication [67].
Experimental operating conditions

All simulations were compared to experimental data supplied by Sandia pertaining to
the ECN Spray G multicomponent case (E00)
under non-combusting (no oxygen) conditions [68] (Tambient = 573 K, Pambient = 6 bar).
The operating condition chosen for validation was G1. An 8- hole counterbore injector
was used in the experiments. A schematic of
the Spray G nozzle geometry and its specifications can be found on the ECN website.
In the simulations, only a single spray was
investigated and the spray axis was along the
injector axis.

Figure 44. Top view (left) of the
mesh with counterbore, and constant volume chamber (right).

Results
Recirculation in the counterbore

Fuel-air mixing in the counterbore region
was examined by plotting the gas velocity
vector on top of the fuel vapor fraction contour at 0.4 ms after start of injection (ASOI),
as shown in Figure 45.
The counterbore region can be clearly seen to
have a recirculation sub-region that enhanced
the fuel-air mixing.
Mixing rate and turbulence

To get a better view of the fuel-air mixing,
the mixing rate and turbulence (expressed in
terms of k and ε, respectively) predicted by
the two meshes were compared. The mixing
rate was calculated using the mass-weighted
average of ε for all the grid cells. A contour
k
plot of the mixing rate for both meshes is
shown in Figure 46.

Volatility of fuel components

n-pentane is the most volatile component
with a vapor pressure of 10.4 bar at 400 K,
followed by iso-octane and n-undecane with
saturation pressures of 2 and 0.1 bar at 400
K, respectively.
Figure 45. Velocity vector plot.
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Figure 46. Contour plot of the mixing rate.
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It can be seen that the mixing rate for the mesh
with the counterbore was higher, especially
in the counterbore region. This observation
is consistent with the results presented in
Figure 45, where a clear recirculation region
is apparent in the counterbore. The fuel-rich
region of the spray in the mesh with the counterbore also had a higher mixing rate.
To assess the differences in turbulence predicted by the two meshes, the turbulent kinetic
energy and dissipation (k and ε, respectively)
were studied. Although the differences in
average values of k and ε were small, clear
differences were apparent in their maximum
values, as shown in Figure 47. It can be seen
that there were clear differences in the maximum values of predicted turbulence between
the two meshes. In particular, the mesh with
the counterbore predicted higher turbulence
values, and hence stronger mixing. The difference in turbulent dissipation between the
two meshes was higher than that of the turbulent kinetic energies. The maximum values
of k and ε were expected to occur in the fuelrich regions.

Figure 47. Maximum values of k
and ε vs. time.

The fluctuations in k and ε in earlier injection
periods are probably due to the fluctuations
in the experimental mass flow rate.
without counterbore
with counterbore

Figure 48. Contour plot of individual vapor fractions predicted by the
mesh without counterbore.
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Differential evaporation

A contour plot of the vapor mass fractions of
the individual fuel components is shown in
Figure 48 for the mesh with the counterbore.
The vapor distribution was similar for isooctane and n-pentane, although the peak
value was higher for iso-octane as it had
a higher content in the liquid mixture. A
spatial preference was seen for the evaporation of fuel components, as n-undecane
evaporated more around the periphery of
the spray, whereas the other two components mainly evaporated around the core of
the spray. This was likely because the lightest component evaporated first around the
spray axis, decreasing the temperature of
the core. Therefore, when iso-octane evaporated later, the core was relatively saturated
and it evaporated in the surrounding region
of the spray. Eventually when the core had
become saturated, n-undecane evaporated in
the periphery of the spray. However, the mesh
with the counterbore predicted higher vapor
fractions for the fuel components. This again
indicates that there was probably more mixing around the core region for the mesh with
the counterbore.

without counterbore
with counterbore

Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from
this study:
• Simulated liquid and vapor penetration for
both meshes showed reasonably good
agreement with the experimental data.
However, the differences were not significant (less than 2 % for liquid penetration).
• A clear difference could be seen in the
mixing rate and turbulence values (for the
fuel-rich region) between the two meshes.
The counterbore region of the resolved
counterbore mesh especially showed higher mixing rate and turbulence values.

• Both the meshes predicted spatially preferential evaporation.
• The mesh with the counterbore predicted
a higher vapor fraction for the two most
volatile components around the spray axis
owing to increased fuel-air mixing.
Finally, it can be concluded that resolution
of the counterbore has significant effects that
warrant consideration in studies of the mixing of a multicomponent fuel with air and
vapor distributions of the fuel (which influence its combustion and resulting emissions).

The Representative Interactive Linear-Eddy Model (RILEM)
Objectives

The Representative Interactive Linear Eddy
Model (RILEM) for Low Temperature
Combustion (LTC) is a combustion model
capable of simulating non-premixed, partially
premixed, and fully premixed combustion
modes. In RILEM the combustion process in
a cylinder is represented by several independent one-dimensional domains, each running
the stochastic Linear-Eddy Model (LEM) as
a turbulent combustion and mixing model.
This project continues the development of
RILEM with the following objectives:
• Development of a new coupling concept
between CFD and LEM (pressure-based
vs. volume-based coupling)
• Development of a concept to simulate dual-fuel combustion using RILEM
• Validation of the model using data from
real engine experiments, e.g. dual fuel
combustion experiments.

Background

The Representative Interactive Linear Eddy
Model (RILEM) is a modeling approach that
was recently developed within CERC for
simulating turbulent non-premixed, partially
premixed and fully premixed combustion. It
is based on the Linear-Eddy Model (LEM)
developed by Kerstein [70] as a regime- and
mode-independent turbulent mixing and
combustion model. It has been successfully
applied to various turbulent combustion problems both as a stand-alone model and as a turbulent combustion model for Computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis. The RILEM
can be used as a stand-alone model for quick
engine simulations with realistic representation of turbulent-chemistry interaction. It
also allows simulation of complex engine
regimes such as dual fuel combustion with

spatially separated injectors or multiple injectors on a one-dimensional domain. A highly
suitable application for RILEM that has not
been addressed so far is the simulation of
hydrogen combustion due to its ability to represent differential diffusion effects directly
that are difficult to model using (for example)
flamelet modules.

Project leader
Prof. Michael Oevermann
Researcher
Nidal Doubiani (PhD student)

Pressure-based RILEM

RILEM has been presented in detail in previous CERC reports. Here we focus on new
developments, particularly the pressurebased coupling and the stand-alone engine
LEM, further details regarding the RILEM
concept can be found in the 2019 CERC
report and publications cited therein.
LEM and CFD are coupled based on pressure, i.e. the pressures on the CFD and LEM
match while the volume is allowed to (and
will) slightly deviate. This is done by imposing the CFD pressure on the LEM. The main
advantage of the pressure coupling compared
to the previously applied volume coupling is
that relevant phenomena such as latent heat
of evaporation and wall heat losses, which are
modelled in detail and spatially resolved on
the CFD side, are implicitly encoded into the
pressure. Thus, the pressure coupling allows
consistent consideration of those effects on
the LEM which otherwise would require
additional modeling on the LEM side.
Split Operator Strategy

In the pressure-based coupling we enforce spatially constant pressure matching the spatially
averaged time-dependent pressure of the CFD.
This can be achieved in several ways, but here
we follow the following strategy which we
call the split operator strategy, and involves
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the following steps. First, implementation of
physical processes (fuel injection, combustion,
diffusion, etc.) as constant volume processes
in each LEM cell. This leads to a change of
pressure in each individual LEM cell. Second,
isentropic compression of each LEM cell to
the target CFD pressure under the assumption
of a fixed composition. This step alters pressure, temperature, and density within each
LEM cell. Third, calculation of the total volume of the LEM domain. Fourth, adjustment
of the cone-angle of the LEM domain with a
prescribed length of the domain to match the
volume calculated in step 3. Finally, re-distribution of cell boundaries on the LEM domain.
Spherical Stand-Alone Linear-Eddy Model
(SSALEM)

A stand-alone engine LEM model has been
created, which offers the following benefits.
First, simpler code development and validation: the stand-alone LEM is easy to debug
and problems can be identified easily. It also
facilitates understanding of the LEM’s performance. Second, quick parameter variations: the stand-alone LEM can be run quickly
enough to vary many parameters. Third, code
simplification: decoupling the LEM from
the CFD enables elucidation of the required
inputs and outputs for each side, thereby helping code simplification. Fourth, the possibility to couple the spherical LEM to simulation software other than OpenFOAM, e.g.
Converge. The first version of RILEM was
hard-wired to OpenFOAM. The new version
has been coded as an independent library that
should be relatively easy to couple with any
other CFD combustion software. Finally, it
enables development of an engine simulation
Figure 49. Code structure for
RILEM with pressure coupling
including the progress variable
approach.
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model on its own somewhat between simple
zone or sector models and a full CFD model.
The driving parameters for the LEM model
(turbulence parameters, cylinder pressure
traces and evaporated fuel) can be provided
by experiments, simple models or – as done
here – a separate CFD simulation based on
the Well Stirred Reactor (WSR) model in a
pre-processing step.
RILEM

The stand-alone LEM described above has
been coupled to an OpenFOAM RANS solver
using the new pressure-based approach. In
RILEM the CFD solver and the LEM solver
interchange a number of variables in each
time step.
LEM provides certain scalars to the CFD in
a similar way to flamelet models by mapping
the current LEM solution, which exists in
physical space, to mixture-fraction/progressvariable space. In particular the following
data are created on the LEM side and further
processed as input for the CFD RANS simulation: species mass-fractions and temperature conditioned on mixture fraction Z and
progress variable c; and progress variable c
conditioned on mixture fraction Z.
The coupling between the LEM and CFD is
illustrated in Figure 49 and some aspects are
described in more detail below.
Initialization of LEM-averaged solutions

To evaluate the (presumed) PDF integrals
to calculate mean values the complete (Z,c)space needs to be filled from the LEM solution. At the start of a simulation just one (or

Initial Pressure (bar)

1.69

Initial Temperature (K)
Initial composition
% Mass

395
O2

N2

CO2

H2O

16.5

75.3

5.97

2.26

IMEP (bar)

7.08

Engine Speed (RPM)

1200

Start of injection

3.1° bTDC

End of injection

3.3° aTDC

Injected mass (mg)

13

Table 1. Operating conditions for case A.

few) LEM lines cannot provide that. To overcome this problem, species mass fractions
and temperatures in (Z,c)-space are initialized based on unsteady homogenous reactor
simulations. Whenever the corresponding
solution in (Z,c)-space is available from an
LEM solution it will replace the initial homogeneous reactor solution.

Figure 50 (above). Temperatures and fuel mass fractions along the LEM
line at the end of fuel injection (CAD = 358.28).

Coupling LEM and CFD models

Scalar quantities such as mass-fractions and
temperature conditioned on mixture fraction
and the progress variable are the main output
of the LEM in RILEM. As in flamelet models, these variables in (Z,c)-space are further
processed using a presumed-PDF approach to
provide local mean values on the CFD side.
For example, from the LEM-averaged values
YS (Z,c) we obtain local CFD values via



 



1 1
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In the current implementation we calculate
the Favre-averaged enthalpy in the same way
and overwrite in each time-step the solution
obtained by solving the enthalpy equation
on the CFD side. However, we still solve the
enthalpy equation on the CFD side to capture in each time-step effects of latent heat of
evaporation, wall heat losses and background
compression, all of which impact the pressure which is passed to the LEM solver. A
source term for the progress variable equation on the CFD side is also extracted from
the LEM solution.

Results
Case A – Volvo Heavy duty engine

The investigated case is a single cylinder of
a Volvo 13 L six-cylinder heavy-duty truck
engine. It has a high-pressure fuel injector
located in the center of the top of the combustion chamber and a compression ratio of
15.8:1. The simulation was based on a part
load configuration with the operating conditions presented in Table 1. The chemical
mechanism used for this study was a reduced
n-dodecane mechanism which involves 54
species and 256 chemical reactions.

Figure 51. Temperatures and fuel mass fractions along the LEM line
when fuel injection has just started showing signs of large-scale turbulence
(CAD = 359.35).

Spherical stand-alone LEM (SSALEM)
results of case A

The following graphs show snapshots of
temperatures and fuel mass fractions on the
1d-LEM line to illustrate how the LEM solution proceeds during a typical simulation.
Figure 50 shows temperatures and fuel mass
fractions along the LEM line at the end of fuel
injection (in the middle of the LEM domain).
Due to latent heat of evaporation and the fuel
being slightly cooler than the air, the temperature is slightly lower along the LEM line
where fuel is present.
Figure 51 shows temperatures and fuel mass
fractions when ignition has just started, as
manifested by the locally smaller fuel mass
fractions and higher temperatures than those
shown in Figure 50. Turbulent eddies have
disturbed the smooth profiles shown in Figure
50 and changes due to local spots of ignition
can be observed. The turbulent structures
observed here are due to so-called large-eddy
events, which are rare events of large-scale
turbulence mimicking large-scale motion
insider the cylinder such as tumble and swirl.
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Figure 52. Temperatures, fuel
mass fractions and CO levels along
the LEM line when combustion has
clearly started at CAD 360.34.

In contrast to small-scale turbulent eddies,
which frequently occur along the LEM line,
large eddies can distribute fuel effectively
within the whole combustion chamber.

simulation or experimental characterization
of one of a series of varying cycles).

Figure 52 shows the variables at CAD 360.34,
where combustion has clearly started, and
regions with hot combustion products can be
observed. Only small amounts of unburned
fuel are left at this stage. High levels of CO
are also apparent in Figure 52, indicating
incomplete combustion at this stage.

In a study of an ECN Spray A case with a
modified configuration by Kahila et al. methane was included in the ambient air, leading
to a dual-fuel configuration with a perfectly
premixed methane-air mixture at an equivalence ratio of 0.5 as the background gas permitting premixed combustion modes [69].

The snapshots shown here demonstrate the
stochastic nature of the LEM, and the need
to run several LEMs in parallel to generate
meaningful statistical data such as mean values. One LEM only provides a single representation of the combustion process (like any

Ongoing Work and Outlook
Case B – Dual Fuel Spray-A ECN

One of the main objectives of this study was
to investigate the influence of the additional
methane in the background composition on
spray ignition.
The study included a Large-Eddy Simulation
(LES) with the operating conditions shown in
Table 2, and injection of liquid n-dodecane
into a constant volume combustion vessel
with high pressure and high temperature. The
LES simulation corresponded to the baseline
spray-A ECN configuration with the modified background gas composition.
SSALEM simulation of the dual Fuel
spray-A ECN case

Table 2. Operating conditions for the dual-fuel
ECN spray-A simulation.

Fuel

n – C12H26

Nominal nozzle diameter, D

90 μm

Fuel temperature (K)

363

Injection pressure (MPa)

150

Injection duration

Continuous

Temperature (K)

900

Density

22.8

Initial composition
% Molar

O2

N2

CO2

H2O

CH4

15.0

71.83

5.95

3.46

3.750

ϕCH4

0.5

To investigate the potential utility of the
spherical LEM for exploring this dual fuel
combustion case, the dual-fuel spray-A simulation will be run using SSALEM. As for
the previously described case, in a first step,
a RANS simulation of the dual-fuel ECN
spray-A will be run to extract the necessary
input parameters for the SSALEM simulation
as illustrated in Figure 49.
Objectives

Using the same chemical mechanism as in the
cited study by Kahila et al. [69], the ignition
delay time from SSALEM and the LES dualfuel ECN spray-A simulation will be compared to evaluate the SSALEM. Furthermore,
the capability of LEM to represent dual-fuel
combustion with both premixed and non-premixed combustion modes will be evaluated.

Emission-Aware Energy Management of Hybrid Vehicles
Background
Project leader
Prof. Tomas McKelvey
Researcher
Jonathan Lock (PhD student)
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In hybrid vehicles a combustion engine is
complemented with an electric generator,
an electric machine, and a battery. In addition, SI engines commonly use a threewaycatalyst (TWC) to reduce exhaust emissions
from the combustion engine. A key challenge
from a controls perspective is to use these
50

subsystems as efficiently as possible in the
vehicle’s various use-cases.
Electric hybrid vehicles commonly have an
energy management system that acts as a
supervisory controller whose primary purpose is to determine how much and when

power should be delivered from the electric
machine and combustion engine. However,
modern energy management systems largely
neglect the dynamic effects of the combustion engine and TWC. This project aims to
reduce current inefficiencies in overall vehicle behavior with respect to both emissions
and fuel consumption by developing the tools
needed to implement effective realtime nearoptimal controllers.

Figure 53 (above). TWC model with
N axial slices of different temperatures T1 through TN and a radial
temperature difference ΔT that is
constant in the axial direction.

Method

To realize our goal of developing these tools,
this project focuses on:
• Developing general optimal-control methods that will ultimately enable the implementation of realtime near-optimal controllers in an automotive context.
• Constructing, testing, and validating a
cold-start model of the TWC that is suitable for use with the chosen optimization
method.
• Studying the effectiveness of the developed controllers and comparing them to
existing energy management systems by
running both in native hardware using the
Chalmers hybrid test rig.

Figure 54. The radial TWC temperature profile is selected based
on the current combustion engine
operating point. The temperature
profiles are pre-computed as solutions to the heat equation in a
flat plate.

Results from 2020

The most significant project development during 2020 was the creation of an axially- and
radially-resolved thermal model of the TWC
that is suitable for use with the previouslydeveloped optimal control methods. This will
facilitate the development of a more efficient
cold-start controller, for instance by allowing more efficient adjustment of the ignition
timing and/or power split in hybrid vehicles.
The model uses a physics-based approach
and resolves both axial and radial temperature gradients as shown in Figures 53 and 54.
This allows the thermal transients seen during heat-up to be represented far more accurately than is possible with conventional scalar real-time models (i.e. models where the
temperature is represented by a single value).
The model also uses a physics-based chemical kinetics reaction model to compute the
exothermic heat of reaction and the emission
conversion rate, which depends on the temperature and residence time.
We also performed an experimental campaign using test cell D in which a standard
spark-ignited engine and a commercial TWC
configured as shown in Figures 55 and Figure
56 (next page) were used to study steady-state
operation and cold-start transient behavior.
The data from this campaign allowed us to

Figure 55. The experimental setup
in cell D, with the TWC highlighted.

tune the model’s constant parameters (thermal resistances, heat capacity, chemical
kinetics activation energies, etc), resulting in
excellent agreement between the measured

Figure 55. The experimental setup
in cell D, with the TWC highlighted.
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Figure 56. Schematic depiction of
the experimental setup including
its various temperature sensors
and gas sampling points.

Emissions Rack
NOx
HC
CO
CO2
O2

Compressed air

Te8

Ts10b Ts10a
Ts11b Ts10c
Ts12b Ts12a
Ts14b Ts12c

λ

Ts15b Ts13a
Ts13c

Exhaust manifold
WG

UHEGO

Electrically actuated valve
Figure 57 (below). The simulated
and measured TWC conversion efficiency during cold-start, which are
in very close agreement.

T

Thermocouple type K

Te9

⌀ 125mm

UHEGO

TWC
UHEGO

UHEGO

Ts23

UHEGO

L 122mm
and modeled tailpipe emissions, as shown in
Figures 57 and 58. By modeling the radial
temperature gradient we also improved the
relative accuracy of the conversion efficiency
by 15%, and simulations indicate the potential
for an absolute improvement of 15 percentage
points in some cases. This model thus bridges
the gap between heuristic models suitable
for on-line control and accurate models suitable for slower off-line simulations. As such,
it represents an important step towards our
overall goal of implementing near-optimal
real-time cold-start control.

CO sim
NOx sim
THC sim
CO meas
NOx meas
THC meas

T1
T2
T3
T

Current work

We are currently working on implementing a
real-time cold-start controller using the above
model and the previously developed optimal
control algorithm. We plan to evaluate the
performance of our controller in test cell H
in late March and April of 2021.

Figure 58. Simulated and measured temperature evolution during cold start. The deviation is
typically ±10°C and never exceeds
±20°C.

T1 sim
T2 sim
T3 sim
T

sim

T1 meas
T2 meas
T3 meas
T

Jonathan Lock, PhD student,
Electrical Engineering,
Chalmers University of Technology.
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Flow Distribution in Automotive Catalytic Converters
Background

Catalytic converters form the backbone of
exhaust treatment measures to control emissions and adhere to increasingly stringent
engine emissions regulations. Exhaust aftertreatment systems (EATS) are multichannel
tubular catalytic reactors, where the scales
of operation vary greatly. These devices can
oxidize carbon compounds to carbon dioxide
and selectively reduce NOx to nitrogen.

(ii) Transient experiments measuring velocity,
temperature and concentration in the academic muffler and mapping regions of
flow maldistribution.

Due to the multiscale operation in EATS,
a simplified modeling approach is usually
adopted, commonly single channel modeling (SCM). This assumption allows a solution to be obtained for the continuity, momentum, energy and species of a single channel,
and the results can then be extended to the
entire tubular catalytic converter. However,
for complex geometries and/or kinetics
coupled with transverse heat transfer in the
EATS, this approach needs to be revisited.
Flow maldistribution is an important factor
limiting the validity of the SCM assumption.
Transient operation and cold starting of the
EATS also warrant understanding the flow
distribution in EATS. However, there is currently little or no literature under transient
conditions covering spatial 3-D data [71].

These experiments are required to tune the
CFD model.

Objectives

The main objective of this work is to characterize the behavior of EATS with flow maldistribution and under transient conditions.
It is essential to measure the residence time
under flow maldistribution as this is key for
optimal converter performance under cold
start and RDE conditions.
Experiments and CFD simulations will be
used to achieve this objective.

Experiments

An “academic muffler” will be used in this
project. It can capture the relevant issues of
any industrial EATS, i.e., transient operation
(of flow and emissions concentration) with
spatial distribution of temperature and flow
(residence time).
(i) Visualizing flow through the EATS by optical methods.

Air with seeded NO will be probed by laser
beam and analyzed by LIF (laser-induced
fluorescence) at the exit plane. Offcentered injection of NO will emulate maldistribution of the flow. LIF and PIV (particle image velocimetry) will be used to
characterize the temperature, NO concentration and velocity profiles at the exit.

A controlled flow rate of heated air and/or
NO will be used to study the role of transients. Design of experiments will be used
to characterize the optimal number of sensor locations and measurements.

Project leader
Assoc. Prof. Jonas Sjöblom
Project co-leaders
Assoc. Prof. Henrik Ström
Prof. Mats Andersson
Researcher
Pratheeba Nagarajan
(PhD student)

Simulations
(iii) Non-reactive CFD simulations.

The aim is to use the CFD results to select
a few single channels to represent the
EATS. A D-optimal design with principal
component analysis will be used to analyze the data from CFD. This will be used
to identify the best sensor placements in
an aftertreatment device.

(iv) Extending the methodology to reactive
flows using a few-channel model in
LOGESOFT.

Experimental Setup

The academic muffler has entry ports for
injecting air and NO. Air and NO enter the
muffler at different planes, and thereby create
flow distributions. An expanding mat holds
a 400-cpsi catalytic monolith in the middle
portion of the muffler. Thermocouples are
inserted at the exit plane at different axial
and radial positions. Axial position inserts
are used to estimate the convective heat transfer coefficient. Filters and an inert DOC are
placed in the air line to ensure clean air with
laminar flow. The exit of the EATS is connected to a low-pressure ventilator. A laser
cavity with optical windows forms the rear
extension. Thermocouple inserts on the exterior of the EATS give estimates of the surface temperature reached. The entire setup
is enclosed in a safety hood with NO alarms
(Figure 59, next page). Three mass flow controllers set at 1000 lpm, 2 lpm and 0.2 lpm are
used for air, diluent air and NO, respectively.
Associated instrumentation includes data
acquisition and control through the NI
interface. Pressure, temperature and flow
rate data are logged by DAQ software. The
interface also enables automated flow cycle
experiments.
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Figure 59. Academic muffler setup
for flow maldistribution studies.

Steady State Experiments

Figure 60. Thermocouple positions in the muffler.

Steady state experiments have been conducted to obtain temperature values and
tune the parameters in CFD. The flow rate
was chosen to be either low or high (100 lpm
and 800 lpm), corresponding to space velocities of 5500 h-1 and 44000 h-1, respectively.
The inlet air was heated to two temperatures
(high: 100 °C, low: 50 °C).
Thermocouples were inserted at different
axial and radial positions, both at the inlet and

Figure 61.Temperatures at two different axial positions in the muffler.
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exit. Figure 60 shows the positions and labels
of the thermocouples arranged on the muffler.
From Figures 61 and 62, it can be seen that
there was a significant distribution of temperature. This distribution was significant when
the heated air was at a low flow rate or high
temperature. The difference in temperature
measured at the radial positions (top, center and bottom of the muffler) became more

pronounced at low flow rates and high temperature of heated air. At higher flow rates,
the heat is convected away faster and a more
uniform distribution is seen.

Figure 62. Temperature (°C) as a
function of time (s) at two different
axialpositions.

The next phase of this work is to tune the
CFD model and run transients. The effect
of transients will then be extended to simple
reactive systems in the CFD model.

Modelling Support for Modelling of Particulate Filter Systems
Objectives

This project is closely linked with an associated experimental project run at the Division
of Combustion and Propulsion Systems of
the Department of Mechanics and Maritime
Sciences. Both projects aim to improve
understanding of the operation and efficiency
of a diesel particulate filter (DPF) as a reactor
system with many interconnected processes
(fluid dynamics, chemical kinetics, mass,
heat transfer, etc.) that occur simultaneously
in a multi-scale reality. The objectives of the
first phase of the project are as follows:
1. To set up a single-channel numerical model
that can handle
• a complex inlet flow (exhaust gas flow
with particles of different size and
composition).
• a particle trapping mechanism including
local particle size distribution and local
filter properties (prevailing soot cake,
filter wall porosity, etc.).

• a soot oxidation mechanism (simple
global reaction scheme at first stage).
• transient operation (in flow, temperature
and particle inlet conditions).
2. To apply the numerical setup to simulations of the aforementioned experiments in
order to
• tune the model parameters.
• facilitate interpretation of measured
data.

Project leader
Prof. Andrei Lipatnikov

Background

The environmental and health problems
associated with local emissions from vehicle transportation are becoming more evident. Thus, solutions to these problems are
urgently needed. The evidence and body
of knowledge on health effects from emissions of particulate matter (PM) is growing.
Even local authorities (in larger cities) are
now ahead of European legislators (e.g., in
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banning vehicles that use ICEs). Although
current legislation (Euro VI and Euro 6) will
make a significant impact once all “older”
vehicles are replaced, there are many more
challenges for the future. In the near future,
there is likely to be a transition to renewable
fuels, which will affect the PM emissions.
Accordingly, filter regeneration strategies
will need to allow for variable fuel properties
since this will affect PM emissions (in number, size as well as reactivity). Also, future
legislation may use a limit of 10 nm (instead
of the current 23 nm) for PM diameter. This
will have huge impact on filter design, especially for light duty vehicles (and SI vehicles
in particular). Moreover, the use of hybrid
powertrains will put new and higher dependence on EATS since engine start/stop (and
cold starts) will make higher demands on the
control system, as well as the physical EATS
design.
Modeling of filters and soot oxidation has
been carried out for a long time and could be
considered a “mature” technology from an
applied engineering perspective. However,
there are many “no-return alleys” which
will need to be revised in the future scenarios
mentioned above. The present project aims at
tackling some of these issues.

Methods

Computations will be performed using the
commercial software Axisuite developed by
Exothermia. The software will be applied
to simulate experiments performed within
the framework of an associated project run
at the division. During the first stage of this
joint experimental and numerical activity,
measured data will be used for assessing
the software and tuning input parameters.
Subsequently, simulations will be used for
interpreting measured data, with comparison between numerical and experimental
results outlining directions for further model
development.

Results

After installation of the software Axisuite at
Chalmers, numerical cases corresponding to
the experiments were set up. A filter used in
Figure 63. A model particulate filter. The front and back sides are
shown in the left and right images,
respectively.
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the experiments is shown in Figure 63. The
filter length was 15.256 cm, the area of the
cross-section of a single rectangular channel
was 0.0323 cm2 and the channel wall thickness was 0.30 mm. Before use, the filter was
preheated in an oven. In experiments on the
soot loading in the filter or filter regeneration
(oxidation of pre-loaded soot), the following
parameters were measured: (i) mass flow rate
Q(t) at the inlet of the filter, (ii) mole fractions
Xk,in(t) of k-th species at the inlet of the filter,
(iii) gas temperature Tin(t) at the inlet of the
filter, (iv) pressure drop ΔP(t) at the filter, (v)
temperature Tj(t) at three points (close to the
inlet, in the middle, and close to the outlet)
within the filter, (vi) mole fractions XCO (t)
and X CO2 t  of CO and CO2 , respectively,
downstream of the filter, and (vii) particle size
distribution upstream and downstream of the
filter. In the simulations, Q(t), Xk,in(t), Tin(t),
Tj(t) and m0 were input parameters taken from
the experiments, whereas ΔP(t), XCO(t) and
X CO t  were the simulation targets.
2
When simulations of the experiments performed with soot loading or filter regeneration in November 2019 were begun, inconsistencies in the sampled experimental data
were revealed. Such inconsistencies were
found in both the exhaust concentrations of
CO and CO2 measured in the experiments
with filter regeneration and in the pressure
drop measured at the filter in the experiments
with soot loading. Based on these numerical results, a set of new measurements was
started to improve the measurement techniques step by step (from air flow through the
filter at different temperatures and mass flow
rates to soot loading or oxidation). However,
this experimental activity was significantly
delayed because the postdoc responsible for
the measurements returned to India when the
Covid-19 pandemic began. Accordingly, only
two sets of measurements with the clean filter
were performed in June and December 2020.
These measurements were simulated to
check the consistency of the newly delivered
experimental data and predict the pressure
drop measured for different flow rates and
temperatures. An analysis of the equations

Figure 64. Measured (black line)
and computed (red line) pressure
drop at a clean particulate filter for
different flow rates and temperatures. a) Experiments performed
in June 2020. b) Experiments performed in December 2020.

a)

b)
Figure 65. Measured particle size
distribution (black bold solid line)
and the same distribution cut at
different particle diameters. a)
Distribution cut at small diameters. b) Distribution cut at large
diameters.

a)

implemented in Axisuite and a sensitivity
study showed that under the conditions of the
present work, the computed dependence of
ΔP(t) on Q(t) was mainly controlled by the
reference value kw,0 of the clean wall permeability and by the constant C4 (a slip factor
coefficient) in the following equation (implemented in Axisuite) to allow for dependence of
the wall permeability kw on the temperature T:

p
T 
 (1)
kw  kw,0 1  C4 0 

p
Mg 


Here, μ is the dynamic viscosity of the gas,
Mg is its molecular weight and p0 is a reference pressure. This equation is taken from a
rather old experimental study by Pulkrabek
and Ibele [72], who investigated flow of various gases (air, nitrogen, helium, and argon)
through an aluminum oxide ceramic cylinder
with porosity range of 38.1-49.8 %. However,
Figure 6 in the cited paper clearly shows that
C4 significantly decreases with increasing
temperature, whereas a constant value of C4
is used in Axisuite, with the default value of
the slip factor coefficient being equal to 500.
Due to this inconsistency between the software and experimental study of Pulkrabek
and Ibele [72], C4 was regarded as a tuning
parameter whose value may be significantly
different from the default value.

Figure 64a shows that there was good agreement between the measured (black line) and
simulated (red line) pressure drop by setting
kw,0  6 1013 m 2 and C4 = 100 with the flow
rate and filter temperature varied from 0.5 to
8 l/min and 300 to 900 K, respectively.

b)

Subsequently, the use of these tuned values
allowed us to predict (after the initial attempt)
ΔP(t) measured in December 2020 (Figure
64b). In that experiment, the filter temperature was increased from 300 to 900 K, followed by cooling the filter to room temperature. The mass flow rate was 2 to 16 l/min.
Due to the lack of other reliable experimental data, the research focus was next placed
on learning the features of and opportunities
offered by Axisuite. This was done in close
collaboration with the leader of the associated
experimental project. In particular, based on
a request from him, capabilities of the code
for simulating the influence of particle size
on soot loading were explored.
For this purpose, three sets of simulations
were performed. First, the measured particle
size distribution (shown by the black solid line
in Figure 65a) was clipped at certain small
particle diameters d1*, i.e., the number of particles was set equal to zero for particles with
diameters less than d1* (see dotted lines in
Figure 65a). In applications, such a change of
particle size distribution could be associated
with the effect of a diesel oxidation catalyst
placed upstream of a DPF. The value of d1* was
varied and its influence on the simulated pressure drop and filtration efficiency was studied.
The results showed that increasing d1* decreased the computed pressure drop and filtration efficiency. However, it is worth remembering that an increase in d1* also decreases the
mass of inlet soot because small particles are
disregarded in such simulations, as illustrated
by the dashed lines in Figure 65a.
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Accordingly, the dependence of the difference
in the pressure |ΔP(t,0)–ΔP(t,d1*)| and filtration efficiency |EF (t , 0) − EF (t , d1* )| on the difference in incoming soot mass |ms(t,0)–
ms (t , d1*) | was examined. Here, the pressure
drop ΔP(t,0), filtration efficiency EF (t,0) and
inlet soot mass ms(t,0) were calculated for the
measured particle size distribution, whereas
ΔP(t,d1*), EF (t, d1*), and ms (t , d1*) were obtained
by clipping that distribution at d < d1*. The
computed dependence was almost linear for
the pressure drop and slightly non-linear for
the filtration efficiency, implying that variations in the incoming soot mass play the primary role.
Second, to explore the influence of large particle diameters on soot loading, the measured
particle size distribution (black solid line in
Figure 65b) was clipped at certain large particle diameters d 2* (dashed lines in Figure 65b)
i.e., the number of particles was set to zero
for particles with diameters larger than d 2*. In
this case, the computed results were similar
to the case shown in Figure 65a, i.e., the influence of d 2* on the computed pressure drop and
filtration efficiency was mainly controlled by
a decrease in the mass of incoming soot due
to a decrease in d 2*.
Third, besides the clipped measured particle
size distributions, the influence of particle
size on the pressure drop and filtration efficiency was investigated in the case of particles of the same size, i.e., the particle size
distribution was set using the Dirac delta
function  (d  d * ) . Here, d* is the particle
diameter, which was varied in the simulations, and α is a normalization coefficient
required for the soot mass to remain the same
independently of d*. From a qualitative perspective, the simulated results showed that
the influence of an increase in the diameter
d* on the pressure drop ΔP(t) was similar to
the influence of an increase in the diameter
d* on the filtration efficiency EF (t), but the
effect was significantly more pronounced for
the latter quantity. More specifically, when
the diameter d* was increased from 10 nm to

80 nm, both the pressure drop and filtration
efficiency decreased (Figure 66a). However,
when the diameter d* was increased further
(d* > 80nm), both the pressure drop and filtration efficiency increased (Figure 66b). Thus,
the influence of the particle diameter on EF (t)
showed opposite trends for small (d* > 80nm)
and large (d* > 80nm) particles.
Axisuite includes three different physical
mechanisms of particle filtration: diffusion,
interception and inertial impaction, with
the total filtration efficiency being the sum
of the filtration efficiencies associated with
each single mechanism. Formulas coded in
Axisuite (see Table 3 in Sect. 3.6.6.2 in Part
E of the manual [73]) show that the diffusion filtration efficiency decreases with
increasing particle diameter d, whereas the
two other efficiencies are increased by d.
Therefore, the numerical results shown in
Figure 66 imply that under the conditions
of the present study, the diffusion filtration
mechanism dominates for particles smaller
than 80 nm, whereas the interception filtration mechanism plays a more important role
for larger particles (the third, inertial impaction, mechanism is not activated by default).
To assess whether such an interpretation of
the results shown in Figure 66 was plausible,
simulations were performed by deactivating
either the diffusion or the interception filtration mechanism for each studied particle
diameter. The results showed that the filtration efficiencies computed after deactivating
the interception mechanism were almost the
same for d=40nm (Figure 67a). Similarly, the
filtration efficiencies computed after deactivating the diffusion mechanism were almost
the same for d=240nm (Figure 67d). Thus,
the results qualitatively supported the above
hypothesis that the diffusion (interception)
filtration mechanism dominated for small
(large) particles. The simulated results also
indicated that the switch between when the
interception and diffusion mechanisms dominated was between d=120 nm and d=160 nm
(see Figures 67b and 67c, respectively). For
d=120 nm, the filtration efficiency obtained

Figure 66. Filtration efficiency
simulated for particles of the same
size by varying this size. In the left
panel, the particle diameter d *
is increased from 10 nm (black
curve) to 80 nm (blue curve). In
the right panel, magenta, orange,
red, brown, and black curves show
results computed for d * =100,
120, 160, 200, and 240 nm,
respectively.

a)
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b)

Figure 67. Filtration efficiencies
calculated by deactivating either
the interception (red lines) or diffusion (blue lines) mechanisms
for particles of different diameters:
a) 40 nm, b) 120 nm, c) 160 nm,
d) 240 nm.

a)

b)

c)

d)

after deactivating the interception mechanism was slightly larger than the filtration
efficiency obtained after deactivating the diffusion mechanism. For d=160 nm, the filtration efficiency obtained after deactivating the
diffusion mechanism was slightly larger than
the filtration efficiency obtained after deactivating the interception mechanism. Note that
this boundary is close to a boundary yielded
by a much more sophisticated large eddy simulation study by Ström and Andersson [74].

Conclusions and Future Work

Experiments performed with a clean filter and
varying the mass flow rate and filter temperature were simulated, and the results showed
good agreement to measured pressure drops

obtained from two independent measurements carried out by different researchers in
different months.
When simulating soot loading, numerical
results yielded by the code were sensitive
to particle size, with the diffusion and interception filtration mechanisms dominating for
small and large particles, respectively. The
two mechanisms played a comparable role for
particles whose diameter was about 140 nm.
Both 1D and 3D numerical setups of Chalmers
experiments on soot oxidation in and loading
to a particulate filter are ready to be applied
to simulate measurements. This will be performed as soon as experimental data are
available.

Future Alternative Transportation Fuels
Objectives

Fuels from renewable resources (e.g., biomass) are considered a possible solution for
securing a fossil free energy supply in the
future while helping to reduce unwanted
greenhouse gas emissions. Drop-in fuels are
designed to enable use in standard compression ignition (CI) engines without changes in
hardware or calibration settings. This project
aims to evaluate the potential of drop-in fuels
on CI combustion regarding engine performance and emissions.
The tested fuel blend comprised poly(oxymethylene)dimethylether (OME3-5), hydro-

treated vegetable oil (HVO), 2- ethylhexanol
(EH) and rapeseed methylester (RME).
Performance and emissions were compared
to those from fossil diesel and neat HVO in
a heavy-duty or light-duty CI single cylinder
engine.

Project leader
Prof. Ingemar Denbratt
Project co-leader
Assoc. Prof. Karin Munch
Researcher
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Introduction

Increasingly strict emissions legislation
has prompted research into alternative fuel
solutions to secure future energy supplies.
CI engines provide an efficient combustion
technology. However, high nitrogen oxide
(NOx) emissions and soot are emitted due to
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the diffusion-controlled combustion. To satisfy a growing need for mobility, alternative
fuel solutions from different renewable origins need to be developed. The fuel choice
should be based on the reproducibility from
renewable materials as well as their physical
properties compared to standard diesel fuel.

similar for the heavy- and light-duty engines.
Thus, only results for the heavy-duty engine
are presented in detail here. For particle number emissions, results for both engine types
are presented.

Alcohol based fuels (e.g., ethanol) and vegetable oils (e.g., RME, HVO) are commercially available and have been demonstrated
to be suitable renewable fuel alternatives.
However, they have some drawbacks, such
as the lower heating value (LHV) of alcohol
fuels and availability of the feedstock.

OME is supplied as a mixture with variable number of oxymethylene units. The
OME used in this study mainly comprised
3–5 units. It contained 0.29 % OME2, 46.8
% OME3, 29.2 % OME4, 16.6 % OME5 and
5.56 % OME6. Simple material compatibility
tests showed swelling of rubber parts of the
engine when using neat OME. Moreover, the
miscibility of OME3-5 is strongly dependent
on the composition of different chain lengths
in the polymer as well as the temperature. A
share of > 30 vol. %, OME3-5 did not mix with
HVO at room temperature. Hence, in order
to benefit from the soot reduction potential
of OME while ensuring miscibility and not
compromising rubber parts extensively, a
share of < 30 % OME was chosen for the
blends. Additionally, to increase the miscibility, the long-chain alcohol EH (C8H18O)
(10 % by volume) and RME (7 % by volume)
were added. Details of the blends, i.e., composition, density, LHV, oxygen content and
cetane number (CN), are listed in Table 1.

Recently, poly(oxymethylene)dimethyl ether
(OMEn) with a chain length of n=3-5 has
been suggested as an attractive fuel substitute for fossil diesel fuel in CI engine research
because it promises significant soot reduction
with similar or only slightly increased NOx.
Thus, the typical soot-NOx trade off can be
avoided. Several researchers have attributed the lack of carbon-to-carbon bonds and
oxygen mass fraction ranging from 42 %
by weight for OME with n=1 up to 50 % by
weight for OME with n>1 as the main reasons
for these phenomena [75]. However, OME3-5
can be damaging to engine components, and
thus engine modification is required when
using neat OME3-5.

Table 1. Fuel properties of the oxygenated blends.

Unit
Diesel

In the present work, OME3-5 was blended
with HVO, RME and the C8-alcohol EH
(octanol) to ensure miscibility. Three blends
were designed with oxygen contents of 6.4,
12.8 and 17.8 % by mass. The engine performance and emissions were compared to those
obtained with the reference fuels fossil diesel and HVO in a single cylinder light-duty
and heavy-duty engine operated at different loads. Trends in the engine performance
and exhaust gas emissions were found to be

Diesel

HVO

OME
Blend 1

OME
Blend 2

OME
Blend 3

100

-

-

-

-

OME3-5

vol.%

-

-

7

18

27

HVO

vol.%

-

100

76

65

56

RME

vol.%

-

-

7

7

7

EH

vol.%

-

-

10

10

10

Density

Kg/m3

830.0

779.9

808.9

840.4

866.2

Oxygen

m.%

-

-

6.4

12.8

17.8

AFRstoich

-

14.45

14.8

13.92

13.06

12.34

LHV

MJ/kg

42.9

44.1

40.75

37.40

34.84

CN

-

52

75

68.0

66.6

65.1
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Method
Fuel properties and blending strategy

Engine settings and operating conditions

Experiments were performed on a heavy-duty
CI single cylinder research engine equipped
with cylinder head D13 from Volvo. The
engine had a displacement volume of 2.13 L,
a compression ratio of 17:1 and a common
rail fuel injection system with a single fuel
injection strategy. Standard engine setting
were applied for all fuel blends (Table 2).
Fossil diesel and HVO were used as reference
fuels. Four load points from the European
Stationary Cycle (ESC) were chosen for
study: A25, B50, B75 and C75.
Light-duty engine tests were performed in a
0.49 L Ricardo hydra engine equipped with
a Volvo Ned4 cylinder head and a common
rail injection system. The compression ratio
was 15.8:1 and fuel was injected with a multiinjection (double-pre/main/post) strategy.
Three load cases were studied, as shown in
Table 3.

Results
Engine performance (heavy duty)

The indicated thermal efficiency, indicated
specific fuel consumption, combustion duration (MFB90-MFB10) and mass fraction
where 50 % of the fuel is burned (MFB50)

for the heavy-duty engine tests are shown
in Figure 68. The first dark marker for each
operation point shows the diesel reference
value, whereas the second marker in grey is
the HVO reference value. Data for the blends
are plotted in order of increasing oxygen content (6 %, 13 % and 18 % by mass).
The efficiency was increased for OME Blend
2 and 3 for all load cases, whereas the efficiency of OME Blend 1 was similar to HVO
and diesel for load cases B50, B75 and C75.
Compared to diesel, the indicated specific fuel
consumption (ISFC) for HVO was decreased
in average by 2.8 %. Due to the lower LHV
of the blends, the injection duration was
increased. Thus, the ISFC increased in average by 6.4 %. Whereas MFB50 stayed constant for all the fuels, the combustion duration
was shorter for the blends than for diesel and
HVO. The increase in thermal efficiency may
be because heat losses in the exhaust were
decreased due to the faster combustion.

Unit A25 B50 B75 C75
Speed

r/min

1200

1500

1500

1800

Torque

Nm

85

160

239

209

Inj. time

BTDC

4.52

7.8

9.4

4.5

Inj. pressure MPa

180

180

180

180

EGR

16.5

12.9

12.5

17.7

%

Unit

(a)

(b)

(c)

Speed

r/min

1280

1810

2000

IMEPnet

MPa

0.88

0.72

1.12

Inj. pressure

MPa

7.93

6.69

9.11

%

19.4

27.3

22.5

EGR

Table 2. Heavy-duty engine operating conditions.

Table 3. Light-duty engine operating conditions.

Figure 68. Heavy-duty engine: indicated thermal efficiency, indicated
specific fuel consumption, combustion duration (MFB90-MFB10)
and mass fraction where 50 % of
the fuel is burned (MFB50).
Diesel
HVO
OME Blend 1
OME Blend 2
OME Blend 3

Exhaust gas emissions (heavy duty)

Stricter emissions legislation necessitates a
reduction in exhaust gases. Particulates and
NOx emissions can cause adverse health
effects and contribute to air pollution. As
shown in Figure 69, levels measured for NOx
increased slightly compared to HVO and diesel with increasing share of oxygen in the fuel.
However, compared to the slight increase in
NOx, the reduction in soot was significant,
eliminating the soot-NOx trade-off typical
of CI combustion. Soot mass decreased with
increasing oxygen content, in agreement with
earlier research on the effect of oxygen on soot
emissions [76, 77]. Figure 69 also shows that
soot emissions were reduced by more than
half by adding 7 % of OME to the fuel blend
(see Table 1, Blend 1) for all load cases. For
higher shares of OME, soot was measured
close to the detection limit of the measurement instrument (AVL MicroSoot). Indicated
specific hydrocarbon (HC) and CO emissions
are also shown in Figure 69. HC emissions
were highest for diesel but were similar for all
the blends and HVO. CO emissions decreased
with increasing share of OME3-5.

Figure 69. Heavy-duty engine: indicated specific exhaust gas emissions in g/kWh.
Diesel
HVO
OME Blend 1
OME Blend 2
OME Blend 3

Particle number emissions (heavy and light
duty)

In new legislation (Euro VI), restrictions
on the particle number are also of interest
as small particles in particular can cause
respiratory diseases. In this study, the particle size distribution was measured with a
Cambustion DMS500 particulate analyzer,
which can classify particles from 5-1000 nm
in diameter.

Example particle size distributions (PSDs)
for the heavy-duty load case B50 are shown
in Figure 70 (next page) and for the light-duty
load case (a) in Figure 71 (next page).
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For the heavy-duty case, diesel and HVO
showed a similar PSD. Most particles from
diesel and HVO combustion were in the
agglomeration mode with diameters above
20 nm (depending on the operation point).
For the blends, particle sizes were within the
nucleation mode with a peak between 7 - 10
nm. The number of small particles increased
with increasing share of OME3-5, and thus
oxygen content. Further experiments are
required to determine the composition of the
measured particles, but the literature suggests that they may originate from lubrication oil [78].
Figure 70. Heavy-duty engine:
particle size distribution for load
case B50.

The PSD for the light-duty engine did not
show a bimodal distribution of the particles.
There was no increase in particles in the
nucleation mode, most likely because of the
multi-injection strategy [79]. Instead, the particle number increased with increasing share
of OME3-5.

Conclusion

The effect of adding different shares of
OME3-5 to a mixture of vegetable oils (HVO
and RME) and the long-chain alcohol EH
(octanol) on the performance and emissions
of a heavy-duty and light-duty CI engine
was investigated. The alcohol was added to
ensure miscibility of the blends.
Trends for both engine types were similar:
The indicated efficiency was similar for
diesel, HVO and OME Blend 1, whereas
the efficiency was higher for OME Blend
2 and 3. Heating losses in the exhaust were
decreased due to the faster combustion of the
blends. Because of the lower LHV, ISFC was
increased for the blends.
Regarding emissions, the amount of soot
was more than halved by adding 7 % of
OME (depending on load case), while NOx
emissions increased slightly. With increasing share of OME, soot emissions decreased
strongly. Particles in the nucleation mode
increased with increasing share of OME3-5 for
the heavy-duty engine but not for the lightduty engine.

Figure 71. Light-duty engine:
particle size distribution for load
case (a).

In conclusion, blends with low shares of
OME3-5 help to significantly reduce soot while
maintaining engine performance. However,
further research is required to investigate
material compatibility with different shares
of OME in a fuel blend to evaluate the potential as a drop-in fuel.

Characterization of Urea-Water-Solution (UWS) for SCR
Applications Using Optical Methods
Introduction
Project leader
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The transportation industry is one of the most
energy-consumptive sectors using around
27% of global energy. Fossil fuels provide the
primary source in the form of crude oil or diesel oil to power plants, heavy-duty engines,
etc. It is well established that emissions of
diesel oil combustion products cause environmental consequences. Thus, it is mandatory to control pollutant emissions as well as
the combustion efficiency. NOx is one of the
most harmful pollutants produced by diesel
62

combustion. Its emission can cause severe
damage to the respiratory system of humans
as well as the formation of photochemical
smog and acid rain. SCR is one of the technologies developed in order to meet new stringent regulations regarding NOx emissions.
The SCR unit can be described as a reactor
aiming to convert NOx into N2 and H2O. It
involves injection of a urea water solution
(UWS; 32 % urea) spray into the exhaust
pipe. The heat provided by the exhaust gases

a)

induces the evaporation of water and release
of ammonia (NH3), and then NH3 and NOx
react in the SCR.
Injection of UWS sprays is a crucial part of
the NOx conversion. The size and velocity of
the UWS droplets as well as the spray characteristics affect the evaporation and mixing
between NH3 and NOx, and thus the SCR
efficiency. Several experimental techniques
can be used to measure these parameters.
However, optical methods were selected in
the present work for the following reasons.
First, they enable a wide range of parameters
to be measured (e.g., temperature, diameter,
velocity). Second, their spatial and temporal resolution is suitable for characterizing
micro-sized droplets in high-temperature
environments. Finally, they are non-intrusive
methods.

Objectives

This project’s objectives are as follows:
• Build a modulated exhaust pipe setup with
optical access.
• Develop a setup that allows different configurations and flow conditions.
• Use optical methods to characterize the
UWS injection, evaporation rate and interactions between the droplets and pipes.

Experimental methods
Exhaust pipe setup

The first step of our experimental campaign is
to build a functional exhaust pipe setup. The
main requirements of the setup are as follows:
• The components can be removed or their
location shifted so that different configurations can be considered.
• The setup must handle an exhaust gas temperature of 350 °C.
• The setup must include an optical access
for the visualization and characterization
of the UWS injection.

b)

• The flow should be controlled and homogeneous within the optical sections.

Figure 72. a) CAD model of the exhaust pipe setup. b) Photograph of
the pipe setup.

Figure 72a illustrates the CAD 3D model
of the experimental setup, while Figure 72b
shows the current setup built.
The exhaust gases exit the engine manifold
and pass through the first pair of catalysts:
the DOC and DPF. The main purpose of the
catalysts is to remove soot from the gases that
could dirty the optical windows downtream.
The pipes fabricated from 2 mm thick stainless steel are insulated to avoid heat losses.
Since one of the requirements is to generate
quasi-laminar flow in the optical sections, a
mixer and flow straightener are included in the
setup, upstream of the optical sections. The
flow straightener is a 400 cpsi catalyst (8 cm
long) that can produce a well-distributed flow.
After passing through the two optical sections
where urea is injected, the mixture of exhaust
gases and ammonia is passed through a SCR
catalyst and ammonia slip catalyst (ASC) to
prevent the release of ammonia.
Instrumentation

Various sensors and probes are included in
the setup to measure the exhaust gas temperature, pressure in the pipes and NOx at defined
locations. Figure 73 (next page) shows the different sensors and their locations.
Temperature is measured downstream,
between and upstream of each catalyst (DOC,
DPF, SCR and ASC) by means of 0.5 and 1.5
mm K-type thermocouples. The exhaust gas
temperature is also measured upstream of the
flow straightener. Absolute pressure is measured downstream of the DOC as well as the
pressure drop before and after the DPF. The
temperature and pressure sensors are connected to Dewesoft acquisition systems that
enable the time evolution of these parameters
to be visualized and recorded.
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Figure 73. Illustration of the instrumentation and locations of the different sensors.

The engine characteristics (torque, speed, oil
temperature and pressure) are controlled by
LabVIEW software. FTIR can be connected
to the exhaust pipe at different locations and
used to monitor NOx emissions. One of the
most interesting configurations would be to
connect the FTIR detector to the ASC outlet
in order to determine NOx emissions after the
SCR and UWS injection.

recess where the windows and seals are fitted. Regarding the material for the seals, both
graphite and a high-temperature elastomer
will be considered. To avoid contact between
the optical section and window during heating, a 1 mm expansion gap is incorporated.
On top of the window is placed a second seal
and then an 8 mm stainless steel frame.

Window mounting

A preliminary experiment has been conducted
to define the operating points. The focus was
on low load points, where the exhaust temperature is around 200 °C. For higher temperatures, the SCR process was very efficient.
Table 1 shows the engine characteristics for

One of the innovative aspects of this work
is the UWS spray in-situ characterization
through an optical access in the exhaust
pipe (Figure 74). The optical section is made
of 6 mm stainless steel. It contains a 4 mm
Figure 74. Procedure for mounting
the windows in the optical section.
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On-going work and conclusion

the two operating points selected.
The next step was to investigate how well
the windows withstand thermal stress. The
system ran smoothly for the first operating
point. However, some windows cracked/
broke when the temperature was about 250300 °C. Thus, we are making some modifications (e.g., different seals, beveled windows)
in order to improve the setup.

In future work, we plan to perform back-light
illumination methods and phase Doppler anemometry (PDA) to measure the main spray
properties (e.g., spray penetration, cone
angle, breakup length) and size distribution
of the UWS droplets for four different injectors at different injection angle (45 and 90°).
The selected operating point for the experimental campaign imposes an exhaust gas
temperature of 200°C and 0.1 kg/s.

OP

Exh. gas temperature (°C)

Exh. gas flow rate (kg/s) Engine torque (Nm)

Engine speed (rpm)

1

200

0.1

300

1000

2

350

0.25

800

1200

Table 1. Selected operating points.

Camless VVA System in a Heavy-Duty Single Cylinder
Engine
Objectives

The aim of this project is to evaluate engine
solutions that are enabled by utilizing a fully
variable valve system. The main goal is to
use a camless system to achieve a significant
improvement in fuel efficiency for both diesel
and CNG. Another key aspect is to explore
variable valve timing modulation as a method
for exhaust thermal management at low load
operating conditions. Eventually, the scope
for reducing emissions (mainly NOx and soot)
or obtaining a better emissions-fuel consumption trade-off will be explored.

Introduction

Increasingly stringent exhaust emissions
regulation and fleet CO2 targets are driving
the development of cleaner and more efficient
internal combustion engines. Variable valve
actuation (VVA) is one of the technical solutions that can be applied to improve fuel efficiency and reduce harmful emissions, such as
NOx and soot. Considerable efforts have been
made to assess and improve the performance
and emissions of engines operated with VVA
[80-82]. However, most of the studies have
used a conventional approach of changing
one variable at a time, which cannot study
interactions among the variables. In contrast,
a design of experiments (DoE) approach can
provide a quick and cost-effective method for
examining multiple variables and their interactions [83]. Therefore, in this project, a DoE
approach is being used to study the effect of
VVA on engine performance and emissions.

Methods

The heavy-duty single cylinder engine used
in this study is equipped with an electrohydraulic-pneumatic VVA system. This system can independently control the intake and

exhaust valves. The engine is a four-stroke,
compression ignition single cylinder research
engine designed to mimic the characteristics of Volvo’s heavy-duty D13 engine. A
D-optimal design with five factors at three/
five levels was used to design the experiments for optimization (Table 1). The investigation initially focused on systematically
exploring the exhaust thermal management
and fuel efficiency at 121 Nm (25% load) and
1100 rpm. Multiple linear regression (MLR)
was used to fit the experimental data to identify relevant model terms (linear, interactive
and quadratic) using commercial software
(MODDE 12.1). 45 experiments out of 1125
total runs were chosen based on the MODDE
algorithm for the highest G-efficiency.
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Results
D-optimal design for BSFC and exhaust
temperature at 121 Nm

The regression and prediction measures R 2
and Q2 indicated that the fitted models for
BSFC (0.995 and 0.9884) and exhaust temperature (1 and 1) were good. The lack of fit
test addresses whether the polynomial equations adequately represent the actual relationship between the independent variables and
responses. Analysis of variance (ANOVA)
results for BSFC and the exhaust temperature
showed p values of 0.056 and 0.076, respectively, implying that the differences between

Table 1. Variable settings for the
D-optimal design.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

IVC [CAD]

168

188

198

218

228

EVO [CAD]

508

513

529

540

550

Intake valve lift [mm]

5.3

-

6.7

-

9.6

SOI [°ATDC]

-6

-4

-3

-2

0

Intake pressure [kPa]

130

-

136

-

142
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the models and experimental data were not
statistically significant (p>0.05). The comparison between the experimental data and DoE
model predictions in Figure 75 again shows
that the DoE models accurately mapped the
relationship between responses and variables.
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Mechanics and Maritime Sciences,
Chalmers University of Technology.

The effect plot in Figure 76 indicates that
interactions between variables had only a
slight effect on BSFC and the exhaust temperature. The main and quadratic effects
of IVC, EVO and SOI were significant for
BSFC. From the prediction plots in Figure 77,
BSFC reached its minimum when IVC, EVO
and SOI were at 188, 523 CAD and -5°ATDC,

respectively. Regarding the variables intake
valve lift and intake pressure, only the main
effects were significant for BSFC: increasing
the intake valve lift and pressure decreased
BSFC. For the exhaust temperature, the main
and quadratic effects of IVC had the most
significant impact. Only the main effects of
SOI and intake pressure affected the exhaust
temperature: retarding the SOI and decreasing the intake pressure increased the exhaust
temperature.
Optimization result

The polynomial equations obtained from
the DoE analysis were used for optimization

Figure 75. Experimental vs. predicted data for BSFC and exhaust
temperature.

Figure 76. Effect plots for BSFC
and exhaust temperature.
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Figure 77 (left). Prediction plots
for IVC, EVO and SOI.
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with extended variable operational ranges
using Matlab. The calculated pareto-optimal front is displayed in Figure 78. It shows
three distinct phases characterized by different slopes: at an intake pressure of 142 kPa;
by decreasing the intake pressure from 142
to 130 kPa; and at an intake pressure of 130
kPa. The obtained pareto-optimal front gives

better insights by providing a range of alternative designs, which can be used to extract
the best compromise design solution based on
different user demand. Figure 78 shows variable settings for three designs: one extreme
for best fuel economy; aother extreme for the
highest exhaust temperature and one case situated between the two extremes.
Figure 78. Pareto-optimal front for
BSFC and exhaust temperature.

Adaptive Neural Controller for Future Renewable Fuels
Background

Combustion engines running on fossil fuels
are prime movers of freight and people, and
thus account for a significant portion of carbon emissions. Countries like Sweden with
a strong commitment to a sustainable future
are pushing hard for replacing fossil fuels
with cleaner renewable fuels. These renewable fuels have distinct fuel properties from
those of conventional fuels, and while this
shift to renewable fuels would enable sustainable transportation, it also requires adapting
existing engines to these novel fuels.
To address this challenge, this project aims
to develop an adaptive neural network algorithm capable of characterizing fuel quality, which will be instrumental for the recalibration of engine control parameters. This
work aims to develop these controllers using
existing signals from a production engine and
assessing fuel quality information online.
Such information can be used to recalibrate
engine parameters such as the injection timing, injection quantity and EGR to optimize
the combustion process and enable cleaner
combustion.
The knowledge gained from this project could
be applied to fleets of vehicles to modify them

for novel renewable fuels while maintaining a
clean and efficient combustion process.

Project leader
Prof. Jonas Sjöblom

Experimental details

Researcher
Ahfaz Ahmed (PhD student)

Experiments for this project are being conducted using a Volvo D13 diesel engine with
6 cylinders and 13 l displacement volume.
Extensive preparations have been made in a
test cell to measure pressure and temperature
at several points along the exhaust line and
accommodate another project on this engine
investigating urea spray characteristics in a
selective catalytic reduction system.
The experiments have been designed to gather
data characterizing engine behavior at various speed/ load points and after calibration
changes under base conditions. The speed/
load points chosen for these experiments are
A25, A100, B50, B75 and C75, with a range
of injection timings, rail pressure and pilot
injections. Data will be collected on the composition of exhaust gases and crank resolved
in-cylinder pressure, as well as crank shaft
sensor, intake and exhaust pressure and
dynamometer measurements, such as engine
speed, torque, fuel consumption, etc.
The first experimental campaign has been
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Ahfaz Ahmed, PhD Student,
Div. of Combustion and Propulsion,
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences,
Chalmers University of Technology.
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concluded with a single batch of fuel to identify the engine parameters that have the largest impact on combustion and emissions.
During the next experimental phase, multiple
batches of renewable fuels from NESTE will
be incorporated in the experimental design.

Machine Learning

Figure 79. Volvo D13 diesel engine
used in the project.

Research engines are usually mounted with a
dynamic pressure transducer to gain insights
of combustion events, such as the ignition
delay and burn duration, which can be used
to predict fuel quality. However, such access
to the combustion chamber is not available on
production engines, making it challenging to

assess the fuel quality in this project. Thus,
we opted to use crank shaft sensor data as
an input signal to a machine learning algorithm because such data are easily accessible
and contain valuable information on combustion engine events. The machine learning architecture implemented in this work is
the LSTM recurrent neural network (RNN),
which is known to be efficient in handling
time series problems.

Results

In the last few months, as well as conducting engine experiments, we have successfully developed the first phase of the algorithm utilizing crank sensor data and cylinder
pressure data as inputs for training the neural
networks, which will later be used to reproduce pressure traces for ensuing cycles using
crank sensor data.
For training, RNNs with 128 cells were
used. In total, 105 cycles were used: 80 %
were used as a training set and 20% as a test
set. In Figure 80, the blue color represents
the experimental measurements, whereas the
orange color represents the prediction by the
algorithm.
Currently, a large dataset has been collected
with a carefully designed design of experiment to maximize information about the
effect of fuel properties on a multitude of
engine parameters. This data set will be used
to further train the neural networks to accurately predict engine pressure traces under
various operating conditions and identify
areas of operation where fuel effects are most
evident.
Eventually, the predicted pressure traces
will be utilized to calculate parameters such
as the pressure rise rate, ignition delay and
peak pressure in order to identify suitable
fuel quality predictors.

160
140

Pressure (bar)

Figure 80. Reconstruction of engine pressure trace using machine
learning (blue: experiments, orange: predictions).
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Associated Projects
This section lists projects conducted within the Combustion Division but outside of CERC,
albeit often in close cooperation with CERC projects. The total research funding for these
projects is less than for the CERC projects.

One-Dimensional Turbulence (ODT) SGS Modeling of
Spray-Turbulence Interactions
Objectives

Development of fuel injection equipment (FIE), able to reduce pollutant emissions from liquid fuel powered transportation and power generation systems, is a top industry priority in
order to meet the forthcoming EU 2020 emission legislations. However, design of new FIE
is currently constrained by the incomplete physical understanding of complex micro-scale
processes, such as in-nozzle cavitation, and primary and secondary atomization. The EU
funded Marie-Curie Innovative Training Networks (ITN) program HAoS aims at developing
a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) CFD framework that will model the influence of unresolved
sub-grid scale (SGS) processes up to engineering scales with affordable computing times.
The objective of this Chalmers project within HAoS is to develop, validate and implement a
one-dimensional turbulence (ODT) model of turbulence droplet interaction during atomization. ODT is a stochastic, low-dimensional modeling tool for simulating and investigating
turbulent flow with high temporal and spatial resolution. The main advantage of ODT over
direct numerical simulations (DNS) is computational efficiency, allowing the investigation
and acquisition of important statistical SGS information for liquid surface/turbulence interactions in engine-relevant Reynolds and Weber number regimes not feasible using DNS.
This project looks to extend ODT to efficient investigations of turbulence modulation effects
caused by droplets.

Principal investigator
Prof. Michael Oevermann
Source of support
EU Marie Curie program HAoS
Swedish Energy Agency
Award period covered
2016-2019 (EU)
2019-2020 (EnMy)
Seniors/students supported
Marco Fistler
Ph.D. defense date
September 2020

Results

To provide the ODT model with new capabilities for investigating droplet-laden flows, we
investigated a particle-laden stationary, forced homogeneous isotropic turbulence (HIT) test
case. We implemented a forcing scheme in the ODT model, which allowed us to validate the
single-phase and particle-laden test cases against several sets of DNS results. The capability
of ODT to capture the Kolmogorov spectrum of single-phase and particle-laden stationary
HIT (Figure 81) provides the opportunity to gain detailed insights of the turbulence modulation mechanisms despite reduced dimensionality [84].
The final ODT model extension was the development of the three-type eddy model to capture turbulence statistics from anisotropic flows. This enabled us to investigate single-phase
and particle-laden homogeneous shear turbulenc[85]. The detailed study of the single-phase,
including agreements with transient and stationary DNS results, showed the strength of the
developed method. Although effects on the TKE spectrum in the particle-laden case (Figure
82, next page) were not as well captured as the previous results for HIT, the deviations could be
explained in detail and did not detract from the promising predictions of the global quantities
k and ε. These two quantities seem to be the most important to predict in order to contribute
to a new SGS model for LES.
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Figure 81. Dependence of the
non-dimensionalized spectrum on
Stokes number. Reλ = 70 (DNS by
Abdelsamie and Lee [88]).
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The developed framework forms a promising base for several future research paths. For further spray investigations, ODT can be easily extended with an evaporation model to study
heat and mass transfer between liquid and gas phases. Furthermore, the drag law can be
updated for non-spherical particles and deformations can be considered. Also, the primary
break-up model developed by Movaghar [86] can be used as input for poly-dispersed flow
simulations. Additionally, a new strategy has been found describing how to use ODT data to
develop a SGS closure model for multiphase LES. A detailed description of the entire work
is presented in Marco Fistler’s PhD thesis [87].
Figure 82. Dependence of the
fluid-phase TKE k (a) and rate of
dissipation ε (b), normalized with
the value for the single-phase case
(k0, ε0), on mass loading for ODT.
Reλ = 43, (DNS by Gualtieri et al
[89]).

(a) k

(b) ε

Holistic Approach of Spray Injection
Objectives
Principal investigator
Assoc. Prof. Mats Andersson
Source of support
EU Marie Curie program HAoS
Seniors/students supported
Jiayi. Zhou

Figure 83. Schematic and photograph of the experiment set-up.
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This activity is part of a European Horizon 2020 project “Holistic Approach of Spray
Injection through a generalized multi-phase framework (HAoS)” which is funded by “Marie
Skłodowska-Curie Innovative Training Networks (ITN-ETN)”. The HAoS project aims at
developing a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) CFD framework that will model the influence of
unresolved sub-grid scale (SGS) processes up to engineering scales with affordable computing times. As the experimental part of the project, our research is focused on how cavitation
bubbles affect primary break-up, with the experimental data being used for numerical validation and derivation of an SGS model suitable for LES simulations.
In this project, the effect of artificially introduced cavitation bubbles on jet break-up are being
studied. Laser-induced cavitation bubbles are introduced into the jet at the exit of a scaledup nozzle. The flow rate can be varied to provide flow conditions from laminar to Reynolds
numbers over 105. The Weber and Reynolds numbers can be varied independently by using
blends of water and dipropylene glycol. Shadow images of the jet are recorded using both an
ICCD camera and a high-speed video camera. A schematic and photograph of the experiment
set-up are shown in Figure 83. The Nd: YAG laser beam is expanded by lenses L2 and L3,
and focused into the jet by lens L4. The shadowgraph imaging uses a plasma light source and
the cameras. The vertical and horizontal position of the laser focus in the jet can be adjusted
by moving the injector with electric motor-driven translation stages and by moving L4 using
a micrometer stage.
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Figure 84. 1-D readings of a binarized video frame.

b)

a)
c)

Analysis of cavitation bubble-induced break-up in a turbulent jet is described in [90]. The
video frames obtained by the camera were treated as shown in Figure 84. Figure 84a shows
a binarized image where the bubble-induced break-up can be seen on the right side of the
upper part of the jet. By using multiple one-dimensional readings of different events, averaged time-resolved one-dimensional plots (shown in Figure 85) were implemented to analyze break-up statistically, addressing the problem of shot-to-shot variations in the break-up
due to the turbulent condition of the jets. In these graphs, the probability of finding liquid at
various positions along a horizontal or vertical line as a function of time after the creation of
the bubble is shown. Bubble-induced break-up can easily be distinguished from spontaneous
break-up with this method. Both the position of bubble formation and the injection pressure
had an influence on the scale of the break-up. The deformation of the jet surface was greatly
affected by shear. The structure of the deformation became less intact when the surface tension was lower. The sizes of the drops produced during the second stage of break-up were
analyzed. The bubble-induced break-up produced smaller drops than the spontaneous breakup at lower injection pressure. As expected, lower surface tension favored droplet detachment
and smaller sized drops. More details of the study can be found in [90].

Figure 85. Shadow image showing
the large bubble-induced breakup and smaller spontaneous ones
(top left). Averaged time-resolved
one-dimensional plots along a horizontal line (bottom left) and along
a vertical line (right).
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Mixed-Mode Combustion (Premixed/Non-Premixed)
Using Large Eddy Simulation (LES) with the Linear Eddy
Model (LEM) for Combustion Closure
Objectives
Principal investigator
Prof. Michael Oevermann
Source of support
The Swedish Research Council
Award period covered
2018-2021
Seniors/students supported
Abhilash Menon

As regulations across the world become more stringent, there is increasing pressure on manufacturers to develop internal combustion engines with higher efficiencies and lower emissions.
Sophisticated simulation techniques using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) have emerged
as invaluable tools for engine R&D. Current standard combustion CFD models are mostly
based on the assumption of fast chemistry, which allows for the separation of turbulent and
chemical scales (temporal as well as spatial). Combustion models are often selected based on
the combustion mode (premixed or non-premixed) on a case-by-case basis. Next generation
combustion technology, however, will feature turbulent combustion in mixed-mode regimes
which might not be adequately predicted by the current standard models. The purpose of this
project is to develop and assess a turbulent combustion model which conceptually has the
capability to predict non-standard mixed-mode combustion processes accurately. The modelling strategy is based on Large Eddy Simulation (LES) using the Linear Eddy Model (LEM)
for sub-grid closure. This project is closely connected to the CERC-funded project entitled ‘A
representative interactive linear eddy model (RILEM) for low temperature combustion’ but
is more focused on fundamental investigation as the technique is computationally expensive.

Background

LES offers high flow resolution while LEM is a 1-D reaction-diffusion model that uses a
stochastic treatment for sub-grid turbulence. Combined, they have the potential to capture
subtle events relating to extinction, re-ignition and differential diffusion effects (as in hydrogen combustion), and mixed-mode combustion. Large-scale advection is communicated to
the sub-grid scales using a mass conservative splicing algorithm which models Lagrangian
transport of 1-D LEM snippets between LES cells.

Previous Results

This project is based on the previous project entitled ‘Large-eddy Simulation of Spray Flames
in Reciprocating Engines Using Linear-eddy Sub-grid Modeling’ funded by the Swedish
Research Council, which concluded with the PhD thesis of Salman Arshad in 2019. LESLEM was implemented using a pressure-based solver in OpenFOAM which employed a
novel splicing strategy and source term coupling between the sub-grid and resolved levels.
Simulations run for a Volvo validation rig (turbulent premixed combustion case) showed
encouraging results for velocity and temperature profiles when compared to experimental
data but did not, however, show significant improvements over the partially stirred reactor
(PaSR) model (see CERC Annual report 2017, page 61). Simulations were also carried out for
a temporally-developing planar syngas jet which showed good agreement with DNS data. It
was concluded that the model works well for low Mach number conditions but not necessarily better than existing methods for low Mach number cases (see CERC Annual report 2018,
page 66). However, the cases investigated thus far were all such that one could not really
expect to see an improvement of LES-LEM over standard methods i.e. they fitted well into
regimes where standard models perform

Current work

The goal of this project is to improve the computational efficiency of LES-LEM and to simulate high turbulence, high Reynolds number cases with strong turbulence-chemistry interactions over a wide range of turbulent scales. One of the main obstacles to applying LES-LEM
to high Reynolds number flow is its computational cost. Therefore, a major research focus
of this project is the development of a new concept which does not solve an LEM in each
LES cell but instead in so-called ‘super-cells’ (Figure 86), where LES cells are clustered and
each ‘super-cell’ runs an LEM line in parallel with the CFD simulation. This is considerably
more affordable than running an LEM line in each LES cell and would allow for the use of
detailed chemistry solvers and hence the potential to generate accurate pollutant information
with LES-LEM. The source term coupling used previously allowed for a unified treatment of
premixed/non-premixed regimes but would have the disadvantage of smearing source terms
across the super-cell. This could mean a potential loss of flame front information. A new coupling scheme similar to RILEM (see the status report of the current CERC project on RILEM
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in this and previous CERC annual
reports) is proposed in which the
LEM solution is processed using
conditional PDFs obtained from
the LES solver. These are then
integrated with the LEM solution
to give the spatial distribution of
scalars (temperature, mass fractions) throughout the super-cell.
The proposed coupling scheme is
presented in a schematic form in
Figure 87. In the limit of just one
super-grid cell for the complete
domain, the method resembles
RILEM.

Figure 86. Schematic representation of super-grid LES-LEM.
Legend:
LES Cell
Super Cell
LEM Line

Project status
The OpenFOAM-based super-grid code is near completion and is ready for detailed testing
using well-studied laboratory flames. It is pressure-based and advances equations for continuity, momentum, mixture fraction, mixture fraction variance and progress variable. The
code is considerably faster to run than the previous implementation and is flexible enough to
accommodate various super-grid resolutions all the way down to ‘pure’ LES-LEM, as well as
different coupling schemes (RILEM, source term and sub-grid filtered). This would allow for
direct comparisons and sensitivity analyses. Figure 88 (next page) shows the super-grid set-up
for the Hawkes’ CO/H2, temporally-evolving planar jet case (Proceedings of the Combustion

Figure 87. Computation sequence
for current super-grid solver.
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Institute 31 ,2007, 1633–1640). The progress variable equation derives its source term from
the integrated conditional PDFs of progress variable rate of change on the LEM line. This
is done such that ignition delay times and related phenomena, such as flame lift-off, on the
CFD side are in step with ignition delays on the fine grid. This assumes that β-PDFs for the
mixture fraction and a Dirac function for the progress variable are in line with standard RIF
combustion models. The LEM can be used solely for chemical closure but other scalars, such
as heat release and density, are also possible outputs. The temperature field can be obtained
either by solving an enthalpy equation or directly from the PDF integration of the LEM solution. An incompressible version of the solver has also been coded where the density variation
effects are communicated to the CFD side using a velocity divergence term, obtained from
the LEM, in the pressure corrector module.
Figure 88. Super-Grid set-up for
the Hawkes’ jet case showing
globular agglomeration of CFD
cells (left).

Fuel Flexible Engine Platform
Objectives

Principal investigators
Prof. Anders Karlsson
Prof. Ingemar Denbratt
Source of support
Strategic vehicle research and innovation programme (FFI), AB Volvo
Seniors/students supported
Anders Nygren
Michael Saccullo

Studies have shown that increasing combustion efficiency to reduce CO2 emissions from
transportation will not, by itself, be sufficient to achieve the goals for action against global
warming. High combustion efficiencies must therefore be combined with the use of renewable
fuels. AB Volvo, together with LOGE and Chalmers, are working on a Fuel Flexible Engine
Platform (F-Flex) that will enable the development of HD internal combustion engines that
can satisfy the impending requirements. A dual fuel direct injection HD engine using ethanol/
methanol as its main fuel, and a pilot diesel injection for ignition, is currently being studied.
An injector arrangement used for these tests is shown in Figure 89. The engine largely relies
on components that are already in commercial production, and deviates from the design of
commercial engines as little as possible. The aim is to combine the known advantages of the
diesel engine, such as high fuel efficiency, with the advantages of burning alcohol fuels, such
as lower NOx and particulate emissions. The adoption of dual fuel concepts may also have
other benefits, including better controllability, lower emissions of unburned hydrocarbons,
and higher combustion efficiencies.
Two PhD students are working on this project at Chalmers, carrying out spray experiments
with high pressure ethanol/methanol injection under diesel-like conditions, single cylinder
engine (SCE) tests, CFD simulations of the alcohol sprays, and simulations of dual fuel combustion as a whole. The computational and experimental results will facilitate the refinement
of the CFD model and the optimization of dual fuel combustion in the engine.

Experimental Results

A Volvo D13 SCCE at Chalmers was used for experimental campaigns, during which stable
combustion of methanol, ethanol or E85 with a diesel igniter was successfully achieved. All
three fuels tested had significant advantages over diesel on the same engine set-up with respect
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to indicated gross thermal efficiency, BSNOx
and soot emissions, as shown in Figure 90.
Diesel was compared with the three alcohol
fuels at a chosen speed-load point of 1262
rpm and 172 Nm, with and without EGR. All
measurements shown in Figure 90 are taken
from investigations at this speed-load point.
Indicated thermal efficiencies over 51% at
BSNOx emissions of under 10 g/kWh and
especially at lower NOx emissions, are considered promising results.
The rate of heat release curves for all tested
fuels at the speed-load point of 1262 RPM and
172 Nm with 1250 bar injection pressure are
shown in Figure 91. The first part of the curve
shows the combustion of the diesel pilot followed shortly by the ignition of the main fuel.
The ignition delay was longest for diesel and
shortest for methanol, whereas the values for
E85 and ethanol were very similar. Figure 92
(next page) shows a spider plot with various
values for the tested fuels at 1262 RPM and
172 Nm. The alcohol fuels all outperformed
diesel in ηf,ig by at least 3% but also in ISCO2
and ISCO emissions. Figure 93 (next page)
shows the trade-off between ISNOx and
ISCO2 for all tested fuels at 1262 RPM and
172 Nm. It was shown that the alcohol fuels
outperform diesel, with methanol showing a
significant advantage in terms of ISCO2 and
ISNOx.

Figure 89 (above). Schematic of the Single Cylinder Dual Injector Arrangement.

CFD Results

CFD modeling was carried out in parallel
with experiments in a separate work package. The first part of the CFD work package was to evaluate the in-house Lagrangian
spray model, VSB2, for use with alcohol
fuels. Ethanol spray formation was simulated
using VSB2 together with the open source
CFD platform OpenFOAM 2.2.x. The simulated results were compared with those from
experiments with the Chalmers HP/HT spray
chamber and are shown in Figure 91. It can be
seen that the spray model can predict ethanol
spray formation well.

Figure 90 (above). Indicated thermal efficiencies over brake specific NOx for reference diesel
and dual fuel Methanol/EthGaGGnol95/Ethanol85/Diesel in the dual fuel SCCE, at 1262 rpm
and 172 Nm, with and without EGR.
Figure 91 (below). Apparent rate of heat release curves for methanol, ethanol, E85 and diesel
at 1262 RPM, 172 Nm, 1250 bar injection pressure and SOI at 6 deg bTDC.

The second part of the CFD work package
was to construct a full cylinder, closed cycle
CFD model of a direct injection dual fuel
engine. This included coupling OpenFOAM
to the LOGE-API chemistry solver. LOGEAPI solves the detailed chemistry online
during the simulation using the well-stirred
reactor approach. A multi-fuel, proprietary
mechanism that included 386 species and
2331 reactions was developed by LOGE for
use in this project. A baseline case for the
mid-load point at 1262 RPM and 172 Nm was
set up in OpenFOAM. Due to the dual injector
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configuration in this project (Figure 89), there is no sector symmetry in this case. Thus, it
is necessary to model the entire combustion chamber. A picture of the computational mesh
can be seen in Figure 92. The large model and the use of a detailed mechanism means that
the computational time required for a single case is long, ranging from 100 hours with 375
000 cells at TDC to 3 weeks with 2.7 million cells. Both cases were executed on 30 CPU
cores. Over the last year, work has been carried out to reduce the computational time by
using tabulated chemistry, based on the Combustion Progress Variable (CPV) approach [91],
implemented by LOGE.
Figure 96 shows a comparison between simulated and measured in-cylinder pressure at the
1262 RPM 172 Nm load point. The simulated pressure shows a reasonable agreement with the
experimental data. The rate of heat release was also compared with experimental data which
is shown in Figure 97, and shows a good agreement with experimentally measured values.
Figure 92. Spider plot showing important results for all tested fuels
at 1262 RPM 172 Nm.

Figure 93. ISCO2 VS ISNOx for 1262 RPM and 172 Nm for all tested
fuels.

Figure 94. Predicted liquid and vapor penetration of ethanol compared to experiments. Tests were carried out at 823 K and 60 bar ambient conditions.
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Figure 95. Computational mesh of
the piston bowl.

Figure 96. Measured in-cylinder pressure compared to simulated
pressure at 1262 RPM 172 Nm.

Figure 97. Simulated rate of heat release compared to that measured at 1262
RPM 172 Nm, together with measured injection rate at 1250 bar.

Highly Efficient SI Engine with High Fuel Injection Pressure
Objectives

Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI) engines are widely used because they are more efficient than
Port Fuel Injection (PFI) engines. However, GDI engines tend to produce greater particulate
emissions than PFI engines, which is problematic given the need to reduce the emissions of passenger vehicles in order to comply with increasingly stringent emissions regulations. Raising
the fuel injection pressure appears to be a particularly promising approach. It has been shown
that particulate emissions can be reduced further by raising the injection pressure higher, to
400 bar or 500 bar. These reductions have been explained by suggesting that high injection
pressures result in better atomization, faster fuel evaporation, and improved mixture formation. However, there have only been a few studies on the effects of using very high injection
pressures of 1000 bar and above on spray and engine behavior. Additionally, there is a need
to understand more comprehensively the mechanisms by which very high injection pressures
affect emissions. In this project, experimental and numerical approaches are being used to
investigate spray characterization, spray-air interaction and engine performance to understand the benefits and limitations of using high injection pressures. A high injection pressure
enables more stable combustion and lower emissions as a result of better atomization and faster
mixing. The difference between the injection pressures becomes more significant when the
SOI timing is retarded. This project is in its latter stages, and will be completed in May 2021.
77

Seniors
Prof. Michael Oevermann
Prof. Petter Dahlander
Source of support
Swedish Energy Agency FFI, Volvo
Cars and DENSO
Students supported
Sandip Wadekar
Akichika Yamaguchi
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Results

Figure 98. Comparison of coefficient of variation (CoV) for various
SOI timing and injection pressures.

As the results from spray characterization and spray-air interaction tests were explained
in the last CERC report, the engine test results here are a summary of the results from the
experimental side. The engine results given in this report were for operation at 2000 rpm,
IMEP 9 bar and stoichiometric combustion mode. Figure 98 shows the effect of injection
pressures on combustion stability (CoV of IMEP). Increasing pressure improves combustion
stability over a wide range of SOI timing. The difference between the injection pressures at
the commonly-used timing of around -300 CADaTDC is relatively small compared to retarded
SOI timing. In particular, high pressure enables better atomization and fast mixing, so the
difference becomes more significant when the SOI timing is retarded. Hydrocarbon and
particulate emissions are also improved with injection pressures. Figure 99 and Figure 100
show the effect of the injection pressures on HC emissions and PN respectively. As with the
effect on CoV, the difference between the pressures is not significant when the SOI timing
is around -300 CADaTDC while it becomes significant at retarded SOI timing. Interestingly,
there is a significant difference in PN at SOI timing -340 CADaTDC. At this SOI timing, there
is significant spray impingement on the piston, as seen in the spray images from the optical
engine (see Figure 101). The reason the PN is lower with higher pressures may be due to the
difference in wetting of the piston. According to the literature [92-94], a high-pressure spray
tends to form a wider but thinner fuel film which evaporates much faster than the thicker fuel
film normally created by a low-pressure spray. Overall, the high-pressure spray has significant
potential to improve engine performance and emissions.

Figure 99 (above). Comparison of
HC emissions for various SOI timing and injection pressures.

Figure 100. Comparison of PN
emissions for various SOI timings
and injection pressures.

Figure 101 (below). Spray images
at three different SOI timings in the
optical engine.
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Large Eddy Simulation Results

Since the last CERC report, we have focused on spray injection in a gasoline direct injection
engine at ultra-high injection pressures. The simulations have been carried out at 1750 rpm,
IMEP 9 bar and at different injection pressures without including the ignition. Figure 102
shows a comparison between computed spray and high-speed camera images at different
CAD and injection pressures. The results show that the overall spray shape is well predicted
by the numerical models. The pictures visualize the high transient behavior of the spray when
it penetrates the cylinder. At high injection pressure, the spray has very high velocity and
momentum and does not weaken as a result of the tumble motion generated during the intake
stroke. However, at lower injection pressures with a corresponding lower momentum of the
fuel jets, the energy of the spray is weakened by the tumble motion. The numerical simulation
accurately captured the overall spray shape i.e detached spray jets at high injection pressure
and amalgamated spray jets at low injection pressure.

To understand the effect of injection pressure on the fuel-air
mixing process, the evolution of the overall mixture homogeneity was investigated. Figure 103 shows the evolution
of the uniformity index from the SOI (300 CADbTDC) to
spark ignition point (330 CADbTDC). It clearly shows that
increasing the injection pressure enhances the fuel-air mixture homogeneity.

Figure 102. Comparison of measured and calculated spray images at indicated CAD and injection
pressures.

Figure 103 (below). The evolution of the uniformity index with
CAD at indicated injection pressures.

Finally, we investigated the effects of varying SOI on fuel film
mass and film thickness at the selected injection pressures.
With late injection, liquid fuel has limited time to evaporate,
which results in significantly higher deposition of fuel on the
walls, as shown by the mass budgets in Figure 104 (next page).
The fuel-rich areas are major contributors to high particulate
and unburnt hydrocarbon emissions due to the presence of
non-premixed combustion modes. The measured emission
data clearly show that late injection is associated with PNs
higher than early injection. However, higher injection pressures are beneficial for both late and early injection, as they
always lead to less liquid fuel in the film.
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Figure 104. Fuel mass budgets:
a) liquid masses, b) liquid film
masses, and c) vapor masses at
indicated injection pressures with
early injection (60 CAD) and late
injection (180 CAD).

a)

b)

c)

Lean Homogeneous Combustion in Spark-Ignited Engines
Objectives
Principal investigator
Prof. Ingemar Denbratt
Source of support
Horizon 2020 (UPGRADE)
Sebiors/students supported
Lucien Koopmans
Kristoffer Clasen

Homogeneous lean combustion (HLC) is a combustion mode that can be utilized in spark
ignited (SI) internal combustion engines to improve fuel efficiency substantially at only a
small cost, offering a way of achieving highly efficient and affordable propulsion for light
duty vehicles. The cost advantage and operating characteristics of an HLC SI engine makes
it suitable as the thermal engine component in more complex and expensive hybrid powertrains. Additionally, HLC works with renewable hydrocarbon fuels which are beneficial
in terms of cost and weight due to their high energy density, in comparison to hydrogen and
battery technology.
Despite the benefits, HLC still faces challenges to its implementation in production vehicles.
The main challenge is to achieve sufficiently high air dilution rates while maintaining combustion stability, in order to minimize the formation of nitrogen oxide molecules (NOx) during combustion. If NOx emissions are not reduced to near zero amounts, a lean-NOx exhaust
aftertreatment is necessary in order to achieve clean tailpipe emissions. In turn, the lean
NOx system requires an additional burden of a reducing agent, where the consumption is
proportional to the amount of NOx emissions in the exhaust. Therefore, research on how to
improve combustion stability with high air dilution levels and how to improve NOx emission
suppression is needed.
This project focuses on implementation of HLC in downsized SI engines. Experimental
methods are utilized to increase understanding of combustion instability in diluted conditions and synergies between the combustion mode and conditions akin to downsized engines.

Activities
Air dilution and residual dilution

One factor seldom considered in lean combustion research is the total dilution factor. A
reciprocating engine combustion chamber naturally retains some combustion residual gases
which are incorporated into the next combustion cycle. These gases are hot, with temperatures similar to those at the exhaust port, and consist mostly of non-reactive gases such as
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nitrogen, carbon dioxide and water vapor. Depending on the pressure difference between inlet
and exhaust port, valve timings and frequencies of the runners, the combustion chamber will
retain different amounts of residual gases. In lean combustion research, most often only the
air-fuel ratio is reported as a measure of the amount of dilution, which may be misleading
since the residual gases may heavily impact the result. Additionally, the residual gases do not
have the same properties as air, and so their effects on combustion and emissions in combination with air dilution are unclear. There are several examples of studies that have investigated
spatial distribution and correlation of local residual gas concentrations at the spark plug and
combustion stability, but studies focusing on the effect of total combustion chamber residual
gas content are difficult to find.
The lack of research regarding total dilution has led to the following questions:
• What is the total dilution factor, in relation to air dilution, at different engine operating
points?
• Can an increased share of residual gases be beneficial in terms of efficiency, rather than
solely maximum air dilution?
• Can an increased proportion of residual gases decrease NOx emissions in lean homogeneous combustion?
• Can residual gases be used to increase charge temperature, resulting in increased combustion stability and higher exhaust temperatures, beneficial for exhaust aftertreatment, at
low load operation?

Method

Measuring the total amount of residual gases in a combustion chamber is difficult using experimental methods. One established method to overcome this issue is to utilize a three-pressure
analysis (TPA) simulation, to estimate the residual gas content. The method is based on
detailed 1-dimensional modeling of the combustion system domain from inlet port to exhaust
port, tuned using experimental crank angle resolved pressure data for the inlet port, cylinder,
and exhaust port. By using the experimental pressure data for the ports, the gas exchange
and capturing efficiency of the cylinder can be replicated and cylinder contents estimated.

Figure 105. Top: Coefficient of variation (CoV) and lowest normalized
value (LNV) of net mean effective
pressure (NMEP) versus relative
air-fuel ratio (Lambda). Bottom:
Brake specific NOx (BSNOx) emissions and relative change of indicated efficiency (iEFF) versus
lambda.

Experiments have been carried out using a multicylinder engine equipped with the necessary
sensors to acquire the desired experimental data
needed for the simulations. Consequently, a TPA
model has been developed with the commercial
software GT suite.

Preliminary results

An experiment was carried out with a load of
2.62 bar brake mean effective pressure (BMEP)
at 2000 rpm, or 8kW, with engine default valve
timing settings. An overview of these results is
shown in Figure 105. The engine reached a lean
stability limit as early as lambda = 1.3 which is far
earlier than anticipated. Despite the low amount
of air dilution, the NOx emissions were found to
be low. However, it was suspected that significant amounts of residual gases were present in
the process and that the total dilution factor was
significantly higher than the air dilution factor.
As can be seen in Figure 105, the combustion
stability deteriorates at lambda = 1.3. It can also
be seen on the lower graph that the NOx levels
do not exceed 2g/kWh, which can be considered
low. Additionally, the efficiency increase is only
3% which is lower than expected. To verify the
hypothesis that the engine retained significant
amounts of residual gases, TPA simulations were
carried out using the same experimental data.
The results are shown in Figure 106 (next page).
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Figure 107. Stacked bars showing relative dilution content of
the cylinder versus lambda of two different cases with the same
total dilution factor. The cylinder content was altered by changing valve timings of the engine.
Figure 106. Stacked bars showing relative dilution content of the
cylinder versus lambda. Middle
bar is shown with error bars which
represent 3 repetitions of the experiment. X-axis labels indicate
lambda and inlet and exhaust cam
phasing angle.

As can be seen in Figure 106, the total dilution factor (the top of the bars) is much higher
compared to the dilution in terms of relative air-fuel ratio (Lambda). It can also be concluded
that a substantial proportion of burned air contributes to the total dilution. This means that
combustible air, nitrogen and oxygen are retained from the previous combustion cycle. This
is only possible if the previous cycle contained excess air that was not consumed during
combustion. At lambda = 1, there is a proportion of burned air below the stoichiometry line.
This is because the combustion is incomplete and, despite the stoichiometric air-fuel ratio,
the exhaust contains small amounts of oxygen and unburned fuel. To understand how the
residual gases impact the results, a comparison was made with the same total dilution, but
with different amounts of fresh air and thus different lambda. Figure 107 shows the cylinder
contents of the two cases used in this comparison.

Figure 108. Changes of energy
distribution of lambda = 1.41 compared to lambda = 1.13.

Figure 108 shows various changes in energy distributions between the two cases. It shows
some of the changes that occur when the composition of dilution is changed. The main
Figure 109. Comparison of emissions between low lambda and high
lambda.
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difference is shown as reduced heat losses with increased lambda. This can be explained by
lower cylinder and combustion temperatures giving leaner combustion, since the combustion
chamber charge will be cooler. Surprisingly, the exhaust losses or enthalpy of the exhaust
gases increase with leaner combustion which contradicts the theory that lean combustion will
be colder. This can either be explained by slower combustion and, therefore, an increased
degree of late combustion at exhaust valve opening, or it can also be explained by the change
in valve timings and earlier exhaust valve opening applied to the leaner case. This will be
investigated further. Finally, Figure 109 shows a comparison of emissions of NOx and total
hydrocarbons (THC).
Despite apparent lower combustion temperatures, the leaner combustion results in substantially increased NOx emissions, while the hydrocarbon emissions are similar. This clearly
shows that residual gases have a strong impact on NOx suppression in spark-ignited lean
combustion which raises the research question of using residual gases as supplemental NOx
suppression in lean combustion.

Future work

More work is needed to answer the research questions relating to the role of air dilution and
residual gas dilution mixtures and their impact primarily on efficiency, stability, and NOx
emissions. More experiments will be carried out, and an expanded design of experiments
will be used to create a regression model that can quantify the differences between the two
dilution types and their interaction.

48V Mild Hybrid with Direct Injection Biogas Engine
Summary

A new cost-effective solution to the issue of sustainable transport in Europe is the use of alternative fuels with hybrid engine technology. A combination of an internal combustion engine
with a biogas DI system and 48V mild hybrid system could yield several major advantages.
One advantage is that the mild hybrid system design can have a variety of different architectures which can be used with different powertrain designs depending on the manufacturer’s
requirements. Another advantage is that a biogas engine can be very efficient and uses biogas
produced from waste and manure using processes that can have very low or even negative
greenhouse gas production. Such a combination reduces CO2 emissions from a well-to-wheel
perspective compared to traditional fuels. Together, these advantages can give a realistic way
of achieving CO2 emission limits (g/km) as defined in EU legislation that comes into force
after 2020.

Principal investigator
Prof. Petter Dahlander
Source of support
Swedish Energy Agency
Award period covered
2017-2021
Sebiors/students supported
Mindaugas Melaika

This project involves the study of a SI engine with a direct injection/biogas combustion system together with a 48V mild hybrid system. The project is based primarily on experimental
studies using optical/metal single-cylinder engines, and on simulations using GT Power
software. The main project goals are (i) to show that a direct injected biogas engine for a
48V mild hybrid has great potential for low fuel consumption, low CO2 emission levels (CO2
at NEDC 75 g/km or lower) and very low hazardous particle emission levels, (ii) show the
advantages and disadvantages of direct injection compared to a port fuel injected system, (iii)
understand how it differs from traditional combustion systems for gasoline/diesel engines,
and (iv) determine how different fuel compositions (e.g. hydrogen addition, CO2 addition)
can influence the combustion and emission formation in different combustion modes (stoichiometric, lean burn).

Results

The investigation of the combustion process for three combustion modes – homogenous stoichiometric, homogenous lean burn, and stratified lean burn with a methane DI system – was
carried out using an optical spark ignition single cylinder engine with a DI system injecting
gaseous fuel at 18 bar. As expected, the lean air/fuel mixtures gave the lowest fuel consumption. Due to the reduced pumping losses and lower heat losses, the ISFC in stratified mode
was between 9% and 31% lower than that for stoichiometric combustion, depending on engine
load. The lower fuel consumption in lean modes would be expected to reduce CO2 emissions
in the exhaust gas. It was determined that the CoVIMEP was the highest for the lean air/fuel
mixture combustion modes. Lean mixtures resulted in lower flame propagation speeds and
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Figure 110. OH* with higher wavelength spectra in the vicinity of the
spark plug and combustion images
for three combustion modes at
~3.5 bar IMEP.

RoHR values, and they also increased the cycle-to-cycle variation in the combustion process.
Analysis of emission spectroscopy was also carried out for this study. Emission spectroscopy
revealed that there were CN* and OH* emission peaks at their characteristic wavelengths
during methane combustion in different modes. The intensity and duration of CN* emission
depended on the spark glow time and the nature of the ignition system (single coil, dual coil).
The OH* peak, as an indicator of hot-burning gas, was a relatively good marker of the heat
release rate in all combustion modes: the OH* emission intensity correlated with the RoHR
and the CO2* intensity in homogenous cases (Figure 110). The limited mixing time resulted
in the emergence of locally fuel-rich regions that probably enabled soot formation in stratified combustion mode. However, the black body emissions from the soot were not detected
in the homogenous stoichiometric and lean burn modes [95].

Experimental tests using a metal single cylinder spark ignition engine showed that a CNG
DI system running at 18–50 bar fuel injection pressure (depending on engine load) achieved
lower ISCO2, ISCO, ISNOx and ISHC emission levels compared to a GDI system. This was
mainly attributed to the natural gas characteristics, such as higher H/C atomic ratio (that is,
less carbon in the molecular structure), which reduced the CO2 and CO emissions. Also, the
NOx emissions were reduced due to a lower CNG combustion temperature compared to GDI
tests. Reduced shot-to-shot variations in the CNG DI injector reduced the variations over a
combustion cycle, which was a result of low CoVIMEP. The CoVIMEP of CNG DI showed
similar level as for GDI cases. The comparison of CNG DI and CNG PFI showed that the
additional benefits of the CNG DI system were caused by the improved air/fuel mixture turbulence in the cylinder and increased rate of heat release. This improved fuel consumption
and reduced exhaust gas emissions from CNG DI compared to CNG PFI. The measurements
of particle size and total particle number (PN) in the exhaust gases showed that CNG DI
produced much lower levels of PN due to the simple molecular composition of the methanebased fuel and less carbon in the fuel compared to gasoline cases (Figure 111). The experiments using different engine loads and speeds showed that PN formation from GDI was more
affected by the engine speed, while the particulate levels from CNG combustion were mainly
dependent on engine load.
The experimental study of GDI and CNG DI systems at low engine coolant temperatures
(warm-up conditions) revealed that the response to low coolant temperature was quite different for the GDI and CNG DI cases. The low coolant temperature had a greater impact on
standard emissions and particulates for the GDI system than for the CNG DI. The total PN
level from GDI was around two orders of magnitude higher than for the CNG DI at lower
engine coolant temperatures (Figure 112). Combustion images showed that increased PN
formation at lower engine temperatures with GDI were mainly caused by the piston wetting,
and the yellow flame was indicated as the main soot source. Images of CNG DI combustion
showed that, even at low coolant temperatures, a blue flame was present, and no yellow flame
combustion was detected.
A further project stage focused on using a CNG SI engine together with a mild hybrid system.
CNG fuel is capable of producing lower CO2 emissions due to fewer carbon atoms being present in natural gas. A CNG engine with a well-optimized 48V mild hybrid system could achieve
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Figure 112. Particle size distribution for CNG DI and GDI.
Figure 111. Particle size distribution for CNG DI and GDI.

significantly lower fuel consumption and CO2 emissions than existing engine designs of similar power. Further investigation has involved the simulation of 48V mild hybrid architecture
types with different alternative fuels to find the power levels needed to achieve 75g CO2/km
or lower emissions for a passenger car. Investigation also included a conventional vehicle and
a vehicle with a start/stop system (S&S). Different 48V mild hybrid system architectures (P0,
P1, P2 and P3) with different electric motor power levels were simulated to determine which
architecture performs best with respect to fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. The use of
a P2/P3 MHEV architecture instead of a P0/P1 architecture reduces CO2 emissions much
more effectively (2–3 times lower) than simply using a more powerful electric motor (EM).
The ability to decouple the ICE (and thus its friction) from the drivetrain enables significantly
greater brake energy recovery and pure EV operation. Simulations showed that the target of
75 g CO2/km tailpipe emissions could not be achieved with a standard gasoline engine, even
with the most powerful 20 kW EM option in NEDC and WLTC driving cycles. Indeed, the
emission levels achieved were significantly greater than the target, suggesting that the target
may remain out of reach even with improved MHEV engine/powertrain technologies when
gasoline is used as the fuel. However, further simulation results revealed that achieving the
target emission level is possible with an SI engine running on CNG fuel together with a P2 or
P3 mild hybrid system in the NEDC and WLTC cycles, even with a slightly lower EM power
level of 15 kW. Lower emissions were attributed to the high H/C ratio of the methane-based
fuel, which reduced CO2 emissions by ~45% compared to the gasoline-fueled conventional
SI engine (Figure 113) [96].

Figure 113. CO2 emissions using
different alternative fuels with a
15 kW EM and different MHEV architectures in the NEDC and WLTC
driving cycles.
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Human Resources

During 2020, fifteen PhD students and twelve senior researchers from Mechanics and Maritime Sciences, Electrical
Engineering and Volvo GTT were engaged in the various CERC research projects.
Personnel researching and working at CERC in 2020 include:

Senior Staff
Ingemar Denbratt *
Full Professor/Director
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences
Division of Combustion
and Propulsion Systems

Bengt Johansson *
Research Professor/Director
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences
Division of Combustion
and Propulsion Systems

* Involved in management until the end of 2020.

* Involved in management from 2021.

Michael Oevermann
Full Professor
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences
Division of Combustion
and Propulsion Systems

Tomas McKelvey
Full Professor
Electrical Engineering

Lars Davidsson
Full Professor
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences
Division of Fluid Dynamics

Lucien Koopmans
Full Professor
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences
Division of Combustion
and Propulsion Systems

Sven Andersson
Professor
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences
Division of Combustion
and Propulsion Systems

Petter Dahlander
Professor
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences
Division of Combustion
and Propulsion Systems

Andrei Lipatnikov
Research Professor
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences
Division of Combustion
and Propulsion Systems

Mats Andersson
Associate Professor
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences
Division of Combustion
and Propulsion Systems

David Sedarsky
Associate Professor
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences
Division of Combustion
and Propulsion Systems

Karin Munch
Associate Professor
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences
Division of Combustion
and Propulsion Systems
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Jonas Sjöblom
Associate Professor
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences
Division of Combustion
and Propulsion Systems

Anders Karlsson
Adjunct Professor
Volvo GTT

Elenor Norberg
Administration and Finance
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences
Division of Combustion
and Propulsion Systems

PhD Students
Jonathan Lock						
Vignesh Muthuramalingam
Josefine Preuss						
Jelmer J. Rijpkema					
Sreelekha Etikyala					
Nidal Doubiani						
Pratheeba C. Nagarajan			
Lokesh Mopuri						
Omar Moussa						
Zhiqin Jia								

Electrical Engineering / Division of Signal Processing and Biomedical Engineering
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences / Division of Combustion and Propulsion Systems
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences / Division of Combustion and Propulsion Systems
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences / Division of Combustion and Propulsion Systems
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences / Division of Combustion and Propulsion Systems
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences / Division of Combustion and Propulsion Systems
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences / Division of Combustion and Propulsion Systems
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences / Division of Combustion and Propulsion Systems
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences / Division of Combustion and Propulsion Systems
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences / Division of Combustion and Propulsion Systems

Industrial PhD Students
Joop Somhorst						 Volvo Car Corporation
Dhinesh Velmurugan				 Volvo Car Corporation
Reto Balz								Winterthur Gas and Diesel
Mohammad Nikouei				 Scania
Lennarth Zander					 Scania
Hannes Wästlund					AB Volvo

Post Doc
Ahfaz Ahmed						 Ph.D.

Mechanics and Maritime Sciences / Division of Combustion and Propulsion Systems

Research Engineers and Technicians
Alf Magnusson						
Timothy Benham					
Anders Bragée						
Robert Buadu						
Anders Mattsson					
Patrik Wåhlin						

Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Eng.		
M.Sc		
Eng.		
M.Sc.

Mechanics and Maritime Sciences / Division of Combustion and Propulsion Systems
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences / Division of Combustion and Propulsion Systems
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences / Division of Combustion and Propulsion Systems
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences / Division of Combustion and Propulsion Systems
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences / Division of Combustion and Propulsion Systems
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences / Division of Combustion and Propulsion Systems

A number of representatives from the member industries were also indirectly involved in CERC activities working with
the project leaders as part of expert groups within each project.
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Management of CERC
CERC is an independent unit with its own budget and accounting, within the Department of
Mechanics and Maritime Sciences at Chalmers University of Technology. CERC’s activities
are guided by a program advisory board that is appointed by the Chalmers’ Rector in consultation with the member companies. Formal decisions are made by a delegated representative
of the Rector. In the case of CERC the Rector’s Delegate is Angela Hillemyr, Head of the
Department of Mechanics and Maritime Sciences.
The program advisory board consists of the chairman, two academic members, six representatives from the member companies, and two representatives of the Swedish Energy Agency.
Sören Udd

Chairman of the Board for the Swedish Internal Combustion Engine Consortium (SICEC),
including CERC at Chalmers University of Technology, KCFP at the University of Lund and
CCGEx at the Royal Institute of Technology.
Carolin Wang-Hansen
Håkan Persson

Volvo Car Corporation AB
Hua Lu Karlsson from December 2019
Per Stålhammar

Scania CV AB
Malin Ehleskog
Johan Engström

Volvo Group Truck Technologies
Sofia Andersson
Anders Johansson

Swedish Energy Agency
Maria Grahn
Tomas McKelvey

Chalmers University of Technology
Research at CERC is pursued as described in this annual report within working groups, and
project results are presented directly to the CERC board.
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Finances during the period 2018 – 2021
For the period 2018-2021 the budget following the agreement between the three parties Energy
Agency/Industry/Chalmers, given in Table 1, is established.
In the summary of the budget, some of the revenues from the participating companies are
efforts in-kind.
Table 2 shows actual input of cash respectively efforts in-kind for the participating companies
during the year 2020.
In Table 3, the total cost of activities for 2020 are given, distributed by cost categories.
Table 4 shows a summary of the project expenses in cash at Chalmers for the year 2020.
Revenues

2018

2019

2020

2021

TOTAL

10 000

10 000

10 000

10 000

40 000

Scania CV AB

1 700

1 700

1 700

1 700

6 800

AB Volvo

1 700

1 700

1 700

1 700

6 800

Volvo Car Corporation AB

1 700

1 700

1 700

1 700

6 800

Winterthur G&D Ltd.

1 200

1 200

1 200

1 200

4 800

Delphi Technologies

500

500

500

500

2 000

Neste Oyj

400

400

1 200

1 200

3 200

Loge AB

300

300

300

300

1 200

Johnson Matthey

300

300

300

300

1 200

2 250

2 250

2 250

2 250

9 000

738

738

738

738

2 950

Swedish Energy Agency

Convergent Science GmbH
Wärtsilä
KAW*

4 000

Table 1. Total incomes for the period
2018-2021 (KSEK), budget.

4 000

Chalmers University of Technology

10 000

10 000

10 000

10 000

40 000

TOTAL

34 788

30 788

31 588

31 588

128 750

* KAW denotes the Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation. KAW supports CERC directly via funding for
new research equipment. Their fund is non-government and non-university and is used as in-kind.
KAW are not formal members of CERC as they do not join compentence centers.

Revenues

Total

Cash

10 000

10 000

Scania CV AB

3 328

800

2 528 ****

AB Volvo

2 088

800

1 288 ****

Volvo Car Corporation AB

Swedish Energy Agency

1 543

1 543 ****

Winterthur G&D Ltd.

493

493 ****

Delphi Technologies

0

Neste Oyj

1 051

0
800

251 **

Loge AB

750

750 *****

Johnson Matthey

459

459 **

Convergent Science GmbH
Wärtsilä

1 800

1 800 *****

813

213

13 522

2 300

7 661

7 661

TOTAL

43 507

22 574

20 934

BUDGET

31 588

14 913

16 675

Chalmers Univ. of Technology
Transfer from previous year

Table 2. Actual contributions from
members 2020 (KSEK).

In-kind

600 **
11 222

Comments on in-kind distributions:
*		 Consultations
**		 Equipment for projects and consultations
***
Industrial PhD student and consultations
**** Industrial PhD student, equipment for projects and consultations
***** Software licenses (supplies)
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Table 3. Summary of expenses
2020 (KSEK).

Cost categories

Total

Cash

In-kind

15 747

8 580

7 167

Lab costs

8 324

1 335

6 989

Equipment

2 315

116

2 199

Supplies

3 723

383

3 340

64

64

5 357

4 118

1 239

35 530

14 596

20 934

Salaries

Travels and conferences
Miscellaneous; premises, overhead

TOTAL
Contribution from members

22 574

Transfer to next year

7 978

Table 4. Project expenses in cash
at Chalmers 2020 (KSEK).

Project

Salaries

Reducing Heat Transfer in IC Engines

Lab cost

Equipm.

Supplies

552

Spray Formation Dynamics

301

Marine Engine Fuel Injection

204

Soot Formation in SI Engines

971

211

71

Heavy Duty Fuel Injection

200

257

34

Support for Model Development

182

Advanced Laser-based Methods

241

Modeling sGDI

333

RILEM 2

688

Emission Aware Energy Mgmt

547

86

Transient Spray Modes

838

114

EATS

777

200

Filter Modelling

341

142

150

249

830

910

286

701

715

92

323

400

437

1 693

1 750

203

694

900

82

264

390

109

528

800

3

149

486

500

8

309

1 005

1 240

209

917

1 000

3

36
1
4
76

71
1

7

378

1 338

1 550

111

3

350

1 517

1 500

154

495

500

35

134

100

21

9

70
141

Supervisory Control

148

2

1 187

15

40

520

TOTAL
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163

27

454

AoA Support for cordination

154
114

Adap Neural Control for Renew Fuels AoA
Administration

Budget

29

78

Adap Neural Control for Renew Fuels Neste

Total

9

Spray Turbulence Interaction

2S-REX

Misc.

Travels

8 580

90

1 335

116

383

64

4

85

400

205

800

800

58

206

500

426

1 668

1 500

230

750

750

4 118

14 596

16 355

CERC Publications 2018 – 2020
2018
Balz, Reto, Schmid, Andreas, Sedarsky, David,
2018. “In-Nozzle Flow Visualization of Marine
Diesel Injector Nozzles with Different Inlet
Radii,” Proceedings of the 10th International
Symposium on Cavitation (CAV2018), Joseph
Katz, ASME, New York, 2018.
Reto Balz, Andreas Schmid, David Sedarsky,
Cavitation Flow Visualization in Marine
Diesel Injectors, The Proceedings of the
International symposium on diagnostics and modeling of combustion in internal combustion engines, February 28,
2018, Online ISSN 2424-2918, https://
doi.org/10.1299/jmsesdm.2017.9.C102,
https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/
jmsesdm/2017.9/0/2017.9_C102
/_article/-char/en
Akichika Yamaguchi, Lucien Koopmans,
Arjan Helmantel et al, Spray Characterization
of Gasoline Direct Injection Sprays Under
Fuel Injection Pressures up to 150 MPa
with Different Nozzle Geometries, SAE
Technical Papers 2019-01-0063, https://doi.
org/10.4271/2019-01-0063, 2019.
Jayesh Khatri, Ingemar Denbratt, Petter
Dahlander, Lucien Koopmans, Water Injection
Benefits in a 3-cylinder Downsized SI Engine,
SAW Technical Papers 2019-01-0034, https://
doi.org/10.4271/2019-01-0034, 2019.
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perform relevant basic research on Internal
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development of a sustainable transport system and
maintain its position as an internationally recognized
competence center in combustion with leading
research groups in spray diagnostics, combustion in
SI and CI engines, as well as control and powertrain
concepts for hybrid and electrified vehicles.
An additional goal is to perform research into
alternative and renewable fuels for internal
combustion engines. The research includes
both experimental and theoretical projects.
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